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			6	 grassroots giving Faculty/Staff	Scholarship	Initiative
12	 Marlon West (B.A.	’85)	animating	princesses	and	frogs
20	 peter cook (faculty,	ASL)	deaf	poetry	in	motion
26	 Erica Watson (B.A.	’98;	M.A.	’05)	smart,	sexy	comedy
 f e A t u r e s
Game On	
Columbia’s	Interactive	Arts	and	Media	Department	is	creating	
innovative	games	“to	get	stuff	done.”	By	paul M. davis.	
Photography	by	drew Reynolds	(B.A.	’97)
(Hopeful) Hit Men  
With	Chicago Overcoat,	six	alums	are	looking	to	hit	the	big	
screen,	and	the	big	time.	By	Nora O’donnell.	Photography	by	
chad Mcgavock	(B.F.A.	’09)
Portfolio: ESB Institute 
Fellowship Program	
Projects	by	five	recent	fellows	at	the	Ellen stone Belic 
Institute for the study of Women and gender in the Arts 
and Media
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c o l u m b i a  c o l l e g e  c h i c a g o  p r e s e n t s
conversations
in the arts
A year-long exploration of trends and issues in disciplines taught 
by Columbia’s School of Media Arts, focusing on social media, 
journalism, and the moving image
This series opens a three-year cycle of programs devoted to each  
of Columbia’s three schools: Media Arts, Fine and Performing Arts,  
and Liberal Arts and Sciences.
All lectures at 7:00 p.m. at Film row cinema, 
1104 s. Wabash ave., 8th floor 
TiCkeTS are available at no charge on a first-come, 
first-served basis at colum.edu/conversations.
mira nair
Wednesday, april 28, 2010
Mira	Nair	is	the	director	of	Salaam Bombay! 
The Namesake, Mississippi Masala, Monsoon 
Wedding,	and	Amelia.
President’s Club donors enjoy 
invitations to ViP receptions 
with the speakers following 
each event.  
To learn more about the  
President’s Club, call kim 
Clement at 312.369.7084. 
OFFiCiAL HOTeL SPOnSOrS:
past speakers
Biz stone
Cofounder of Twitter
Arianna Huffington
Cofounder and editor in chief 
of The	Huffington	Post
11
c o V e r
John lomax,	a	senior	majoring	in	3-D	animation,	
wears	a	headset	used	in	Interactive	Arts	and	Media	
professor	dave gerding’s	CONSTRUCT	project.	
Story,	page	14.	Photo:	drew Reynolds	(B.A.	’97)
c o r r e c t i o n s
In	some	copies	of	DEMO 10,	the	captions	for	Anna	
Shteynshleyger’s	and	Brian	Ulrich’s	photographs	on	page	6
	were	reversed.	Ulrich’s	work	appeared	on	the	left.
In	“What	if	I	Bomb	in	Front	of	My	Mom”	(DEMO	10,	
page	16),	Sheldon	Patinkin	was	misquoted	when	
discussing	the	academic	marriage	of	Second	City	and	
Columbia.	He	said,	“Columbia’s	Theater	department	
functions	around	the	concept	that	theater	is	an	ensemble	
art,	as	is	improv.”
11
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contact the Office of Alumni Relations for details
312.369.6987  /  mpassarelli@colum.edu
February	27
Alumni	Event	at	the	Natural	History	Museum
cAAn pittsBurGH
March	6
Spring	Training	/Cubs	and	White	Sox,	Mesa
cAAn pHoenix
March	7
Oscar	Viewing	Parties
los AnGeles,  cHicAGo, lAs VeGAs
March	14
Story	Week	Alumni	Workshops	and	Reception
cHicAGo
Running	of	the	Green
cAAn denVer
March	18
Marketing	Communication	Department	Presents	
Ad	Autopsy	5—Advertising	to	Women
cHicAGo
April
Student	Alumni	Association	(SAA)
Annual	Etiquette	Dinner
cHicAGo
colum.edu/alumni/eventsA
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We’ve	made	it	easier	for	you	to	customize	the		
way	you	receive	alumni	news	from	Columbia.	
Now	opting	in	(or	out)	of	a	plethora	of	email	
communications	is	simple.
Just	visit	colum.edu/emailprefs	to	log	in	to	the		
Email	Settings	page	in	the	alumni	community	
(“theLoop”)	and	check	the	boxes	next	to	the	
newsletters	you’d	like	to	receive.
Simple. 
We	thought	you’d	like	that.
choose 
your news
Reinventing Media Arts Education 
for the 21st Century
colum.edu/mpc
locAted At 16tH & stAte 
streets, tHE MPC FEAtuRES 
35,500 SquARE FEEt OF 
AdAPtABlE SPACE, InCludInG 
twO SOundStAGES, A MOtIOn-
CAPtuRE StudIO, AnIMAtInG 
SuItES, And MORE.
Photo:	Tom	Nowak
now open, Columbia College Chicago’s state-of-the-art  
Media production center is the first educational 
facility of its kind, designed to foster cross-disciplinary 
collaboration among students in film, television, 
interactive arts and media, audio arts, journalism, and 
other areas of study.
designed by Jeanne Gang /Studio Gang Architects, the innovative structure 
is a model for the incorporation of green building practices. The facility also 
commemorates Chicago’s role in filmmaking history by incorporating the 
arch from the former Famous Players-lasky Corporation, parent company 
of Paramount Pictures.
eMAil us: 
demo@colum.edu	
cAll us: 
Columbia	College	Chicago:	312.369.1000
DEMO	magazine:	312.369.8631
MAil us: 
DEMO	magazine,	Columbia	College	Chicago,	
600	S.	Michigan	Ave.,	Chicago,	IL	60605
DEMO	is	online
Read,	comment,	and	share	at	colum.edu/demo
Become	a	fan!	DEMO	magazine	is	on	Facebook
 AnnOunCInG COluMBIA COllEGE CHICAGO’S nEw
MEdIA PROduCtIOn CEntER 
From	the	film	Structurally Sound.	
Photo	by	Amanda	Bose.
dR. cARTER:  The	term	“innovation”	is	used	very	loosely	in	higher	education,	
but	we	don’t	take	it	lightly	at	all,	because	we	practice	it	every	day.	We	push	our	faculty	
to	be	cutting	edge.	We	push	our	students	to	be	cutting	edge.	We	encourage	them	to	
be	always	looking	at	the	next	opportunity	in	their	disciplines	or	their	majors:	What’s	
the	next	technology?	How	are	the	disciplines	evolving?	What	majors	are	converging?	
Where	do	we	need	to	be	providing	instruction,	or	perhaps	discontinuing	instruction,	as	
industries	change?	That whole thing about innovation in the arts and media isn’t 
just a tag line for us, it’s the way we live.
Our	new	Media	Production	Center	is	a	fine	example	of	this.	It	is	the	first	building	we’ve	
built	from	the	ground	up,	and	it’s	important	from	a	variety	of	standpoints.	It’s	important	
because	it’s	a	building	we	need,	because	there’s	no	other	building	like	this.	We	could	
not	have	purchased	a	preexistent	building	and	reconfigured	it,	the	way	we’ve	done	with	
our	other	buildings.	We	built	a	facility	that	precisely	reflects	our	approach	to	teaching	
media	arts	in	the	twenty-first	century,	and	there	isn’t	another	one	on	the	face	of	the	
globe	that	can	do	what	this	building	does.
It’s	also	important	because	of	what	it	says	about	us	as	an	institution.	When	we	decided	
to	do	this,	we	brought	in	a	consultant	to	assess	our	ability	to	raise	the	necessary	money,	
and	he	said,	“You’ll	be	lucky	to	raise	five	million	dollars,	because	you’ve	never	done	it	before.	You	
have	no	history	of	fundraising	at	that	level,	of	board	giving	at	that	level,	and	you	have	no	friends	
out	there	that	know	you	that	well.”	Well,	we’ve	raised	more	than	$24	million	for	this	project,	
with	additional	pledged.	It	shows	that	the	consultant	was	wrong.	But	what	it	really	shows	is	that	
Columbia	College	Chicago	is	positioned	very	differently	than	some	folks	thought	we	were.	
Our	trustees,	our	alumni,	our	faculty	and	staff,	and	our	students	all	know	what	we	can	do.
We	set	a	goal	that	some	felt	was	impossible,	and	we	reached	it.	We	built	a	facility	they	said	
couldn’t	be	built.	And	this	points	to	all	the	other	things	we	know	are	possible	at	this	institution.	
All the things that people said columbia college couldn’t do, we did.	And	now	we	
know	we	can	do	more—there	are	no	limits.	There	are	no	dreams	we	can’t	dream,	because	
we	know	we	have	the	wherewithal	to	get	it	done.
In	Chicago,	we	have	always	attracted,	and	been	attracted	to,	young	creatives.	Professionals	
in	the	creative	industries	know	us—many	of	them	are	our	alumni—but	for	a	long	time	we	were	
under	the	radar	for	everyone	else.	Not	anymore.	The	Media	Production	Center	offers	physical	
evidence	of	our	commitment	to	innovation,	and	the	results	that	innovation	produces.	We	have	
a	safe	place	in	which	students,	faculty,	and	others	can	take	creative	risks.	That	doesn’t	mean	
it’s	chaotic,	or	that	we	lack	structure	or	design	in	what	we’re	doing.	But	we	are	always	looking	
forward,	searching,	reaching	for	the	next	thing.	We	are	always	taking	informed	risks.	And	that’s	
what	leads	to	innovation.
A quEsTION FOR pREsIdENT cARTER
dEMO:  Columbia	College	Chicago	is	a	center	for	innovation	in	the	visual,	
performing,	media,	and	communication	arts—that’s	even	our	tag	line.	
How	does	the	new	Media	Production	Center,	which	opens	for	classes	this	
semester,	reflect	that	commitment	to	innovation?
	
Photo:	Robert	Drea
columbia college chicago 
recognizes the following individuals 
who joined 
between June 1, 2009 and October 30, 2009.
MicHAel J. Anderson
sHerry s. BArrAt
WilliAM t. Britt ’92
MonicA del AnGel ’96
Betty GuttMAn
roBert e. ’66 & JAne McnAMArA
MicHelle A. pAssArelli ’99
JAMes n. pritzker
JosepH seMinettA
HArrison i. & lois M. steAns
irVinG stenn Jr.
WAyne tukes
lindsAy M. WilBeck ’05
constAnce & HuGH WilliAMs
T h e  P r e s i d e n T ’ s  C l u b
C O L U M B I A  C O L L E G E  C H I C A G O
to leArn More, contAct kiM cleMent At 312.369.7084 or Visit coluM.edu/donAte.
JOIN FEllOW AluMs BY gIVINg duRINg  
the final COuntdOwn TO THIs HIsTORIc EVENT!
YOuR cONTRIBuTION TO cOluMBIA  
cAN BE REcOgNIzEd fOrever.
Make	a	gift	to	the	Media	Production	Center	of	$25	or	
more	before	May	10,	2010	at	24:00:00	hours	and	
you	will	have	your	name	permanently	recognized	on	
the	honor	roll	of	donors	in	the	first	new-construction	
building	in	Columbia’s	120-year	history.	D
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CarOl ann StOwE, 
1951–2009
Columbia lost a universally loved and 
respected colleague, teacher, and force 
in progressive early childhood education 
when	Carol	Ann	Stowe	died	unexpectedly	on	October	4,	2009,	of	complications	
from	a	1979	automobile	accident.
	 In	1996	Stowe,	a	lifelong	educator	with	a	Ph.D.	in	educational	processes	from	
Northwestern	University,	became	the	founding	director	of	the	Harris	Center	for	
Early	Childhood	Education	in	the	School	of	Liberal	Arts	and	Sciences	at	Columbia	
College	Chicago.	
	 Her	leadership	and	dedication	brought	critical	grants	to	the	progressive	
program,	which	trained	new	teachers	in	Chicago	using	the	world-renowned	
Reggio	Emilia	approach,	an	arts-based,	child-focused	method	regarded	by	many	
as	the	most	successful	in	the	world.	The	B.A.	program	Stowe	put	in	place	has	
grown	to	include	126	majors.
	 Stowe	is	survived	by	three	daughters,	two	of	whom	are	early	childhood	
education	teachers	in	the	Chicago	area;	two	grandsons;	and	her	husband,	Tim.
news from the Columbia community
GraSS rOOtS GIVInG 
(fAculty/stAff scHolArsHip initiAtiVe)
As	a	member	of	the	college	advising	staff,	J.	Wayne	Tukes	was	
among	the	first	to	see	the	effects	of	the	recession	on	students.	
He	began	talking	with	other	faculty	and	staff	about	how	they	could	
help.	“We	came	up	with	the	Faculty/Staff	Scholarship	Initiative	
after	consulting	with	a	lot	of	folks	about	it,”	Tukes	recalls.	
The	initiative	dovetails	with	Scholarship	Columbia,	a	matching-fund	
campaign	aimed	primarily	at	alumni.	Tukes	and	his	colleagues	
expanded	the	idea	over	brown-bag	lunches	and	through	viral	videos	
and	mailings,	carefully	keeping	the	message	peer	to	peer.	
That’s	been	key	to	their	success,	notes	Bill	Britt,	director	of	
advancement	services.	“It’s	reinvigorated	faculty	and	staff	giving.	
It’s	really	quite	extraordinary	what	they’ve	done.”	Britt	says	the	
effort	has	garnered	commitments	of	more	than	$30,000	from	
faculty	and	staff	since	its	inception	in	2009.	Combined	with	
matching	funds	from	the	college,	that	translates	to	more	than	
$70,000	in	scholarship	funds	available	to	students.
“I’ve	always	wanted	to	do	something	for	the	students,”	says	
Mark	Gonzalez,	a	28-year	member	of	Columbia’s	building	services	
staff.	“I’m	glad	I	was	able	to	help.”
Visit	colum.edu/createchange	to	watch	the	videos	and	learn	
more	about	the	initiative	and	a	faculty/staff	showcase	being	
planned	for	April	1.	
JIM SulSkI, 
1957–2010 
He was a colleague 
to some, a mentor 
to many, and a 
friend to all who 
knew him.	Jim	Sulski,	
associate	professor	and	adviser	to	the	
Columbia Chronicle,	lost	his	three-year	
battle	with	cancer	on	January	7,	2010.	
Known	for	his	humor	and	humbleness,	
Sulski	joined	the	Journalism	
department	as	part-time	faculty	in	
1991,	became	a	full-time	faculty	
member	in	1999,	and	was	promoted	
to	associate	chair	of	the	Journalism	
department	in	2006,	a	position	he	
held	for	two	years.	
	 An	investigative	journalist	by	
nature,	he	stressed	to	his	students	
the	importance	of	holding	decision	
makers	accountable.	“Jim	was	a	
wonderful	teacher	and	mentor	who	
took	special	pride	in	his	work	with	
the	Columbia Chronicle	newspaper,”	
said	Columbia’s	president,	Warrick	L.	
Carter.	“He	will	be	incredibly	missed	
by	his	colleagues,	students,	and	those	
whose	lives	he	touched.”	
	 In	addition	to	his	role	as	faculty	at	
Columbia,	Sulski	was	an	alum	of	the	
college.	He	earned	a	B.A.	in	journalism	
in	1984	and	went	on	to	receive	an	
M.A.	in	communications	from	the	
University	of	Illinois	at	Chicago.	He	
wrote	for	a	number	of	publications,	
including	Crain’s Chicago Business,	
the	Chicago Tribune,	and	Consumers 
Digest.	He	is	survived	by	five	children	
and	his	wife,	Jo	Cates,	associate	vice	
president	for	academic	research	and	
dean	of	the	library	at	Columbia.
Jim sulski
—Ann Wiens
Front	row	(from	left):	J.	Wayne	Tukes,	Bob	Blinn,	Brian	Ritchard,	Kamillah	Ong,	Mark	Gonzalez.	
Second	row:	Brian	Marth,	Janet	Talbot,	Karen	Smith,	Pattie	Mackenzie,	Ruby	Turner,	Linda	Hunter.	
Third	row:	Jessica	Horwitz,	Judy	Dyke,	Mary	Blinn,	Cory	Byrd,	Yolunda	Kincade,	Lauren	Targ,	Ritch	Barnes.	
Back	row:	Charles	Cannon,	George	Bailey,	Will	Casey,	Keith	Lusson,	Arvis	Averatte,	Kevin	Cassidy.	
Not	pictured:	Richard	Woods.	Photo:	Corey	Minkanic	(B.A.	’04)
“We wanted to do something that would resonate  
                 across all areas of the college to bring people 
          in this community together for the greater good.”
A memorial to carol Ann stowe was created by students 
in the early childhood education department. 
Photo:	Alexa	Rubinstein	(B.F.A.	’09)
DEMO8
columbia’s new Media production center.		Photo:	Tom	Nowak
MEDIa PrODuCtIOn CEntEr 
OPEnS fOr ClaSSES
Columbia College Chicago has 
completed construction on the new, 
35,500-square-foot Media Production 
Center	(MPC),	the	first	new-construction	building	erected	in	the	
college’s	120-year	history.	Spring	semester	classes	began	in	the	
facility	on	January	25,	2010,	almost	exactly	one	year	after	the	initial	
groundbreaking.
	 Designed	from	the	ground	up	to	accommodate	a	new	way	of	
teaching	filmmaking	and	media	production	for	the	twenty-first	century,	
the	project	saw	its	beginnings	in	conversations	that	began	in	2001,	
shortly	after	Warrick	Carter	began	his	tenure	as	president	of	the	college	
and	made	the	creation	of	a	state-of-the-art	production	facility	one	of	his	
priorities.	The	project	gained	momentum	when	Allen	Turner,	a	partner	
in	the	Pritzker	Organization,	became	chairman	of	Columbia’s	Board	
of	Trustees	in	2005,	acting	as	a	catalyst	to	bring	the	project	to	fruition.	
	 The	innovative	structure	was	designed	by	Jeanne	Gang	/	Studio	
Gang	Architects,	who	won	the	commission	through	a	highly	competitive	
architectural	selection	contest.	The	building	is	a	model	for	the	
incorporation	of	sustainable	design	and	construction	processes,	
a	hallmark	of	Gang’s	practice.	One	such	element	is	the	green	roof	
that	covers	50	percent	of	the	building.	The	facility	also	commemorates	
Chicago’s	long	role	in	the	history	of	filmmaking,	incorporating	a	huge,	
terra-cotta	arch	salvaged	from	the	former	Famous	Players-Lasky	
Corporation,	a	parent	of	Paramount	Pictures,	whose	facilities	once	
stood	nearby.
	 The	40,162-square-foot	lot	at	the	corner	of	State	and	16th	streets,	
appraised	at	$3.2	million,	was	purchased	from	the	City	of	Chicago	
for	$200,000.	The	building	is	anchored	by	a	7,350-square-foot	main	
soundstage,	with	a	2,085-square-foot	motion-capture	studio,	a	smaller	
soundstage,	prop	and	wardrobe	studios,	classrooms,	an	outdoor	
dock	for	the	college’s	remote	media	truck,	a	rooftop	terrace,	and	
a	lofty,	glass-walled	lobby	that	acts	as	an	informal	gathering	space	
for	students.
	 For	more	information	about	the	Media	Production	Center,	including	
a	gala	being	planned	for	October	2010,	visit	colum.edu/mpc.
naMI Mun wInS whItInG 
wrItErS’ awarD
Fiction writing professor 
nami Mun was awarded 
the prestigious whiting 
writer’s Award	for	her	2009	
novel	Miles from Nowhere.	The	award,	which	
includes	a	$50,000	stipend,	has	been	
given	annually	since	1985	to	10	writers	
of	exceptional	talent	and	promise	early	in	their	careers.
	 In	addition	to	the	Whiting	Award,	the	widely	acclaimed	Miles from Nowhere	
was	shortlisted	for	the	Orange	Award	for	New	Writers.	The	novel	follows	Joon,	
a	13-year-old	runaway,	through	the	streets	of	New	York	as	she	struggles	with	
addiction,	exploitation,	and	her	own	past.	
	 This	is	Mun’s	second	year	on	faculty	at	Columbia.	When	asked	what	has	
struck	her	most	about	the	college,	she	answered,	“The	students,	hands	down.	
They	seem	to	live	and	work	and	study	and	dress	and	talk	and	walk	creatively	…	
I	was	never	that	cool	in	college.”		Mun	is	currently	working	on	a	book	about	crime.
COluMbIa MakES 
SuStaInabIlIty 
a PrIOrIty
warrick l. 
Carter, president 
of Columbia 
College Chicago, 
has signed 
the American 
College and university Presidents Climate 
Commitment	(ACUPCC),	thereby	adding	Columbia	to	a	list	of	
more	than	650	institutions	of	higher	education	that	have	made	this	pledge.	
By	signing	the	ACUPCC,	Columbia	commits	to	strive	for	climate	neutrality	
by	reducing	greenhouse	gas	emissions	and	staying	current	with	new	
technologies	to	help	achieve	this	goal.	
	 This	dedication	is	demonstrated	by	current	building	projects	on	campus,	
such	as	the	new	Media	Production	Center,	designed	from	the	ground	up	with	
sustainability	at	the	fore.	Another	recent	project,	the	redesigned	fifth	floor	
of	the	33	East	Congress	Parkway	building,	was	awarded	a	Silver	Certification	
under	the	Leadership	in	Energy	and	Environmental	Design	Commercial	
Interiors	category	by	the	U.S.	Green	Building	Council.	It	is	the	first	Columbia	
project	to	receive	LEED	certification.
JOurnalISM DEPartMEnt 
rECEIVES $45,000 tO SuPPOrt 
EMErGInG nEwS SOurCES
Columbia’s proposal for a website, 
Austintalks.org, is among a dozen 
selected to share $500,000	that	the	Chicago	
Community	Trust	has	pledged	to	support	the	development	of	emerging	
local	news	sources	through	a	series	of	new	grants	called	the	Community	
News	Matters	Award.
	 Columbia	will	receive	$45,000	for	the	development	of	the	site,	which	
will	serve	as	a	clearinghouse	of	news	and	information	important	to	the	
Austin	neighborhood	on	Chicago’s	West	Side.	The	project,	a	collaboration	
with	the	Chicago Tribune	enlisting	student	and	professional	journalists	to	
cover	government	meetings,	businesses,	churches,	and	other	institutions	
in	the	neighborhood,	will	distribute	content	via	the	website,	the	Tribune’s	
Chicago	Now	blogsite	(chicagonow.com),	and	other	media.
	 Suzanne	McBride,	an	assistant	professor	in	the	Journalism	department,	
plans	to	launch	the	site	this	spring.	“We’re	honored	to	have	been	given	the	
opportunity	to	partner	with	the	residents,	business	owners,	civic	leaders,	
educators,	and	people	of	faith	in	Austin,”	she	said.	McBride	and	her	partner	
in	the	project,	associate	professor	Barbara	Iverson,	will	edit	and	distribute	
the	news	and	information	gathered	by	student	and	citizen	journalists	
through	mobile	devices,	text	messaging,	and	newsletters	to	reach	as	many	
Austin	residents	as	possible	and	to	build	audience	involvement.
	 The	Community	Media	Workshop,	a	nonprofit	housed	at	Columbia	
College,	also	received	a	$45,000	grant.	The	Community	News	Matters	
Award	is	funded	jointly	by	the	Chicago	Community	Trust	and	the	John	D.	
and	Catherine	T.	MacAthur	Foundation.	It	is	part	of	the	Knight	Community	
Information	Challenge,	a	five-year,	$24	million	national	effort	“to	help	
place-based	foundations	find	creative	ways	to	use	new	media	and	
technology	to	keep	residents	informed	and	engaged.”	
brOaDCaSt JOurnalISM anD 
tElEVISIOn StuDEntS rECOGnIzED 
by EMMy OrGanIzatIOn
The work of several Columbia students 
was recognized by the Chicago/Midwest 
Chapter of the national Academy of 
television Arts and Sciences	(NATAS),	the	
organization	that	awards	the	Emmy.	
	 A	team	of	students	from	Frequency	TV,	Columbia’s	student	television	
station,	won	an	award	in	the	College	Student	Production:	Entertainment	
Program/Segment	category	for	a	segment	they	created	about	the	Chicago	
Outfit,	a	roller	derby	team.	Michael	Petroshus,	Leo	Flores,	Chris	Smith,	
and	Mallory	Ryan	entered	“Roller	Derby”	into	the	running	almost	as	an	
afterthought.	
	 “We	made	this	show	called	‘Charlie	and	Isabelle,’”	said	Petroshus.	
“And	we	all	thought	it	was	our	best	work,	so	we	entered	that.”	But	the	
team	had	also	created	a	segment	about	the	roller	derby	that	they	thought	
was	interesting	and	well	done,	“so	we	figured	it	couldn’t	hurt	to	put	that	
in	too,”	added	Petroshus.	Their	initial	entry,	“Charlie	and	Isabelle,”	was	
also	nominated	for	the	award.
	 Broadcast	journalism	students	Frankie	Jupiter,	Caroline	Rowland,	
Lauren	Rozyla,	Steve	Nichols,	and	Candace	Pierce	won	first	place	in	the	
Information	Program/Segment	category	for	their	work	on	an	Election	
2008	package.
	 Mary	Hynes,	an	Emmy	judging-committee	cochair,	noted	that	the	
goal	of	the	student	awards	is	“to	recognize	excellence	in	college	student	
productions	and	encourage	the	next	generation	of	television	professionals.	
These	television	students	are	the	future	Emmy	Award	winners.”
The fifth floor of 33 east congress is the 
first columbia building project to receive 
leed certification.		Photo:	Gensler
nami Mun
The chicagotalks.org news site will 
serve as a model for the Austintalks.org 
community journalism project.
frequency tV’s award-winning Roller Derby segment
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PhOtOGraPhEr CurtIS Mann 
SElECtED fOr whItnEy bIEnnIal
Curtis Mann, a 2008 graduate of Columbia’s 
M.F.A. program in photography and current 
adjunct faculty in the department, has 
been invited to exhibit his work in the 2010 
whitney Biennial,	among	the	most	prestigious	invitational	
contemporary	art	exhibitions	in	the	world.	
	 Mann	creates	new	photography	by	physically	erasing	and	manipulating	
found,	amateur	snapshots.	This	tension	between	creation	and	destruction	
in	his	process	expands	the	boundaries	of	photography,	incorporating	
experimentation	to	form	unique,	often	beautiful	new	works.	“Curtis	Mann	
discovered	his	own	distinctive	artistic	voice	very	early	in	our	graduate	
program,”	said	Bob	Thall,	chair	of	Columbia’s	photography	department.	
“He	then	developed	his	work	with	great	intelligence,	energy,	and	ambition.	
We	are	very	proud	of	Curtis	and	delighted	that	his	work	will	be	finding	an	
enormous	new	audience.”
	 Mann	is	one	of	55	artists	chosen	by	curators	Francesco	Bonami	and	
Gary	Carrion-Murayari	for	the	exhibition,	which	runs	February	25	through	
May	30	at	the	Whitney	Museum	of	American	Art	in	New	York.
StuDEntS SuCCESSfully rally 
tO SaVE MaP funDInG
when funding for the Monetary Aid 
Program (MAP) fell victim to budget cuts in 
the Illinois legislature in October, Columbia 
students responded as Columbia students 
always do:	they	got	creative.	In	just	24	hours,	a	group	of	students,	
faculty,	and	staff	wrote,	shot,	and	produced	a	four-minute	music	video	
of	an	original	composition,	I Wonder What I Could Be,	to	raise	awareness	
of	the	crisis.	The	video	was	distributed	via	YouTube	and	other	social	
networking	sites.	Meanwhile,	Columbia’s	Student	Government	Association	
organized	a	letter-writing	campaign	and	trip	to	Springfield	to	rally	the	
legislature	to	restore	funding	for	MAP,	which	provides	tuition	assistance	
to	thousands	of	Illinois	students.	
	 About	140,000	students,	or	one	fourth	of	those	in	the	state,	rely	on	MAP	
funding	to	help	pay	their	tuition,	including	thousands	of	Columbia	students,	
who	receive	an	average	of	about	$1,940,	according	to	an	estimate	the	
Illinois	Student	Assistance	Commission.	Columbia	students	joined	others	
from	throughout	the	state	at	the	October	15	rally.	That	afternoon	the	Illinois	
House	and	Senate	voted	to	allocate	$205	million	to	MAP,	securing	grants
already	promised	to	tens	of	thousands	of	students	for	the	spring	2010	
semester.	It	remains	unclear,	however,	how	the	program	will	be	funded	
in	future	years.
	 To	see	the	music	video	and	the	Columbia Chronicle’s	coverage	of	the	
rally,	visit	colum.edu/demo	and	look	for	this	story	in	the	“Wire”	section	
of	Demo	online.
COllEGE wInS naSPa awarDS 
fOr StuDEnt COMMunICatIOnS, 
ShOP COluMbIa
Student communications have come a 
long way fast at Columbia.	The	student	communications	
unit,	a	division	of	Student	Affairs,	was	formed	just	two	years	ago,	but	it’s	
already	among	the	best	in	the	country,	according	to	NASPA–Student	Affairs	
Administrators	in	Education,	
the	foremost	association	for	
student	affairs	professionals	in	
higher	education.	Columbia’s	
achievements	will	be	honored	at	
NASPA’s	2010	Excellence	Awards	
ceremony	in	March,	where	the	
college	will	receive	the	Grand	
Silver	Award	(second	overall	
nationally)	and	Gold	Award	(best	
in	category)	for	the	Student	Loop.	
							The	Student	Loop	(colum.
edu/students)	is	“a	virtual	
student	center”	that	outlines	Columbia’s	innovative	approach	to	community	
building	focused	on	an	online	community	where	students	can	interact	
with	one	another	and	the	college.	The	selection	committee	recognized	
Columbia’s	adoption	of	new	online	technologies	and	the	creative	editorial	
approach	used	to	attract	a	student	audience.	
	 ShopColumbia,	an	on-campus	retail	store	selling	student-created	
products	and	art,	was	recognized	by	NASPA	with	a	Silver	Award	in	the	
Career	and	Academic	Support	category.	ShopColumbia	opened	just	
over	a	year	ago	in	a	storefront	space	at	623	South	Wabash	Avenue.
	 The	NASPA	awards	recognize	innovation	and	achievement	in	the	
field	of	Student	Affairs,	and	2009	was	the	most	competitive	year	in	the	
history	of	the	awards.	
JOhn fISChEttI ManuSCrIPt 
COllECtIOn nOw OnlInE
The Columbia library Archives hold the 
definitive collection of notebooks and 
sketches by the late John Fischetti.	A	syndicated	
cartoonist,	Fischetti	worked	primarily	for	the	Chicago Daily News,	reaching	a	
national	audience	and	garnering	him	the	Pulitzer	Prize	for	political	cartooning	
in	1969.
	 Recently,	the	library	was	awarded	a	grant	by	the	Illinois	State	Library,	a	
department	of	the	Office	of	Secretary	of	State,	using	funds	provided	by	the	U.S.	
Institute	of	Museum	and	Library	Services	under	the	federal	Library	Services	and	
Technology	Act,	to	digitize	the	3,300-work	collection,	making	it	available	online.
	 The	physical	materials	from	which	this	collection	is	derived	are	housed	in	the	
College	Archives.	To	view	the	collection	online,	visit	colum.edu/fischettiarchives.
curtis Mann, 
Loudspeaker (Beirut 
happenings), from 
the “Modification” 
series, 2008.	
Collection	of	the	Museum	of	
Contemporary	Photography.
COluMbIa nIGht a hIt at ChICaGO 
IntErnatIOnal fIlM fEStIVal
Columbia was the presenting sponsor of the 
45th Chicago International Film Festival,	which	
ran	October	8	through	22,	2009,	at	the	AMC	River	East	21	Theaters.	Among	the	
highlights	was	Columbia	Night	on	October	9,	which	included	the	world	premier	
of	Chicago Overcoat,	the	debut	feature	from	Beverly	Ridge	Pictures,	a	Chicago-
based	production	company	founded	by	several	recent	Columbia	alumni.	
	 Chicago Overcoat	is	a	gangster	story	about	an	aging	Outfit	hit	man	with	
a	chance	to	reclaim	his	lost	glory.	The	film	stars	Frank	Vincent,	Kathrine	
Narducci,	Mike	Starr,	Danny	Goldring,	Stacy	Keach,	and	Armand	Assante.
	 Appearing	at	Columbia	Night’s	reception	and	screening	were	several	of	the	
film’s	stars,	along	with	Beverly	Ridge	principals	Kevin	Moss,	Brian	Caunter,	
John	Bosher,	Chris	Charles,	and	Philip	Plowden.	Following	the	screening,	
several	of	the	filmmakers,	along	with	stars	Vincent,	Narducci,	Starr,	and	
Goldring,	participated	in	a	panel	discussion.
	 Recent	grad	Brad	Bischoff	(B.A.	’09)	and	his	production	company	Rubbish	
were	presented	with	the	Chicago	Award	during	the	festival	for	the	short	film	
WET,	which	Bischoff	wrote	and	directed	as	part	of	a	Production	II	class	at	
Columbia.	WET	is	the	story	of	a	young	man	faced	with	the	grim	reality	of	being	
eternally	wet,	and	having	to	decide	whether	he	belongs	on	land	or	in	water.	A	
sci-fi	short,	Burden,	was	also	screened	at	Columbia	Night.	That	film,	a	special-
effects-rich	story	about	an	invader	from	outer	space	who	has	a	change	of	heart,	
shares	several	alumni	production-team	members	with	Chicago Overcoat.	See	
our	story	on	Chicago Overcoat,	“(Hopeful)	Hit	Men,”	starting	on	page	22.
Mike starr, kathrine narducci, 
frank Vincent, and danny Goldring, 
stars of Chicago Overcoat, at the 
world premier.
The student loop
The music video 
I Wonder What I 
Could Be was 
produced in just 
24 hours by 
columbia students, 
faculty, and staff 
to raise awareness 
of the MAp 
unding crisis.
John fischetti, 
sketch, 1977
“This	is	my	favorite	movie	so	far,”	says	Marlon	West,	effects	
animation	supervisor	on	the	holiday	blockbuster	The Princess and 
the Frog,	Disney’s	first	movie	featuring	an	African	American	princess.	
The	animated	fairy	tale	is	set	in	the	Louisiana	bayous	and	boasts	
an	all-star	cast	including	Anika	Noni	Rose,	Oprah	Winfrey,	and	
John	Goodman.
It’s	a	long	way	from	the	“little	short	films	and	animations	with	clay	
and	G.I.	Joe”	that	West	made	with	a	Super	8	camera	he	got	for	
his	twelfth	birthday.	
It	was	that	camera	that	sparked	West’s	passion	for	filmmaking	
and	animation.	The	St.	Louis	native	earned	a	degree	in	film	
and	video	from	Columbia,	then	worked	for	Encyclopaedia	
Britannica	for	three	years	before	heading	to	L.A.	After	
freelancing	for	four	years,	he	landed	a	job	at	Walt	Disney	
Animation	Studios.	During	his	16-year	tenure	at	Disney,	he	
has	worked	on	many	notable	films,	including	The Lion King,	
Pocahontas,	Tarzan,	and	Chicken Little,	and	served	as	visual	effects	
supervisor	on	Home on the Range	and	Atlantis: The Lost Empire.
The Princess and the Frog,	a	musical	set	in	the	French	Quarter	during	
the	Jazz	Age,	centers	on	a	young	girl	named	Princess	Tiana,	who	
lives	in	the	New	Orleans	French	Quarter	during	the	Jazz	Age.	
Somewhat	of	a	throwback	to	the	Disney	classics	of	old,	the	film	
is	a	hand-drawn	2-D	animation,	a	departure	from	the	digitally	
animated	3-D	films	that	moviegoers	have	become	accustomed	to.	
It’s	Disney’s	first	2-D	film	since	2004’s	Home on the Range.	
“There’s	a	whole	generation	of	kids	who	have	never	seen	a	hand-
drawn	animated	film	on	the	big	screen,”	says	West.	“I	think	there	
are	people	who	miss	it,	people	who	actually	grew	up	watching	hand-
drawn	animated	films.	They’re	going	to	be	thrilled	to	see	one	again.”
West	visits	Columbia	frequently	to	give	students	professional	feedback	
on	their	portfolios	and	to	participate	in	alumni	activities.	“Because	
Columbia	has	so	many	industry	professionals	teaching	there,	it	left	
me	with	the	impression	that	I	was	always	going	to	be	in	the	business	
of	learning	things	my	entire	career,”	says	West.	“It	allowed	me	to	take	
myself	seriously	as	an	artist	and	a	filmmaker.”	Which	is	a	spirit	that	
West	continues	to	pass	along	to	current	Columbia	students.	
MarlOn wESt (B.A.	’85)
Photo:	Drew	Reynolds	(B.A.	’97)
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                                        and for it to be 
an African American princess 
                                                       is really cool.”
         “I have a daughter who’s five years old. 
     This is probably going to be the first movie 
she sees in the theater, 
—leAH BAnks (M.A. ’07)
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constructive 
gaming
In	a	modest	conference	room	in	
Columbia	College’s	Department	
of	Interactive	Arts	and	Media	(IAM),	
we’ve	stepped	into	what	could	pass	
as	a	set	from	the	’80s	sci-fi	classic.	
It’s	a	futuristic	space	where	individuals	
interact	on	screen	as	small	sensors	
track	their	eye	movements,	pupil	
dilation,	and	even	facial	expressions,	
all	in	the	service	of	teaching	machines	
to	understand	how	people	communicate	
and	collaborate	with	one	another.*	
Gerding	is	one	of	several	visionaries	
in	Columbia’s	IAM	department	who	
are	leveraging	video	game	technology	
to	create	what	he	terms	“constructive	
games,”	or	“games	to	get	stuff	done.”	
Gerding	heads	the	project	CONSTRUCT,	
an	effort	to	merge	video	gaming	with	
behavioral	and	computer	science	to	
quantify	the	ways	in	which	individuals	
communicate—such	as	speech,	body	
language,	and	facial	movements—in	
order	to	facilitate	more	constructive	
interactions.
“This	is	like	the	quarter-million-dollar	table,”	says	Columbia	
professor	David	Gerding,	sitting	in	front	of	a	modest	conference	
table	outfitted	with	six	laptops	that	are	connected	to	optical	
sensors.	As	Gerding	speaks,	an	avatar	of	his	face	appears	on	
	 the	laptop	screen	before	him.	A	click	of	a	button,	and	beams	
	of	light	appear	to	radiate	from	the	eyes	of	his	digital	self.	
	“It’s	detecting	the	iris.	Can	you	see	the	laser	beams	coming	
	out	of	my	eyes?	It’s	like	Blade Runner!”
* in a few months, the system will be used to 
analyze the speech and eye movements of four 
columbia students as they interact in a meeting-like 
setting in columbia’s Media production center.
Columbia’s	Interactive	Arts	and	
Media	Department	Is	Creating	Innovative	
Games	“to	Get	Stuff	Done.”
By pAul M. dAVis 
Hannah Anderton (freshman, 
Music Business), Michael peters 
(sophomore, Game design), 
noah Johnson (junior, Game 
design), and John lomax (senior, 
3-d Animation) work within the 
construct project game space 
in columbia’s department of 
interactive Arts and Media.
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Building	on	the	success	of	the	department’s	High-Rise	Evacuation	Project—
a	2007	collaboration	with	the	City	of	Chicago	to	develop	a	video	game	that	
helps	train	first	responders	how	to	evacuate	a	building	in	a	disaster—Gerding	
began	work	on	CONSTRUCT,	a	two-phase	project	to	teach	machines	to	analyze	
the	interactions	among	humans	as	they	collaborate.	The	project	is	funded	
by	a	cooperative	agreement	between	Columbia	College	and	the	U.S.	Army	
Research	Laboratory	concerning	Conglomerated	Networked	Telemetry	to	
Raise	Understanding	of	Collaborative	Teams,	or	CONSTRUCT.	Gerding	explains	
that	what	this	basically	entails	is	conducting	“human	factor	studies—how	
do	people	work	together,	how	can	they	interact	with	each	other?	The	idea	
was	they	could	deploy	what	we	make	and	use	it	in	their	lab.	We’re	creating	
research	tools	for	the	broader	research	community.”
The	first	phase	of	the	research	took	place	largely	within	a	video	game	space.	
“We	made	the	game	in	about	a	year	and	a	half,”	Gerding	says.	“We	built	a	
lab	with	five	game-playing	workstations	set	up,	and	five	other	workstations	
that	were	doing	speech	recognition	in	real	time	on	the	players.	Everyone	was	
wearing	wireless	headsets,	and	as	they	played	the	game,	all	the	data	was	
streaming	to	this	database.”
The	game	is	deceptively	simple	in	its	execution.	Built	on	a	software	engine	
often	used	in	first-person-shooter	games,	it	places	five	players	in	a	confined	
virtual	room.	But	instead	of	shooting	at	one	another,	players	must	collaborate	
to	succeed.	The	center	of	the	virtual	room	contains	a	stack	of	colored	blocks,	
and	a	simple	image	is	displayed	on	one	wall.	The	players	are	given	two	rounds	
to	reproduce	the	image	using	the	blocks,	working	within	10-	and	20-minute	
time	limits	to	complete	the	task	more	quickly	than	other	groups.	
Gerding’s	project	team	was	able	to	pull	reams	of	data	from	the	avatars’	
movements	and	points	of	visual	focus,	as	well	as	from	the	conversations	between	
players,	which	were	captured	using	speech-recognition	software.	The	data	was	
then	harvested	into	a	custom	piece	of	software	Gerding	has	dubbed	Timeline,	
which	visualized	the	separate	data	streams	side	by	side.	Doctoral	students	from	
Chicago’s	DePaul	University	used	the	software	to	label	patterns	of	data	as	distinct	
forms	of	human	behavior.	These	patterns,	once	identified	by	humans,	can	be	
taught	to	the	software	so	that	it	can	automatically	recognize	types	of	behavior	in	
future	trials.	As	Gerding	explains,	“Instead	of	having	a	human	being	mark	up	the	
data,	the	machine	can	make	those	assertions	based	on	the	probability	that	a	
human	would	have	marked	that	scope	of	data	that	way.”
Once	the	Timeline	system	had	been	
trained	to	recognize	certain	types	of	
behavior,	Gerding	and	his	team	began	
to	introduce	new	forms	of	input	and	
study	interactions	in	the	real	world.	
“In	the	new	round	of	research,”	
Gerding	says,	“instead	of	only	having	
five	people	playing	a	game,	we’re	
going	to	have	some	number	of	those	
teams	in	other	labs	and	four	people	
sitting	around	a	table	of	screens	in	
the	real	world	and	acting	in	some	kind	
of	supervisory	role.”	While	one	group	
plays	the	game,	another	group	will	
sit	in	the	Blade Runner	meeting	room,	
advising	the	players	over	headsets	
while	their	own	real-world	interactions	
as	a	team	are	tracked.	
“The	gaze	trackers	will	look	at	
them	and	gather	data,”	Gerding	
explains.	“There	is	useful	data	for	
humans	in	things	like	eye	contact,	
body	language.	The	trick	is	getting	
machines	to	recognize	those	
patterns.	When	the	gaze	trackers	are	
all	running	together,	we’ll	get	the	data	
back	as	3-D	heads	in	a	3-D	space.	It	
will	say,	‘Dave	was	looking	at	subject	
one,	or	subject	two,’	and	you	can	get	
that	as	data.”	By	re-creating	these	
real-world	interactions,	the	software	
can	then	apply	the	same	algorithms	
already	established	in	the	video	game	
world	to	determine	which	types	of	
interaction	best	achieved	the	shared	
goal	of	the	individuals.	
applying the 
research
Gerding	notes	that	his	ultimate	goal	is	
to	be	able	to	integrate	this	technology	
and	research	into	Columbia’s	own	
programs,	beginning	with	a	special	
topics	class	slated	for	next	fall.	“We’re	
going	to	try	and	find	what	you	would	
do	if	you	were	going	to	make	a	smart	
classroom,”	he	says.	“What	kinds	of	
data	would	you	try	and	collect?”
When	Gerding	speaks	of	smart	
classrooms,	he’s	not	talking	about	
rooms	outfitted	with	computers	
and	a	projector.	“Imagine	if	we	had	
a	traditional	classroom	learning	
environment	where	everyone’s	facing	
a	board,”	he	says.	“But	we	have	gaze-
tracking	sensors	on	the	students,	and	
I,	as	the	professor,	get	the	sensor	data	
in	my	glasses,	so	when	I	go	up	to	the	
board	and	am	drawing,	I	can	see	data	
showing	which	students	are	looking	at	
which	part	of	the	board.	What	can	we	
do	to	make	the	environments	literally	
facilitate	the	goal	of	that	room,	which	
in	this	case	would	be	learning?	Gaze	
tracking	could	wake	up	the	student	
who	is	falling	asleep	before	the	
professor	has	to.	Or	the	room	will	
connect	to	the	learning	management	
system,	and	as	the	professor	is	
lecturing,	related	documents	are	
automatically	being	pulled	up	on	a	
screen	based	on	keywords	that	the	
professor	is	saying.”*
Gerding	is	clearly	energized	by	the	
prospect	of	opening	up	these	high-end	
technologies	and	theoretical	concepts	
to	Columbia	students,	providing	them	
with	opportunities	to	think	about	and	
experience	media	and	sensory-laden	
environments.	The	equipment	involved	
with	CONSTRUCT	and	the	earlier	High-
Rise	Evaculation	Project	provided	the	
foundation	for	the	motion	capture	
studio	in	Columbia’s	new	Media	
Production	Center,	which	goes	online	
this	semester.	“The	students	will	get	
the	chance	to	try	these	different,	cool	
toys,”	notes	Gerding,	who	also	sees	
possibilities	to	apply	this	research	
to	media	criticism	and	analysis,	
presenting	students	with	a	method	
of	quantifying	types	of	human	
behavior	to	better	understand	how	
players	react	to	student-developed	
game	worlds,	or	how	directors	
respond	to	film	shot	on	the	Media	
Production	Center	soundstages.
The	CONSTRUCT	project	exemplifies	
the	possibilities	that	Doreen	Bartoni,	
dean	of	Columbia’s	School	of	Media	
Arts,	envisions	for	students	as	a	result	
of	successful	efforts	to	bring	increased	
research	dollars	to	the	college.	“Dave	
has	taken	his	role	as	a	researcher	
very	seriously,”	she	says.	“His	mind	is	
amazingly	facile.	He	is	innovative.	He	
is	a	wonderful	combination	of	being	
a	creative	individual	who	also	has	
the	technical	expertise	to	be	able	to	
create	a	product.	He’s	a	total	package	
in	terms	of	bringing	his	department	
and	the	school	to	the	next	level.	I	feel	
very	confident	when	he’s	involved	in	
a	project	that	he	will	be	able	to	have	
deliverables	that	not	only	satisfy	
the	project	but	also	have	other	
applications.”	
* Gerding presented this vision of smart 
classrooms in Madrid last november at 
the international conference of education, 
research and innovation (iceri), which included 
representatives from more than 60 countries.
screen shots, from top: 1.  A player places a block in the grid during a race to re-create 
the goal image in the construct project game. 2.  timeline, software that was 
developed to visualize data to support machine learning. 3.  The timeline software can 
create an inventory that a player’s avatar can see moment to moment. it generated more 
than 130 million rows of data in the project’s first-round study.
david Gerding, faculty, 
interactive Arts and Media
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creating games, 
creating change
At	Columbia,	this	sort	of	original	thought	about	gaming	and	collaboration	is	
not	confined	to	Gerding’s	work	with	CONSTRUCT,	however.	Work	being	done	by	
Mindy	Faber,	another	innovative	thinker,	demonstrates	that	these	ideas	and	
approaches	are	part	of	the	ethos	of	the	IAM	department.	Faber	is	the	founder	
of	the	nonprofit	Open	Youth	Networks,	which	she	launched	in	2007	to	explore	
how	video	games	and	social	media	could	empower	women	and	urban	youth.
“I	was	interested	in	figuring	out	ways	to	train	youth	in	participatory	culture	and	
media,	and	to	introduce	them	to	Web	2.0	tools	that	could	empower	them	to	
better	their	own	lives	and	communities,”	Faber	says.	
Faber	knew	the	chair	of	the	IAM	department,	Annette	Barbier,	and	made	her	
aware	of	the	project,	suggesting	a	partnership	between	the	nonprofit	and	
the	college.	When	Faber	joined	the	IAM	department	as	academic	manager	in	
2009,	she	and	Barbier	developed	a	strategy	for	turning	Open	Youth	Networks	
into	a	program	within	the	department,	working	on	projects	with	urban	youth	
based	on	new	and	emerging	technologies	and	games.
One	of	Faber’s	first	projects	at	Columbia	was	Games	for	Change,	a	High	
School	Summer	Institute	course	she	taught	in	the	summer	of	2009	with	Emily	
Kuehn,	an		adjunct	professor.	“We	introduced	youth	to	the	idea	of	creating	
games	that	have	a	social-issue	message,”	she	explains.	“We	showed	them	
examples	and	led	them	through	a	fascinating	curriculum	showing	how	values	
can	be	built	into	the	mechanics	of	a	game	itself—not	so	much	through	the	
content	of	the	game,	but	what	you’re	doing	inside	the	game.	For	example,	
are	you	cooperating	with	others,	or	are	you	trying	to	undermine	them?	Are	you	
trying	to	build	collaboration	among	teams	of	people,	or	are	you	trying	to	just	
go	all	out	for	yourself?
“In	that	class,	our	students	came	up	with	an	idea	for	a	game	called	Surviving	
High	School,”	Faber	continues.	“They	broke	up	into	four	teams,	and	each	team	
worked	on	one	year	of	high	school.	Then	they	combined	that	into	one	game	
about	how	to	survive.	What	are	the	moral	and	ethical	issues	high	school	kids	
deal	with	every	day	as	they	navigate	their	adolescent	years?	It	was	great.	
I	never	would	have	been	able	to	come	up	with	that	idea,	and	in	the	process	
they’re	basically	computer	programming,	which	is	a	really	high-level	skill.”
This	semester,	Faber	will	involve	
Columbia	students	in	community	
outreach	through	a	course	she’s	
working	on	with	Andrew	Hicks,	an	
IAM	professor,	called	Interactive	Arts	
Media	Team.	“The	class	has	a	client,	
and	the	client	comes	to	them	with	a	
problem	that	requires	an	interactive	
media-arts	solution,”	she	explains.	
“The	class	is	charged	with	trying	to	
figure	out	how	to	solve	this	problem	
using	emerging	technologies	and	
interactive	media.”	
The	first	client	chosen	for	the	course	
is	the	Chicago	Youth	Voices	Network,	
a	nonprofit	that	is	seeking	assistance	
with	an	effort	called	the	Youth	2.0	
Recovery	Reporting	Project.	Faber’s	
students	will	collaborate	with	12	
Chicago	youth	media	organizations	
to	design	an	interactive	solution	to	
the	problem	the	client	has	posed,	
which	involves	creating	Facebook	
apps,	quizzes,	and	social	media	
tools	to	aggregate	polling	data	about	
how	youth	are	faring	during	the	
economic	recovery.	“They’re	applying	
their	technology	skills	to	address	
real	community	issues,”	says	Faber.	
“We’re	trying	to	figure	out	how	we	can	
create	opportunities	for	our	college	
students	in	Interactive	Arts	and	
Media	and	Game	Arts	in	a	mentoring/
tutoring/service-learning	capacity,	
in	which	they’re	applying	their	skills	
to	collaborate	in	a	community-based	
setting	with	high	school	students	
around	social	issues	or	ideas	of	using	
technology	to	create	a	better	world.”
Barbier	believes	Faber’s	work	is	
serving	an	important	role	in	
Columbia’s	community	outreach	
efforts	and	in	the	development	of	
the	culture	of	the	department.	“What	
we’re	finding	is	that	there’s	not	a	
whole	lot	of	diversity	in	the	kind	of	
students	who	are	coming	to	us	for	an	
education	in	game	design,”	Barbier	
says.	“We	would	like	to	diversify	the	
character	of	the	program	by	bringing	
in	a	broader	range	of	voices	and	
backgrounds.	One	of	the	reasons	
that	we	wanted	to	do	this	was	as	a	
recruitment	and	development	effort—
recruitment	in	the	sense	that	we	
would	like	to	bring	young	people	from	
various	backgrounds	into	the	game	
program,	particularly	young	women,	
who	don’t	generally	feel	empowered	
to	make	games.”
Faber	is	particularly	concerned	with	
issues	of	women	in	gaming.	Despite	
recent	Nielsen	and	BBC	studies	
suggesting	that	more	than	half	of	
gamers	are	women,	the	stereotype	
that	women	don’t	play	games	has	
led	to	a	stunning	gender	divide	in	the	
industry.	“We	hope	to	prototype	and	
build	games	that	girls	are	actually	in	
control	of—online	games,	Facebook	
games,	Wii	games	that	teach	self-
defense	for	women,”	Faber	says.	
“Our	goal	is	to	form	collaborative	
relationships	with	high	schools	
through	which	we	can	create	an	
incubator	where	girls	can	come	in	and	
be	trained	as	game	designers,	and	
be	asked,	‘What	do	you	want	to	play	
and	why?’	And	then	our	IAM	students	
can	build	and	prototype	these	games,	
put	them	in	the	marketplace,	and	
begin	changing	things	up.”	To	that	
end,	Faber	is	currently	organizing	
the	3G	Summit:	The	Future	of	Girls,	
Gaming,	and	Gender,	an	exposition	
planned	for	August	2010	at	Columbia,	
in	which	50	urban	teenage	girls	will	
collaborate	with	faculty	and	women	
game	designers	over	three	intensive	
days	to	build	gender-inclusive	game	
prototypes	for	the	future.	
As	Barbier	notes,	the	current	conception	
of	what	gaming	is	and	can	be	is	very	
limited.	“There’s	a	narrow	bandwidth	
for	what’s	considered	appropriate	
for	games,	so	that’s	one	of	the	areas	
we’d	like	to	develop	into—to	give	voice	
to	other	reasons	for	games	to	exist,	
other	strategies	and	stories	to	tell.”	
While	Faber’s	and	Gerding’s	work	
differs	widely	in	execution,	both	are	
committed	to	reimagining	video	
games	and	social	media	to	turn	these	
technologies	into	tools	that	engender	
fruitful	collaborations—ensuring	that	
Columbia	will	play	an	important	role	
in	the	ongoing	evolution	of	games	and	
electronic	media.	
paul M. davis	is	a	Chicago-based	
freelance	writer,	designer,	and	
musician	focusing	on	media	and	
independent	culture.
drew Reynolds	(B.A.	’97)	is	a	
photographer	based	in	Chicago	
and	Los	Angeles.
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Mindy faber, academic manager, 
interactive Arts and Media
Hannah Anderton 
(freshman, Music 
Business) demonstrates 
the headset worn by 
participants in the 
construct project. 
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PEtEr COOk (Faculty,	ASL)
This	ability	is	“innate,”	according	to	Cook,	an	assistant	professor	
with	Columbia’s	American	Sign	Language–English	Interpretation	
program.	Cook	has	been	deaf	since	contracting	spinal	meningitis	
when	he	was	three	years	old.
That	sense	of	innate	rhythm	and	musicality	comes	through	in	
Cook’s	poetry	and	storytelling,	which	has	won	raves	from	audiences	
around	the	world.	
“Most	of	my	poetry	is	visual,”	he	says	in	America	Sign	Language	
(ASL).	We’re	speaking	with	the	help	of	Candace	Hart,	a	full-time	
staff	interpreter	with	Columbia.	“It	looks	like	a	film,”	continues	
Cook.	“It	looks	like	a	movie	in	my	mind.	It’s	a	sequence	of	images.”
His	sign	language	is	so	fluid	and	mesmerizing,	it	seems	surprising	
that	Cook,	48,	didn’t	learn	ASL	until	he	went	off	to	college	at	
the	Rochester	Institute	of	Technology.	(He	grew	up	learning	
lip	reading.)	It	was	the	mid-1980s	and	there	was	an	explosion	
of	deaf	poetry	in	Rochester,	he	says.	Cook,	who	was	studying	
graphic	design,	performed	some	poems	at	a	publishing	
conference	and	was	approached	by	Gregory	Kolovakos,	the	
head	of	the	literature	program	of	the	New	York	State	Council	
on	the	Arts.	Funding	from	the	agency	allowed	Cook	to	start	the	
Flying	Words	Project	with	Kenny	Lerner,	a	poet	who	is	not	deaf	
but	is	fluent	in	ASL.	
Cook	began	his	work	at	Columbia	in	1995	at	the	very	start	of	the	
ASL-English	Interpretation	program.	He	left	the	college	for	a	couple	
of	years	to	work	full	time	as	a	storyteller	but	returned	in	2003.	
He	teaches	a	variety	of	classes,	but	one	of	his	favorites	focuses	
on	creativity	and	sign	language	by	having	students	use	ASL	to	
write	stories	and	poems—much	like	what	he	does	in	his	own	
performance	pieces.
Cook	says	he	considers	both	deaf	and	hearing	people	to	be	his	
primary	audiences,	but	he	changes	his	material	depending	on	
who’s	in	the	crowd.	For	a	deaf	audience,	Cook	uses	“hand-shape	
rhymes,”	which	are	like	plays	on	words,	the	same	sign	taking	on	
different	meanings.
Cook	says	he	feels	fortunate	to	be	at	Columbia,	one	of	only	a	few	
universities	with	a	four-year	ASL	program.	“As	an	artist,	I	just	want	
to	keep	on	creating	and	being	creative,”	he	says.	“Academically,	I	
hope	whatever	I’m	doing	with	my	time	will	contribute	to	deaf	studies.”
—HeAtHer lAlley
                             But he can see it. And feel it. 
                  And sense it.
peter cook signs “i want to do with you what spring does 
with the cherry trees” from a poem by pablo neruda. 
Photo:	Alexa	Rubinstein	(’09)
    Peter Cook can’t hear 
music.
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The billboard beckons him, bright 
and bountiful. 
Daniel Baldwin—star of reality television 
shows such as Celebrity	Fit	Club, 
Celebrity	Rehab	with	Dr.	Drew, and I’m	
a	Celebrity	…	Get	Me	Out	of	Here!, and 
filming the low-budget crime thriller The	
Devil’s	Dominoes—is on his way to his 
hotel in Rockford, Illinois, when he sees 
the sign looming over the expressway. 
He turns to his bespectacled young 
driver and rasps, “Bro, we gotta get 
some wings at Hooters.”
As the pair nears the restaurant, 
Baldwin signals to pull over. He 
exchanges his flannel shirt for a black 
leather jacket. He gestures toward the 
driver’s can of soda in the cup holder 
and grumbles, “Can I get a swig off 
your Mountain Dew, bro?” The driver 
nods. Baldwin grabs the can, pours the 
neon liquid into his hands, and runs it 
through his hair. Showtime. 
“I	haven’t	had	a	Mountain	Dew	
since,”	says	John	Bosher	(B.A.	’06),	
Baldwin’s	driver	that	day.	But	three	
years	later,	he	remembers	the	
experience	and	others	gained	on	the	
set	of	that	film.	It’s	part	of	what	gave	
him	the	confidence	to	make	his	own	
picture	with	his	friends.
Bosher	is	sitting	with	several	of	those	
friends—Chris	Charles	(B.A.	’07),	
Kevin	Moss,	and	Phil	Plowden—
in	a	tiny	rectangular	office	on	the	
sixteenth	floor	of	Chicago’s	Three	
First	National	Plaza	building.	The	four,	
along	with	Brian	Caunter	(B.A.	’06)	
and	William	Maursky	(B.A.	’05),	are	
the	team	of	young	Columbia	College	
Chicago	film	alumni	behind	Beverly	
Ridge	Pictures,	an	independent	
production	company	on	a	mission	
to	grow	the	film	industry	in	Illinois.	
They’re	off	to	a	promising	start:	the	
partnership’s	first	feature-length	
film,	Chicago Overcoat,	sold	out	five	
screenings	at	its	October	debut	at	
the	45th	Chicago	International	
Film	Festival.
For	Bosher	and	his	band	of	Chicago	
bros—none	yet	over	30	when	the	
film	was	made—it’s	an	impressive	
feat.	Charles,	an	associate	producer	
of	Overcoat,	says,	“When	celebrities	
With Chicago 
Overcoat, 
the six 
alumni 
founders 
of Beverly 
Ridge 
Pictures 
are looking 
to hit the 
big screen— 
and the 
big time. 
By	Nora	O’Donnell
(Hopefu l ) 
The crew of Chicago Overcoat. from left: kevin Moss (’06), philip s. plowden (’07), 
chris charles (B.A. ’07), Brian caunter (B.A. ’06), John W. Bosher (B.A. ’06) 
Photo:	Chad	McGavock	(B.F.A.	’09)
frank Vincent as aging hit man lou 
Marazano in Chicago Overcoat. 
All	photos	courtesy	of	Beverly	Ridge	Pictures	unless	
noted	otherwise
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come	on	set	and	see	a	bunch	of	guys	
in	their	twenties,	it’s	disconcerting.	
They’re	ready	to	call	up	their	agent	
and	say,	‘What	the	hell	did	you	get	me	
into	here?’”	
That’s	how	veteran	actor	Frank	
Vincent,	the	70-year-old	star	of	
Chicago Overcoat,	felt.	Known	for	
playing	mobsters	in	The Sopranos	
and	Goodfellas,	Vincent	found	
himself	working	with	a	group	of	
unknowns	about	a	third	his	age,	
and	he	doubted	the	project’s	
prospects—for	about	a	week.	
What	defied	his	preconceptions?	
“Hard	work,”	Plowden	says.	
Respect	for	hard	work	(and,	to	a	
lesser	extent,	a	love	of	Ultimate	
Fighting	Championships)	eventually	
glued	the	Beverly	Ridge	sextet	
together.	Bosher	and	Moss	
(Overcoat’s	cinematographer)	met	
briefly	as	teenagers	in	Columbia’s	
High	School	Summer	Institute,	a	five-
week	arts-immersion	program.	When	
the	two	reconnected	as	Columbia	
College	students	in	2003,	Bosher	
already	had	a	side	project	producing	
music	videos	with	his	roommate,	
Brian	Caunter	(Overcoat’s	director).	
Their	videos	for	local	rappers	Joe	
Glass	and	Iroc	fell	into	regular	
rotation	on	BET,	and	Moss	joined	the	
determined	duo	for	some	follow-up	
videos.	“At	Columbia,”	Moss	says,	
“there	are	a	lot	of	film	students,	but	
there	are	only	so	many	that	you	think	
might	make	it—the	ones	who	really	try	
hard	enough.”	They	recruited	Charles,	
Maursky,	and	Plowden	and	formed	
Beverly	Ridge	Pictures	in	2005.	
Their	first	project	as	a	company,	an	
ambitious	20-minute	film	based	on	
Ray	Bradbury’s	short	story	“The	Small	
Assassin,”	became	their	calling	card.	
Set	in	the	1950s,	it’s	a	psychological	
tale	of	a	woman’s	struggle	with	
postpartum	depression	that	quickly	
escalates	to	full-blown	paranoia	
when	she	starts	to	believe	her	child	
is	trying	to	kill	her.	It’s	a	bit	Twilight 
Zone	wannabe	meets	movie	of	the	
week,	but	then	the	astonishment	
kicks	in:	this	is	a	student	film,	
and	it	has	accurate	period	cars?	
A	former	Columbia	film	professor,	
Peter	Hawley,	oversaw	the	group,	
but	the	project	blossomed	outside	
of	the	classroom.	“I	think	we	learned	
the	real	responsibilities	involved	in	
filmmaking,	and	the	stress	involved,”	
Charles	says.	“We	made	a	lot	of	
mistakes,	but	more	importantly,	we	
learned	from	them.”		
Hungry	for	a	chance	to	work	on	a	
real	feature	film,	the	pack	picked	
up	jobs	on	The Devil’s Dominoes,	
the	aforementioned	Daniel	Baldwin	
flick.	There,	among	other	things,	
they	gained	experience	handling	
eccentric	celebrities.	“It	was	a	good	
training	exercise	on	somebody	else’s	
watch	and	somebody	else’s	dime,”	
Bosher	says.	By	the	time	shooting	
wrapped	on	Dominoes	in	October	
2006,	all	were	committed	to	trying	
their	hands	at	their	own	production.	
The	team	considered	a	horror	
movie—a	common	but	successful	
genre	for	first-time	independent	
filmmakers—but	found	the	slasher	
market	flooded.	They	wanted	to	film	
in	Chicago—it	would	be	cheaper	
and	offer	an	opportunity	to	use	the	
locations	they’d	fallen	in	love	with	
as	students—but	they	had	little	else.	
Then	it	hit	them	like	Joey	“the	Clown”	
Lombardo.	The	Family	Secrets	trials	
were	filling	the	daily	news	with	real-
life	Chicago	Outfit	stories.	Why	not	
do	a	mob	movie?	
Bosher,	a	crime-drama	nut	with	a	
boyhood	love	of	Bruce	Willis	movies,	
and	Caunter,	the	conceptual	brains	
behind	and	eventually	the	director	
of	the	venture,	penned	several	drafts	
before	handing	the	script	over	to	two	
other	Columbia	grads,	Josh	Staman	
(B.A.	’07)	and	Andrew	Dowd	(B.A.	
’06),	for	the	final	touches	in	May	
2007.	They	envisioned	Frank	Vincent	
as	the	perfect	person	to	play	their	
aging,	down-on-his-luck	hitman.	
“During	the	writing	process,	
choosing	Frank	Vincent	was	key,”	
notes	Caunter.	“The	process	was	a	
little	more	fluent	because	we	knew	
who	we	wanted	to	play	our	lead.	
We	molded	the	character	around	
Frank,	and	made	the	character	so	
good	he	wouldn’t	be	able	to	refuse	
the	role.”	Vincent	signed	on.	
As	producer,	Bosher	spearheaded	
a	40-page	business	plan,	and	the	
team	began	pitching	it	to	investors.	
But	ultimately,	they	kept	it	close	to	
home.	The	film’s	executive	producer	
and	provider	of	Plaza	office	space	is	
Moss’s	mother,	JoAnne,	who	heads	
a	real	estate	title	network	and	now	
co-owns	Beverly	Ridge.	Neither	Moss	
nor	Bosher	will	say	how	much	she	
personally	invested	in	the	film’s	$2	
million	budget,	but	both	confirm	
she	became	the	main	backer	after	
Vincent	attached	himself	to	the	
project.	“It	wasn’t	so	much	a	gift	as	a	
trust	in	us,”	the	younger	Moss	says.	
“She	believes	in	the	company	going	
on	to	make	bigger,	better	movies.”
Several	new	projects	are	already	
under	way.	Charles	is	developing	a	
border-patrol	story	with	his	former	
screenwriting	teacher	Daniel	Kravitz,	
and	Plowden	is	working	on	a	comedy	
about	a	struggling	actor.	(“It’s	got	
some	legs,”	Plowden	says.)	But	for	
now,	Beverly	Ridge’s	main	focuses	
are	hitting	the	festival	circuit,	finding	
Overcoat	a	distributor,	and	recouping	
that	$2	million.	
Fame	and	fortune	are	still	elusive,	
the	debt	is	looming,	and	several	
members	of	the	close-knit	group	
still	work	part-time	jobs	or	live	at	
home.	But	a	shared	passion	for	
making	movies	and	a	deep	sense	
of	pride	in	what	they	have	already	
accomplished	keep	them	optimistic.	
“We’re	all	very	fortunate	to	have	
families	who	have	supported	us	
and	trusted	us,”	Charles	says.	“To	
be	able	to	have	them	come	to	the	
premiere	was	really	rewarding.”
“We’re	on	the	right	track,”	Plowden	
assures	the	families.	Then	Charles	
quips,	“All	those	years	and	dollars	
didn’t	go	to	waste.”	
“When 
celebrities 
come on set and 
see a bunch of 
guys in their 
twenties, it’s 
disconcerting. 
They’re ready 
to call up 
their agent 
 and say,
‘What the hell 
did you get me 
into here?’” 
clockwise from top left: panel discussion featuring Brian caunter, frank Vincent, John W. Bosher, and danny Goldring at the 45th chicago 
international film festival; frank Vincent on screen at Chicago Overcoat’s world premier; production still from Chicago Overcoat
clockwise from top left: sammy delano (Martin shannon), lorenzo Galante (Mike starr), and lou Marazano (frank Vincent); John Bosher 
and Mike capulli; kevin Moss frames a shot; frank Vincent and chris charles; aerial view of the crew shooting in logan square
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ErICa watSOn (B.A.	’98;	M.A.	’05)
You	can	tell	from	its	title	that	Erica	Watson’s	one-woman	show	Fat 
Bitch!	is	not	exactly	family	friendly—not	even	for	her	own	family.	After	
a	recent	show	at	the	Chicago	Center	for	the	Performing	Arts,	Watson’s	
father	told	her,	“Erica,	you	have	a	nasty	mouth!	Where	did	you	learn	
to	talk	like	that?”	Her	response?	“Well,	I	learned	it	from	listening	to	
your	old	Rudy	Ray	Moore	and	Redd	Foxx	records!”
That’s	not	to	say	her	parents—or	the	audiences	at	the	sold-out	
shows—didn’t	enjoy	it.	Sure,	there	were	awkward	moments,	
particularly	when	she	faked	a	prolooooonged	orgasm	as	her	
mother	sat	in	the	front	row.	“My	mom	blushed	while	two	of	her	
friends	gave	each	other	a	high-five,”	says	Watson,	35,	perhaps	
best	known	recently	for	her	role	in	the	film	Precious.	But	more	
on	that	in	a	moment.
Fat Bitch!	is	Watson’s	comedic	reflection	on	body	image,	sex,	stereo-
types,	and	life	as	a	large	woman.	The	title,	she	says,	challenges	
people,	but	overall	“it’s	definitely	an	asset.	Some	people	were	really	
put	off	by	it,	because	they	weren’t	able	to	understand	the	statement	
I	was	going	to	make.	Men	have	been	very	offended	by	the	title.	
I	had	one	man	say,	‘Why	are	you	disrespecting	yourself?’”
But,	she	adds,	that’s	not	the	point.	She	is	trying	to	retake	the	term,	
make	it	her	own,	and	recast	it	onstage.	“I	try	to	be	smart,	to	speak	
about	my	life	in	a	truthful	and	honest	way.”	
Watson	hasn’t	always	been	onstage.	She	took	home	a	bachelor’s	
degree	in	film	and	television	production	from	Columbia	in	1998,	
then	returned	to	earn	a	master’s	in	media	management	in	2005.	
Throughout	her	time	at	Columbia,	she	was	always	working	behind	
the	scenes,	as	a	producer	or	director.
“The	funny	part	of	me	was	something	that	I	was	trying	to	suppress	
in	many	ways,”	Watson	says.	She	preferred	gaining	respect	as	a	
smart	businesswoman	and	savvy	producer.	
It	wasn’t	until	Watson	was	30	and	unable	to	find	any	directing	jobs	
in	New	York	that	she	said,	“Hey,	I’ll	take	a	stand-up	comedy	writing	
class	and	see	where	this	can	go.”
Where	it	went	was	Fat Bitch!	And,	almost	counterintuitively,	Watson’s	
comedy	has	landed	her	some	serious	movie	roles—most	notably	in	
the	critical	darling	Precious.	Watson	plays	Sheila,	the	abusive	mother	
of	a	little	girl	who	“shows	how	the	cycle	of	violence	will	continue	if	
we	don’t	stop	it.”
Watson	said	she	doesn’t	see	any	disconnect	between	her	comedic	and	
dramatic	sides.	In	fact,	they	feed	one	another.	“Tragedy	makes	comedy,	
and	I	think	most	people	who	are	driven	to	comedy	have	something	
about	them	that	made	them	the	outsider,”	she	says.	“Comedy	is	an	
armor	in	your	life	to	protect	you	from	some	of	the	crap	you	go	through.	
It’s	easy	to	pull	from	that	stuff	when	you’re	doing	a	dramatic	role.”
to speak about my life in a truthful and honest way.”
Photo:	Jeremy	Lawson	(’94)
    “I try to be smart,
—roBert k. elder
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Fashion columbia
May 11
chicago public library 
Winter garden, 400 s. state st.
Tickets: $200 at 
colum.edu/fashioncolumbia
The	third	annual	Fashion	Columbia	
luncheon	showcases	student	work	
with	proceeds	benefiting	the	Dennis	
Brozynski	and	Diane	Erpenbach	
Scholarship.
Manifest
May 14
campus wide
colum.edu/manifest
Columbia	College	Chicago’s	urban	arts	
festival	celebrates	the	work	of	seniors	
and	graduate	students	from	every	
department	on	campus.
M u s i c
The chicago Jazz Ensemble® 
presents Jazz: past, present, 
and Future
March 5, 7:30 p.m.
Harris Theater for Music and 
dance, 205 E. Randolph st.
chijazz.com
Tickets: $15–$45 at 
312.334.7777
An	exploration	of	jazz	featuring	CJE	
drummer	Dana	Hall	with	special	
guests	Alioune	Faye	and	Baba	Faye.
The chicago Jazz Ensemble® 
presents In the Mood for Moody
April 16, 7:30 p.m., cindy 
pritzker Auditorium at the 
Harold Washington library
April 17, 7:30 p.m., 
dusable Museum of African 
American History
Tickets: $25, $5/students at 
colum.edu/chijazz
Jazz	master	and	Grammy	nominee	
James	Moody	brings	his	saxophone		
and	songs	to	two	exciting	performances	
with	the	CJE.
G A l l e r i e s
dis/Believer: Reconciling 
science and Religion in 
contemporary Art
Through February 19
glass curtain gallery, 
1104 s. Wabash Ave.
colum.edu/deps
312.369.6643
An	investigation	of	the	relationships	
between	science	and	religion	through	
multimedia	installations.
50% grey: contemporary czech 
photography Reconsidered
January 29–March 28
Museum of contemporary 
photography, 600 s. Michigan Ave.
colum.edu/mocp
312.663.5554
Work	by	contemporary	Czech	artists	
who	investigate	photography’s	
potential	to	tell	stories.
let There Be geo
March 4–April 24
Averill and Bernard leviton A+d 
gallery, 619 s. Wabash Ave.
colum.edu/adgallery
312.369.8687
A	contemporary	take	on	the	use	of	
geometric	form	in	visual	art.
l i t e r A r y
story Week Festival of Writers
March 14–21
Full schedule at colum.edu/
storyweek
This	annual	festival	offers	readings,	
conversations,	panels,	performances,	
and	book	signings	featuring	renowned	
literary	voices.	Highlights	include	
Joyce	Carol	Oates,	Aleksandar	Hemon,	
Bonnie	Jo	Campbell,	David	Morrell,	
and	Marcus	Sakey.
t H e A t e r
Visit		colum.edu/theater	for	a	
full	schedule.
Tickets: $10–$14 at 
312.369.6126 
The Wild party
February 10–21
getz Theater, 72 E. 11th st.
This	musical	by	Michael	John	LaChiusa	
follows	a	motley	crew	of	New	Yorkers	
and	their	excessive	vices.
Winner of the Theodore Ward 
prize for African-American 
playwriting
March 10–21
New studio Theater 
72 E. 11th st.
An Ideal Husband
April 14–25
getz Theater, 72 E. 11th st.
Oscar	Wilde’s	comedic	play	revolves	
around	blackmail	and	clashing	values	
among	English	aristocrats.
Wayne	McGregor|Random	Dance,	Entity.	
Photo:	Ravi	Deepres	(see	Dance)
d A n c e
All	Dance	performances	
take	place	at
The dance center
1306 s. Michigan Ave.
Tickets: $20–$28 at 
312.369.8330 or 
colum.edu/dancecenter
Check	website	for	additional,	
related	programming.
Jump Rhythm dance project 
February 18–20
This	Emmy	Award-winning	company	
brings	its	explosive,	rhythm-driven	
storydances	to	Chicago.
Troika Ranch
March 4–6
Complex	technology	and	digital	media	
intertwine	with	original	music	and	live	
performance.
Wayne Mcgregor  
Random dance
March 18–20
London-based	choreographer	Wayne	
McGregor	presents	Entity,	which	
cuts	across	dance,	film,	music,	art,	
technology,	and	science.
Hedwig dances
April 1–3
Three	new	dance	works	honoring	
women	choreographers	both	emerging	
and	established.
Above:	(left)	Geoffrey	Todd	Smith,	Parlor Quivers,	
2009,	ink	and	gouache	on	paper	(see	Galleries).	
(right)	Manifest	(see	Special	Events)
W I N T E R / S P R I N G ’1 0
U P C OM I N G
SEE	MORE	AND	GET	MORE	INFORMATION	AT	cOluM.Edu/cAlENdAR. 
EVENTS	ARE	FREE	UNLESS	NOTED	OTHERWISE.	
Hedwig	Dances	
Photo:	Eileen	Ryan	
(see	Dance)
StoryWeek	featured	
authors,	from	left:	Joyce	
Carol	Oates,	Marcus	
Sakey,	Aleksandar	
Hemon,	David	Morrell,	
Bonnie	Jo	Campbell	
(see	Literary)
 On Monsters: An unnatural 
History of Our Worst Fears 
By stephen T. Asma
[Oxford university press, 2009. 
368 pages, $27.95 hardcover]
Reviewed by geoff Hyatt
On Monsters is	an	insightful	
exploration	of	the	inhuman	
creatures	(real	and	imagined)	
that	scare	us	most.	Stephen	Asma,	
associate	professor	of	philosophy	
at	Columbia,	has	written	an	often	
personal	and	always	engaging	
scholarly	examination	of	the	
“monster”	and	what	it	reveals	
about	us.	Five	clearly	presented	
and	well-researched	sections	
form	a	history	of	the	abominable	
through	the	lenses	of	myth,	faith,	
science,	psychology,	and	the	ever-
evolving	modern	world.	
Asma	begins	with	a	personal	
anecdote	of	witnessing	a	young	boy	
with	his	mother	encounter	a	display	
of	“tragically	malformed	babies	
floating	in	large	jars	of	alcohol”	
in	London’s	Hunterian	Museum:
As he stared intensely at a fetus 
with two fused heads, his mother 
suddenly turned to him and asked, 
“Is this disturbing to you, William?” 
He didn’t look away from the cases, 
but responded, “God, yes. Very.”
“Shall we go, then, dear?”
“No,” he shot back, “absolutely not.” 
The	book	skillfully	illustrates	how	
monsters	both	fascinate	and	repel	
us.	The	uncanny	power	they	hold	
in	childhood	imagination	remains	
present	in	both	the	entertainment	
and	the	overall	worldview	of	adults.	
Asma	presents	this	resonance	not	
only	as	an	expression	of	our	fears	and	
weaknesses	but	also	as	symptomatic	
of	a	more	existential	angst	caused	by	
all	things	unclassifiable	or	irrational.	
From	Medusa	to	John	Wayne	
Gacy,	from	Dracula’s	castle	to	the	
compounds	of	the	Khmer	Rouge,	
from	starship	aliens	to	campus	
shooting	sprees,	the	things	that	
violate	our	understanding	of	the	
normal	also	help	us	define	society’s	
conventions	and	taboos.
A	rational	and	levelheaded	look	at	
the	terrifying,	On Monsters	is	one	
of	the	best	books	on	the	subject	yet.	
Asma	defines	the	human	relationship	
to	monsters	with	compassion,	never	
letting	us	forget	that	whatever	things	
may	go	bump	in	the	night,	the	fear	
belongs	to	us	all.
Her Fearful symmetry 
By Audrey Niffenegger
[scribner, 2009. 416 pages, 
$26.99 hardcover]
Reviewed by Micki leventhal
Her Fearful Symmetry,	the	much-
anticipated	second	novel	by	Columbia	
professor	Audrey	Niffenegger,	is	a	
study	of	human	(and	inhuman)	desire,	
aversion,	longing,	obsession,	noble	
goals,	and	ignoble	actions.	It	is	a	
bona	fide	mystery	novel	and	a	deeply	
creepy	ghost	story	in	which	the	dead	
are	substantially	less	disturbing	than	
the	living.	
The	plot	centers	on	Julia	and	
Valentina,	20-year-old	“mirror	twins”	
with	a	deep	and	disquieting	bond.	
They	inherit	an	apartment	next	to	
London’s	historic	Highgate	Cemetery.	
Their	benefactress	is	a	mysterious	
English	aunt,	the	estranged	twin	
sister	of	their	mother,	a	Lake	Forest	
housewife.	Aunt	Elspeth	has	attached	
several	unusual	clauses	to	the	girls’	
legacy,	establishing	the	mystery	
that	will	be	spun	out	as	this	modern	
gothic	tale	unfolds.
The	twins—unfocused,	unmotivated,	
and	oddly	immature	and	
unsophisticated	in	a	distinctly	
unmodern	manner—drift	into	their	
new	life	as	young	expatriates.	The	
cast	of	characters	includes	the	kindly	
Martin,	suffering	under	a	crippling	
case	of	obsessive-compulsive	
disorder;	Robert,	their	deceased	
aunt’s	elusive	and	somewhat	sinister	
lover;	and	Aunt	Elspeth’s	restive	
ghost.	These	fascinating	and	fallible	
individuals	form	the	nucleus	of	
relationships	in	Julia	and	Valentina’s	
new	world,	in	which	there	are	no	
clear	villains	and	most	certainly	
no	heroes.
The	book	explores	and	pushes	
the	boundaries	between	past	and	
present,	spirit	and	flesh,	permanence	
and	impermanence,	the	profound	
and	the	mundane.	Niffenegger	
employs	a	direct,	unadorned	prose	
style	that	provides	a	sharp	contrast	
to	the	gothic	themes	of	the	novel.	
This	stylistic	device	complements	a	
narrative	in	which	the	reader	feels	
frustration	at	the	twins’	naively	
adolescent	engagement	with	their	
menacing	and	increasingly	dire	
circumstances.	
Niffenegger	has	noted	that	her	literary	
influences	for	Her Fearful Symmetry	
included	Wilkie	Collins’s	The Woman 
in White	(1860)	and	Henry	James’s	
The Portrait of a Lady	(1881)	and	The 
Turn of the Screw	(1898).	Her	tribute	
to	these	masters	of	mood	and	
character	is	clear.
Encountering life’s Endings 
By louis silverstein
[Xlibris, 2009. 206 pages, 
$19.99 paperback]
Reviewed by david pitt
Dylan	Thomas	wrote:	“Do	not	go	
gentle	into	that	good	night	/	Old	
age	should	burn	and	rave	at	close	
of	day;	/	Rage,	rage	against	the	dying	
of	the	light.”
Think	of	Encountering Life’s Endings	
as	the	“on	the	other	hand”	to	
Thomas’s	exhortation.	Silverstein,	
distinguished	professor	of	humanities	
at	Columbia,	tells	us	early	on	that,	
yes,	“scream[ing]	bloody	murder	upon	
sight	of	the	grim	reaper”	is	certainly	
one	way	of	dealing	with	approaching	
death.	“However,”	he	writes,	“as	is	the	
case	in	all	human	affairs,	there	exist	
other	doors	into	the	house	of	dying	
and	death,	a	primary	one	being	[the]	
acceptance	of	death	and	surrender	
to	life’s	rhythms	and	flows.”
Death,	the	author	points	out,	is	an	
integral	part	of	life’s	continuum,	less	an	
ending	than	another	stage	of	a	process	
that	begins	at	birth	and	continues	
after	death.	We	should	at	least	
acknowledge	that	it’s	going	to	happen.	
“Believing	we	can	die	this	very	day	
is	not	a	morbid	thought,”	Silverstein	
writes,	it’s	a	life-affirming	principle,	
an	acknowledgment	that	the	present,	
the	here	and	now,	is	all	that	exists.
“A	wasted	life	is	a	kind	of	death,”	the	
author	says,	and	that’s	really	the	
core	of	the	book.	The	inevitability	of	
death	allows	us	to	examine	“those	
aspects	of	ourselves	that	need	to	be	
allowed	to	die,	to	be	let	go	of.”	We	
might	not	be	able	to	choose	precisely	
how	or	when	we	will	die,	but	we	can	
choose,	each	and	every	day,	the	kind	
of	person	we	will	be	when	we	die:	“As	
we	live,	so	shall	we	die.”
The	book	is	not	without	its	flaws.	
The	writing	is	sometimes	stilted,	and	
there	are	passages,	such	as	this	one,	
that	are	virtually	indecipherable:	
“However,	let	us	remember	that	it	
is	not	a	finite	I	who	is	being	birthed,	
but	the	temporal	embodiment	of	a	
living	process	in	existence	prior	to	
the	individuated	self	being	formed	
out	of	waves	of	energy.”	There	must	
be	an	easier	way	to	say	that.
But	here’s	the	thing:	the	act	of	reading,	
and	rereading,	some	tricky	passages	
allows	the	ideas	within	them	to	enter	
the	mind	almost	without	our	being	
aware	of	it.	It’s	as	if,	in	writing	the	book,	
Silverstein	hid	some	of	its	meaning	
behind	the	words,	preferring	us	to	
discover	the	meaning	ourselves,	in	
our	own	time.	He	gives	us	a	lot	to	think	
about,	and	the	book	stays	with	us	long	
after	we’ve	put	it	down.		
chicago: A Biography 
By dominic A. pacyga
[university of chicago press, 
2009. 462 pages, $35 hardcover]
Reviewed by con Buckley
Teachers	and	students	of	Chicago	
history,	as	well	as	general	readers,	
will	find	much	to	applaud	in	this	
single-volume	survey	of	the	city	
from	its	earliest	days	to	the	current	
millennium.	Dominic	Pacyga,	
associate	professor	of	history	at	
Columbia,	explores	a	generous	time	
span	in	this	volume,	one	of	many	
points	that	allow	this	long-anticipated	
“biography”	of	Chicago	to	stand	
out	from	the	crowd.	
The	familiar—Fort	Dearborn,	the	Fire,	
Haymarket,	Hull	House,	Pullman,	and	
the	World’s	Columbian	Exposition—are	
all	given	their	due	in	Pacyga’s	narrative,	
which	makes	time	in	between	the	
major	stories	of	the	growing	metropolis	
to	introduce	and	discuss	the	settlers,	
builders,	and	workers	who	were	such	
an	important	part	of	that	growth.	Too	
many	other	works	focus	solely	on	the	
city’s	dynamic	nineteenth-century	
growth	to	urban	dominance,	slighting	
this	expansion’s	results.	Here,	in	what	
Pacyga	describes	as	biographical	“art”	
to	capture	the	“spirit	of	the	place,”	the	
modern	city	is	also	included.	Twentieth-
century	Chicago	sees	changes	in	reform,	
gangland	crime,	labor,	migration,	the	
home-front	experiences	during	the	world	
wars,	and	the	rebuilding	of	the	urban	
landscape	that	consumed	so	much	
of	the	last	half	of	the	century.	Both	the	
issues	and	the	people	who	lived	them	
play	vibrant	roles	in	Pacyga’s	account.
As	a	respected	historian	with	a	vast	
knowledge	of	the	labor	movement,	
neighborhoods,	and	ethnic	events	
and	personalities,	Pacyga	writes	of	
those,	both	familiar	and	not,	“that	
capture	the	essence”	of	the	city	of	
Chicago.	Although	this	is	not	a	work	
of	original	research,	the	secondary	
sources	are	used	and	synthesized	to	
every	advantage.	And	while	the	author	
himself	writes	that	a	single	volume	
cannot	possibly	provide	a	“complete”	
history,	he	has	written	a	survey	that	
broadly	encompasses	the	highlights	
that	interest	and	excite	the	serious	
student	and	the	tourist	alike.
more . . .
No One Was Killed 
By John schultz
[university of chicago press, 
2009. 307 pages, $17 
paperback]
	
The chicago conspiracy Trial
By John schultz
[university of chicago press, 
2009. 401 pages,  
$22 paperback]
	
These	seminal	works	of	narrative	
journalism	by	John	Schultz,	
professor	emeritus	of	fiction	
writing	at	Columbia,	were	
originally	published	in	1969	and	
1970,	respectively.	Book Week	
called	No One Was Killed,	which	
chronicles	the	1968	Democratic	
National	Convention	riots,	“a	
more	valuable	factual	record	of	
events	than	the	city’s	white	paper,	
the	Walker	Report,	and	Theodore	
B.	White’s	Making of a President	
combined.”	Kirkus Reviews	hailed	
The Chicago Conspiracy Trial,	
about	the	months-long	trial	of	the	
Chicago	Seven,	as	a	“masterful	
recapitulation	of	these	anomalous	
events”	and	said	“all	politically	
literate	Americans	should	read	it.”
new books by columbia 
alumni and faculty
send	publication	notices	
to	demo@colum.edu
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This	firm	belief	in	the	power	of	art	is	among	the	founding	principles	of	the	Ellen	Stone	Belic	Institute	for	
the	Study	of	Women	and	Gender	in	the	Arts	and	Media,	established	at	Columbia	College	Chicago	in	2005.	
Merging	cultural	production	with	critical	 theory	and	academic	 research,	 the	ESB	 Institute	addresses	
issues	focused	on	women,	gender,	human	rights,	access,	representation,	equity,	and	participation,	as	
well	as	race	and	class.	The	arts	and	media	are	the	central	means	through	which	the	institute	carries	out	
the	creation	of	new	and	original	works,	research,	engagement,	public	education,	and	advocacy.	 *	 The	
ESB	Institute	Fellowship	Program	is	central	to	this	mission,	providing	opportunities	for	the	development	
of	 new	 creative	 voices	 that	 reflect	 a	 diversity	 of	 experiences,	 disciplines,	 visions,	 and	 identities.	 Since	
2006,	the	program	has	supported	more	than	25	individual	artists	and	scholars	with	financial	resources,	
dedicated	research	assistance,	project	and	audience	development,	and	cross-disciplinary	networking.	A	
few	projects	involve	partnerships	with	other	organizations,	such	as	the	Goodman	Theatre	and	3Arts,	which	
will	sponsor	two	upcoming	fellowships.	 *	 A	defining	principle	of	the	Fellowship	Program	is	the	support	
it	provides	for	the	creative	and	intellectual	processes.	“One	of	my	most	important	priorities	and	greatest	
privileges	as	executive	director	of	the	institute	is	working	closely	with	the	fellows	during	the	rich	period	
of	development	and	research	with	which	all	new	artistic	work	and	creative	investigation	begins,”	says	
Jane	M.	Saks.	 “The	original	 creative	voice	always	has	 the	opportunity	 to	be	a	 ‘leadership	voice’	and	
create	paradigm	shifts.	That	is	why	I	encourage	risk	taking,	experimentation,	and	innovation	within	the	
program.”	Fellows	engage	 in	developing	a	new	creative,	scholarly,	or	academic	work	and	participate	
in	expanded	learning	opportunities	for	students	and	faculty	such	as	lectures,	curricular	intersections,	
workshops,	and	roundtable	discussions.	 *	 Fellows	are	selected	both	by	invitation,	not	application,	
from	within	the	Columbia	College	community,	including	faculty	and	students,	and	externally,	including	
artists,	scholars,	and	cultural	workers.	Fellows	work	closely	with	the	executive	director	to	develop	each	
project,	including	articulating	their	creative	vision,	determining	future	goals	and	aspirations	for	possible	
production	 and	 collaborations,	 and	 creating	 interdisciplinary	 networks	 to	 increase	 the	 impact	 and	
visibility	of	their	work.	 *	 “With	our	concentration	on	women,	gender,	and	underrepresented	artists,	
scholars,	and	innovative	ideas,	the	fellowship	program	provides	a	platform	for	new	voices,	experiences,	
and	reflections	that	represent	the	full	breadth	of	our	society,”	Saks	explains.	“All	of	the	cultural	workers	
chosen	for	the	program	are	pushing	their	own	creative	processes	and	voices,	as	well	as	adding	to	and	
shifting	the	discourse	on	issues	related	to	gender,	race,	access,	agency,	human	rights,	creativity,	culture,	
and	community.”
Ellen stone Belic Institute for the study of Women 
and gender in the Arts and Media Fellowship program
and	is	a	strong	tool	for	effecting	lasting	social	change.	I	believe	creating	art	is	a	social	political	act	in	
and	of	itself	because	it	creates	necessary	dialogues	and	advocates	for	deep	human	response	and	
engagement.	The	individual	creative	voice	presents	the	rich	possibilities	of	shifting	perceptions	and	
leading	personal	and	social	exploration.”		—Jane	M.	Saks,	executive	director,	ESB	Institute
“Art can encourage our greatest human capacity
Here, we present 
projects by five recent 
institute fellows: 
lynsey Addario, 
e. patrick Johnson, 
invincible, 
red tremmel, and
lynn nottage. 
There’s more at 
colum.edu/demo/
portfolio11.
new recordings from the 
columbia community
By	Brent	Steven	White	(B.A.	’08)
To	submit	a	recording	for	
consideration	in	DEMO,	send	
a	CD	and	press	release	to:	
DEMO magazine 
columbia college chicago
600 s. Michigan Ave. 
chicago, il 60605 
Priority	will	be	given	to	
recent	recordings	on	a	label.	
CDs	will	not	be	returned.
thE SCOtlanD yarD GOSPEl ChOIr
. . . and the horse you rode in on
Bloodshot records, 2009. sygc.com
coluMBiA connection:	Nan	Warshaw	(M.A.	’93)	is	co-owner	of	Bloodshot	
Records.	Kegan	Simon	(M.A.	’06)	is	Bloodshot’s	retail	director.	Mary	Ralph,	
who	sings	and	plays	guitar	in	SYGC,	studied	early	childhood	education	at	
Columbia	from	1999	to	2002.		
tHe sound: Indie	 	 tHe Word: “Everything	that	happens	in	my	life	goes	into	
the	music	in	one	way	or	another,”	singer/songwriter	Elia	Einhorn	told	the	Chicago 
Sun-Times	recently.	So	there’s	a	sad	irony	when	Einhorn	sings	in	the	album’s	title	
track:	“These	days	I	find	disturbing	pictures	in	my	mind	/	Of	you	as	a	mangled	
traffic	accident.”	Nine	days	after	this	album’s	release,	a	tire	on	the	band’s	van	
blew,	the	van	flipped	several	times,	and	everyone	in	the	band	suffered	injuries,	
some	serious.	But	this	is	not	a	record	about	unintentional	irony;	it’s	a	concept	
album	about	a	brutal	breakup—a	sort	of	romantic	tragedy	that	tugs	and	pulls	
at	your	heart.
thE aarOn wIllIaMS banD
The Everwinding Road
Wake up productions, 2008. myspace.com/aaronwilliamsmusicbox
coluMBiA connection:	Aaron	Williams	(lead	vocals,	guitars)	earned	a	B.A.	
in	sound	engineering	in	2005;	Zachary	LaMotte	(keys)	earned	a	B.A.	in	music	
business	management	in	2003.	
tHe sound: Modern	rock	 	 tHe Word:	Taking	cues	from	’90s	bands	like	Blues	
Traveler,	Black	Crows,	and	early	Dave	Matthews	Band,	the	Aaron	Williams	Band	
relies	on	much	of	what	made	these	bands	so	successful:	simplicity,	rock-infused	
dynamics,	and	a	flare	for	Phish-like	jam.	Yet	The Everwinding Road	is	less	a	generic	
rock	album	and	more	a	modern	rock/western	hybrid	(think	less	“hee-yaw”	and	
more	Brad	Paisley),	with	its	uplifting	lyrics,	clean	sound,	and	occasional	southern	
twang.	Poppy	and	punchy,	Williams	was	made	for	modern	rock	radio.	
kID SIStEr
Ultraviolet 
downtown/fool’s Gold, 2009. kidsistermusic.com
coluMBiA connection:	Melisa	Young,	also	known	as	Kid	Sister,	earned	a
B.A.	in	film	from	Columbia	in	2004.	
tHe sound: Hip-hop/rap	 	 tHe Word:	In	an	industry	where	the	turnover	
happens	quicker	than	at	McDonald’s,	Kid	Sister	is	generating	an	enormous	amount	
of	buzz.	One	listen	to	Ultraviolet	and	it’s	clear	why:	infectious	grooves,	catchy	choruses	
(“Right	Hand	Hi”	is	incredible),	and	an	attitude	that	is	simultaneously	cute	and	
serious.	MIA	and	Lady	Sovereign	have	nothing	on	this	new	kid	on	the	block.	There	
are	moments	listening	to	this	record	where	I	want	to	jump	out	of	my	chair,	throw	up	
my	hands,	and	dance	like	the	uncoordinated	white	man	that	I	am.	Collaborating	with	
Cee-Lo	(Gnarls	Barkley),	Kanye	West,	and	many	others,	Kid	Sister	is	destined	to	break	
with	a	force	as	powerful	as	any	female	hip-hop	artist	since	Beyoncé.	When	she	does,	
look	for	me	on	the	dance	floor,	where	I’ll	be	attempting	floats	and	fancy	footwork	
while	raising	my	right	hand	high,	waiting	for	you	to	slap	it.	
DEMO32
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Photojournalist	Lynsey	Addario	is	
based	in	India.	She	photographs	
for	the	New York Times,	National 
Geographic,	and	Fortune	among	other	
publications	in	countries	including	
Cuba,	India,	Afghanistan,	Pakistan,	
Nepal,	Chad,	and	the	Democratic	
Republic	of	Congo.	Addario	was	given	
a	2009	MacArthur	“genius”	award	
and	a	Pulitzer	Prize	for	International	
Reporting	as	part	of	the	New York 
Times	team.
pROJEcT: 	Addario	created	a	
new	body	of	work	comprising	the	
central	large-scale	portraits	for	
Congo/Women,	an	internationally	
touring	photography	exhibition	
and	educational	campaign	to	raise	
awareness	of	the	widespread	sexual	
violence	facing	women	and	girls	in	the	
Democratic	Republic	of	Congo.	Congo/
Women	is	an	original	coproduction	
of	the	ESB	Institute	and	Art	Works	
Projects.	It	debuted	at	Columbia	
College	Chicago	in	early	2009	and	
has	since	been	viewed	by	more	
than	100,000	people.	It	has	been	
shown	nationally	and	internationally	
including	on	Capitol	Hill	and	at	the	
United	Nations	headquarters	in	New	
York	and	will	travel	to	more	than	20	
venues	over	the	next	two	years.
lynsey 
        Addario
 “My fellowship enabled me 
the freedom to focus on 
documenting rape in the 
democratic Republic of Congo 
and to eventually produce 
enough work for the Congo/
Women exhibit. without the 
backing of the fellowship, I never 
would have been able to take 
the time out to interview and 
shoot portraits of women in 
the dRC for such an important 
project. The institute provides 
a wonderful network of strong, 
intelligent, creative women who 
are making great strides in 
their respective fields, and it’s 
an honor to be part of such a 
network of women.”
          sprinG 2008
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Amandine, a pregnant 
14-year-old, seeks refuge at 
a congo medical center. 
Photo:	Lynsey	Addario,	VII	Network,	
(Congo/Women Portraits of War: The 
Democratic Republic of Congo.)	
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E.	Patrick	Johnson	is	professor,	chair,	
and	director	of	graduate	studies	in	the	
Department	of	Performance	Studies	
and	a	professor	in	the	Department	
of	African	American	Studies	at	
Northwestern	University.	He	is	the	
award-winning	author	of	Appropriating 
Blackness: Performance and the Politics 
of Authenticity;	Black Queer Studies: 
A Critical Anthology	(with	Mae	G.	
Henderson);	and	Sweet Tea: Black Gay 
Men of the South—an Oral History.	
	
pROJEcT: 	Johnson’s	fellowship	
focused	on	the	creation	and	
performance	of	Sweet Tea: Black Gay 
Men of the South,	a	full-length	work	
adapted	from	his	book.	Johnson	and	
Saks	hosted	a	series	of	workshops	
with	distinguished	artists,	performers,	
and	scholars	to	investigate	the	
concepts,	forms,	and	content	of	
the	production.	Sweet Tea	will	be	
produced	by	Jane	M.	Saks,	the	ESB	
Institute,	and	Chicago’s	About	Face	
Theatre	and	premiere	in	May	2010.
	
Detroit-based	hip-hop	artist	and	activist	
Invincible	began	penning	lyrics	at	age	
nine,	shortly	after	moving	to	the	Midwest	
from	the	Middle	East	and	learning	
English	by	memorizing	her	favorite	
songs.	She	has	performed	around	
the	world	both	solo	and	as	part	of	the	
all-female	hip-hop	collective	Anomolies.	
In	2008,	she	released	her	acclaimed	
debut	album,	ShapeShifters,	through	the	
label	and	media	company	she	founded,	
Emergence.
pROJEcT: 	Using	hip-hop,	media,	
and	popular	education,	Invincible	is	
exploring	whether	and	to	what	extent	
complex	sciences	can	be	applied	to	
make	social	movements	stronger	
and	more	effective.	Her	goal	is	for	the	
resources	she	creates	to	make	these	
ideas	accessible	to	a	wider	range	
of	people	who	can	build	upon	them	
through	everyday	practice.
 “Becoming a fellow at the ESB Institute has changed 
the trajectory of my career as an artist and scholar. The 
fellowship program afforded me the opportunity to have an 
intensive workshop environment to develop my work that 
I have never had before. Jane Saks’ commitment to and 
investment in my work helped me see its potential beyond 
an insular academic community to imagine how it could 
impact the lives of people around the world.”
E. Patrick         
            Johnson
Invincible
 “working with the institute has given 
me support to reflect on my art 
and activism in ways that deepen 
my internal process, as well as my 
connection and accountability to the 
communities I am part of. It has been 
especially helpful to think out loud 
with Jane and be affirmed to take my 
work in new directions that are not 
beholden to any standard definitions 
of success.”
          suMMer 2008
          suMMer 2009
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e. patrick Johnson performs Sweet Tea.
invincible performs at the south by 
southwest music festival. 
Photo:	Magee
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Playwright	Lynn	Nottage	is	the	author	of	
Crumbs from the Table of Joy,	Fabulation,	
and	the	award-winning	Intimate Apparel.	
Nottage’s	many	individual	awards	include	
a	2004	PEN/Laura	Pels	Award	for	literary	
excellence,	a	2005	Guggenheim	grant,	
and	a	2007	MacArthur	“genius”	award.
pROJEcT: 		Nottage’s	fellowship	focused	
on	Ruined,	her	Pulitzer	Prize–winning	
play	centered	around	a	businesswoman	
who	protects	and	profits	from	women	
whose	bodies	have	become	a	battle-
ground	in	the	Democratic	Republic	of	
Congo’s	complex	civil	war.	Produced	in	
collaboration	with	the	Goodman	Theatre	
and	the	Manhattan	Theatre	Club,	the	play	
premiered	at	the	Goodman	in	the	winter	
of	2008.	After	attending	a	performance	in	
New	York,	Ban	Ki-moon,	secretary	general	
of	the	United	Nations,	noted	that	the	
play	inspired	him	to	do	more	to	eradicate	
sexual	violence	against	women.	
lynn nottage
Red tremmel
 “Many scholars/artists keep their intellectual and artistic lives 
separate, discouraged by the lack of institutional support to 
bring the most meaningful aspects of their lives together. 
The fellowship provided me with that unique opportunity—
supporting and guiding me both academically and artistically. 
In particular, Jane Saks’ vision and invaluable counsel has 
encouraged me, and held open a place for me to experiment, 
think and create in unexpected ways. The strategies of the 
institute are so clearly marked by a love of thought, creativity, 
nuance, beauty, and complexity that I have been humbled 
 to be a part of their work.”
 “I wrote my play Ruined in response to the 
brutal war being waged against women in the 
democratic Republic of Congo. The ESB Institute’s 
generous and nurturing support of the play has 
been an invaluable part of the show’s incredible 
success. Jane Saks’ passionate leadership and 
commitment to raising awareness about the plight 
of women in the dRC through performing arts 
and media has been an inspiration, and I’ve been 
proud to be part of her incredible efforts.”
fAll 2008 institute/
GoodMAn tHeAtre felloW 
          suMMer 2009
Red	Tremmel	is	a	historian,	
filmmaker,	and	curator	of	live	
performances	who	specializes	in	
the	history	of	working-class	culture,	
gender	and	sexuality,	and	leisure	
spaces.	He	has	taught	gender	and	
sexuality	studies,	most	recently	
at	Tulane	University.	Tremmel	is	
among	the	creators	of	the	Sissy	
Butch	Brothers,	a	grass-roots	team	
that	helped	initiate	Chicago’s	recent	
burlesque	revival.	He	is	working	on	
a	book,	From the City on the Hill to 
Sin City.
pROJEcT: 		Tremmel’s	documentary	
Exotic World and the Burlesque Revival 
focuses	on	an	influential	group	that	
has	been	developing	a	discourse	on	
sexuality	and	gender	for	more	than	
a	century:	burlesque	performers.	
The	film	offers	a	glimpse	into	an	
intergenerational	DIY	dance	culture	
that	is	refashioning	ideas	about	
feminine	sexuality	and	depicting	
sexual	optimism	in	the	face	of	
homogenization	and	decay.
Julie Atlas Muz in Gurlesque 
Burlesque. 
Photo:	Misty	Winter
scene from lynn nottage’s Ruined, 
performed at the Manhattan 
Theatre club. 
Photo:	Joan	Marcus
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Pat bluM 
DENVER	CHAPTER	LEADER
When	Pat	Blum	(B.A.	’84)	received	an	invitation	in	the	spring	of	2007	to	attend	a	Denver	alumni	meet-and-greet,	
it	caused	her	to	raise	an	eyebrow.	“My	first	reaction	was,	Okay,	I’m	going	to	go	to	this	and	they’re	going	to	hit	me	
up	for	money,”	says	Blum,	a	shareholders	services	manager	at	World	Capital	Brokerage.
Not	so,	she	would	later	find.	Putting	her	apprehension	aside,	she	attended	the	event.	She	enjoyed	the	company	
of	her	fellow	alumni,	so	she	attended	another	soon	after.	It	was	there	Blum	approached	Sarah	Schroeder	(B.A.	
’00),	director	of	alumni	relations,	West	Coast)	and	told	her	she’d	like	to	handle	the	Columbia	Alumni	Association	
and	Network	(CAAN)	operations	for	the	Denver	chapter.	She	got	the	job	on	the	spot.	
With	help	from	fellow	alumni	Jodi	Miller	Hardee	(M.A.	’04)	and	Mindy	Simon-Pamer	(B.A.	’05),	whom	she	
playfully	refers	to	as	her	“sergeants-at-arms,”	Blum	likes	“to	do	a	little	bit	of	everything”	for	alumni	in	Denver.
One	of	the	most	popular	events,	she	says,	is	the	annual	Running	of	the	Green,	a	7K	run	that	takes	place	the	
Sunday	before	St.	Patrick’s	Day	in	downtown	Denver.	She	also	gets	alumni	together	at	Mile	High	Stadium	when	
the	Chicago	Cubs	play	the	Colorado	Rockies;	she’s	found	the	games	are	“good	for	getting	families	to	come	out.”	
There	are	also	cocktail	parties	every	fall.	
“I	like	trying	to	get	people	together,”	she	says,	noting	there	are	about	450	alums	in	Colorado,	about	75	percent	
of	them	in	the	Denver	area.	
Although	it’s	been	25	years	since	she	graduated	from	Columbia,	Blum	maintains	the	college	had	a	
“monumental”	impact	on	her	life.	As	such,	she	has	big	plans	for	its	Denver	alumni	chapter.	
“Ultimately,	I’d	like	to	see	the	Denver	chapter	be	a	support	line,”	she	says.	“Whether	that	be	physical,	helping	
them	get	familiar	with	the	area	if	they	are	new	to	town,	or	emotional,	lending	an	ear	if	they	are	going	through	
tough	times	and	just	need	someone	to	reach	out	to	so	they	don’t	feel	all	alone.”
—Brent steVen WHite (B.A.	’08)
Contact	your	local	
CAAN	chapter	leader:
 
ChICaGO
Joan	Hammel	(B.A.	’86)
joan@joanhammel.com
atlanta
Susan	Fore	(B.A.	’99)
caanatl@gmail.com
DEnVEr
Pat	Blum	(B.A.	’84)
pbcaanden@aol.com
DEtrOIt
Patrick	Duffy	(B.A.	’02)
23duffer@msn.com
laS VEGaS
C.	J.	Hill	(B.A.	’99)
cjh@ceiltich.com
lOS anGElES
P.	A.	Cadichon	(B.A.	’01)
caan@TheIndieCafe.com
naShVIllE
Ross	Rylance	(B.A.	’84)
ross@rossrylance.com
nEw yOrk MEtrO
James	“Woody”	Woodward	(M.A.	’03)
mrwoody917@yahoo.com
Kristie	Borgmann	(B.A.	’04)
kborgmann@alumni.colum.edu
PhOEnIx
Don	Fox	(B.A.	’85)
columalum@cox.net
Donna	Jaglieski	(B.A.	’90;	M.A.T.	’96)
dancer986@cox.net
PIttSburGh
Mike	Moscato	(B.A.	‘94)
maguitarmike@gmail.com
POrtlanD,  Or
Dan	Strickland	(B.A.	’94)
dstrickland@alumni.colum.edu
Donna	Egan	(’88)
events9@hotmail.com
San franCISCO
Steven	Gray	(B.A.	’89)
graysteven6@gmail.com
waShInGtOn,  D.C.
Peyton	Caruthers	(M.A.M.	’06)
peytonspace@mac.com
alumni / faculty news & notes
: dENVER
           “As the chapter grows, my hope is that we can 
develop a strong network where people 
        can help each other with job prospects.”
DEar aluMnI,
NEW	YORK	METRO	CHAPTER	LEADERS
When	I	began	working	with	the	student Alumni Association	(SAA)	a	year	and	
a	half	ago,	I	was	both	excited	and	nervous.	Excited	about	all	of	the	possibilities	
for	the	students	and	the	ideas	I	had	for	them;	nervous	because	there	were	no	
students	in	the	group.	One	by	one	over	those	first	few	weeks,	the	students	who	
would	become	the	SAA’s	core	leadership	group	trickled	into	my	office	and	into	
their	integral	roles	for	this	unique	organization:	President	chelsea Middendorf	
(Fashion	Design	’12),	Executive	Vice	President	Niles Howard	(Film	&	Video	’11),	
Vice	President	of	External	Affairs	stephanie Tanner	(Photography	’11),	and	
Vice	President	of	Internal	Affairs	Kelsey lindsey	(Photography	’12).	And	yes,	
they	are	all	so	awesome	that	they	deserve	the	word	“president”	in	their	titles!
Together,	we	hosted	several	alumni	guest	speakers	at	events	that	quickly	
gained	momentum.	In	December	2008,	more	than	70	students,	alumni,	
and	guests	attended	dan Asma’s	(B.A.	’92)	presentation	on	marketing	major	
feature	films,	and	our	group	has	been	growing	ever	since.	Students	from	
departments	across	campus	have	embraced	the	opportunity	to	learn	from	
our	rock-star	alumni	through	the	SAA	Alumni	Guest	Speaker	series.	Alumni	
who	have	graciously	volunteered	their	time	and	talents	to	the	SAA	include	
sean chercover	(B.A.	’91),	stephanie Kuehnert	(B.A.	’03/M.F.A.	’06),	
Justin Kulovsek	(B.A.	’04),	gabe pastrana	(B.A.	’05),	Yvonne davis	(B.A.	
’99),	Elbert phillips	(B.A.	’07),	Jay Boersma	(B.A.	’74),	carmaine Means	
(B.A.	’02)	and	the	list	goes	on.
The	SAA’s	programming	is	a	tremendous	asset	to	the	students’	experience,	
as	they	benefit	from	the	professional	insight	and	opportunities	the	alumni	
provide.	This	year,	the	students	hope	to	expand	the	annual	Etiquette	Dinner	
(an	event	created	to	instruct	students	in	proper	dining	etiquette	in	a	business	
setting)	to	include	more	alumni	participation,	and	are	working	to	raise	enough	
funds	to	double	the	number	of	students	who	can	attend.	To	this	end,	they’re	
taking	orders	for	Columbia’s	first-ever	student	business	cards,	and	will	
embark	on	a	phone-a-thon	soon,	so	be	on	the	lookout	for	a	call!
The	SAA	has	raised	the	bar	in	terms	of	student	philanthropy.	These	students	are	
our	future	alumni,	and	it	gives	me	great	pleasure	to	be	part	of	this	organization	
and	watch	these	students	create	their	own	processes	of	“giving	back”	that	will	
become	part	of	Columbia’s	alumni	culture	for	decades	to	come.
Kindest	regards,
Michelle passarelli	(B.A.	’99)
Assistant	Director	of	Alumni	Relations
Student	Alumni	Association	members	Kelsey	
Lindsey	(’12),	Michelle	Passarelli	(staff	advisor),	
Niles	Howard	(’11),	Chelsea	Middendorf	(’12),	
and	Stephanie	Tanner	(’11)
find	out	more	at:	colum.edu/demo/saa
for more information about cAAn: denver or any of columbia’s regional alumni chapters, visit colum.edu/alumni or 
contact cynthia Vargas, assistant director of alumni programming, at cvargas@colum.edu or 312.369.8640.
Sunday,	March	7,	2010
Save	the	date	for	an	event	to	remember	
as	Columbia	celebrates	the	Academy	
Awards	with	viewing	parties	in	cities	
across	the	country.	
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Michael Matthews	(B.A.	’99)	served	
as	the	artistic	director	of	Celebration	
Theatre	from	2005	to	2008	and	recently	
directed	a	production	of	Edward	Albee’s	
Three Tall Women	at	the	El	Centro	Theatre	
in	Hollywood.	
sharon McAllister	(’93)	published	
the	book	Still, Now; Someday	based	
on	her	performance	project	carrying/
holding,	which	deals	with	issues	of	
pregnancy	and	motherhood.	Sharon	
worked	with	four	other	Columbia	
alumni	on	the	project:	dancers	Amy 
goldbeck-Jozefczyk	(M.A.	’04)	
and	lisa lewis	(’04),	photographer	
Brian Warling	(B.A.	’90),	and	
videographer	Mark Hubert	(B.A.	’88).	
Visit	blurb.com.
scott Nychay	(B.A.	’95),	an	award-
winning	political	cartoonist,	is	writing	
and	illustrating	his	memoir,	Drawing 
Strength.	Scott	developed	his	skills	as	
a	visual	satirist	drawing	cartoons	for	
the	Columbia Chronicle.	The	Journalism	
department	also	connected	Scott	with	
an	internship	with	Jack	Higgins	of	the	
Sun-Times,	and	he	received	the	John	
Fischetti	Finalist	Award.
Noreen M. paholak	(B.A.	’94)	is	a	
gym	director	at	Sprouts	Preschool	of	the	
Philly	Kids	Gym.	Previously,	she	was	the	
managing	director	of	the	Little	Gym	of	
Narberth,	Pennsylvania.
Jane Richlovsky’s	(B.A.	’91)	exhibit	
Bubble	opened	last	August	at	Museo	
in	Langley,	Washington.	The	promises	
of	the	recently	battered	American	
dream	of	owning	a	home	inspired	
these	paintings	on	found	textiles.	
Visit	janerichlovsky.com.
Tim Rutili	(’92)	is	a	singer,	guitarist,	
keyboardist,	and	frontman/lyricist	
for	the	rock	band	Califone.	Tim	found	
success	with	the	band	Red	Red	Meat	
in	the	’90s	and	was	a	member	of	the	
indie	rock	supergroup	Ugly	Casanova,	
which	included	Modest	Mouse	singer	
Isaac	Brock	(musician),	producer	and	
former	Red	Red	Meat	bandmate	Brian	
Deck,	and	others.	Tim	is	a	soundtrack	
composer	and	scripted	and	directed	the	
movie	All My Friends Are Funeral Singers,	
for	which	he	also	composed,	and	
Califone	performed	the	soundtrack.
shreya shelat	(B.A.	’97)	moved	to	
California	to	pursue	acting	after	a	five-
year	hiatus	working	in	other	fields.	
sean spencer	(B.A.	’91)	was	the	
engineer-in-charge	for	the	ABC	News	
production	of	Health Care Debate with 
President Obama.	The	shoot	took	place	
at	the	White	House	in	June.
Erica Watson	(B.A.	’98)	has	a	role	
in	the	Oprah	Winfrey-produced	film,	
Precious.	Her	one-woman	show	Fat 
Bitch	ran	in	Chicago,	New	York,	and	Los	
Angeles	last	fall.	She	recently	hosted	a	
pilot	for	a	new	Oxygen	Network	television	
series	and	is	featured	on	various	BET	
shows.	Erica	was	also	featured	on	the	
cover	of	Chicago’s	RedEye	and	TimeOut 
Chicago	in	November.	See	our	profile,	
page	26.
steve Yost	(B.A.	’94)	made	his	acting	
debut	in	Dead,	a	film	released	through	
Moore	Entertainment	and	directed	by	
George	Streicher.	View	it	on	YouTube	
or	at	moore-entertainment.com.	Steve	
is	a	videographer	and	audio/visual	
specialist	for	the	Barrington	School	
District.	Through	Columbia	College	and	
the	Chicagoland	Television	Educators	
Council,	students	in	the	Barrington	
High	School	Video	Arts	program	have	
been	awarded	16	Emmys,	six	Crystal	
Pillars,	and	a	National	Emmy	during	
the	last	three	years.
Betsey zajko	(B.A.	’91)	played	Mitzi	
in	Half of Plenty	at	the	Rouge	Machine	
in	Los	Angeles	last	summer.	Betsey	
has	performed	at	Steppenwolf,	Trap	
Door,	and	Reverie	theaters,	and	was	
named	a	Talent	of	the	Year	finalist	by	
Chicago’s Screen Magazine.	A	former	
host	for	National	Public	Radio,	
Betsey	is	also	a	voice-over	actress	and	
has	performed	in	several	film	and	
television	projects.	
2000s
Nick Aleck	(B.A.	’06)	recently	created	
his	own	photography	company	called	
Future	Nostlagia	Photography,	where	
he	specializes	in	live	concert	and	
promotional	band	photography.	Visit	
futurenostalgiaphoto.com.
Juan Anguiano	(B.A.	’09)	is	working	at	a	
Spanish-language	television	station	in	Tyler,	
Texas,	as	an	assignment	editor/producer.
Hettie Barnhill	(B.A.	’06)	made	her	
Broadway	debut	in	the	production	FELA	
this	winter.	Visit	felaonbroadway.com.	
Hettie	previously	performed	in	Hairspray	
at	the	Muny	Opera,	St.	Louis,	and	
off-Broadway	in	Arrangement	and	
choreographed	Surrender	off-Broadway	
in	2009.
James Beesley	(B.A.	’06)	opened	
a	recording	studio	in	Chicago	called	
Downbeat	Studio.	Located	in	Ukrainian	
Village,	it	offers	professional	recording	and	
production.	Visit	downbeatstudio.com.
Kathie Bergquist	(B.A.	’05)	is	
coauthor	(with	Robert	McDonald	)	of	A 
Field Guide to Gay and Lesbian Chicago.	
She	is	adjunct	faculty	in	the	Fiction	
Writing	department	of	Columbia	College	
and	curates	Women	and	Children	First	
bookstore’s	monthly	Sappho’s	Salon.
danny Bernardo	(’03)	starred	
as	Scooter	Thomas	in	Team	Venture	
Productions’	Scooter Thomas Makes It to 
the Top of the World	last	fall.	He	has	also	
worked	as	an	actor	or	on	production	
with	several	companies.	He	has	spent	
time	as	a	theater	educator	with	Maggie	
Daley’s	AfterSchool	Matters	and	as	
adjunct	faculty	at	the	Chicago	Academy	
for	the	Arts.
Brad Bischoff’s	(B.A.	’09)	short	
film	Wet	premiered	at	the	Chicago	
International	Film	Festival,	where	it	
won	the	acclaimed	Chicago	Award.	Wet	
was	created	in	a	Production	II	class	at	
Columbia.	Visit	lookatrubbish.com.
lynne Bredfeldt	(B.A.	’05),	president	
of	J.	Lynne	PR,	was	honored	by	Fashion	
Group	International	at	the	sixth	annual	
Rising	Star	Awards	in	the	public	relations	
category	for	innovation,	creativity,	and	
accomplishment	in	Chicago.	
John Buhta	(B.A.	’03)	graduated	magna	cum	
laude	from	Brooklyn	Law	School	in	June.
Marissa cerar’s	(B.A.	’02)	short	script	
was	produced	and	the	final	product	is	
on	Vanity Fair’s	website.	The	W	Hotel	
exhibited	her	film	worldwide	as	part	of	a	
competition.
Katie camacho	(B.A.	’05)	and	christin 
chan	(B.A.	’98)	decided	to	use	their	talents	
and	take	a	substantial	risk	in	the	face	
of	an	unstable	economy	by	starting	their	
own	online	retail	business.	Launched	
in	August	2009,	ShopitUPchic.com	
introduces	a	new	kind	of	shopping	
experience	to	the	fashion-forward	
customer.	ShopitUPchic.com	focuses	
on	unique	contemporary	domestic	
and	international	designers	at	
affordable	prices.		
george desort’s	(B.A	’03)	film	
Fortunate Wilderness	is	a	study	of	wolves	
and	moose	on	Isle	Royale.	For	four	
years,	Desort	shadowed	biologist	Dr.	
Rolf	Peterson	in	the	backcountry	of	Isle	
Royale,	a	wilderness	island	anchored	in	
the	northwest	waters	of	Lake	Superior.	
Working	solo,	he	traveled	via	kayak	in	
the	summer	and	by	cross-country	skis	
and	sled	in	the	winter.	The	program	aired	
on	PBS	channels	across	Michigan	in	late	
2009.	Visit	fortunatewilderness.com.
Amanda Farrar	(’06)	is	the	new	
executive	director	of	Barrel	of	Monkeys	
(BOM),	an	ensemble	of	actor-educators	
whose	mission	is	to	create	an	alternative	
learning	environment	in	which	children	
share	their	personal	voices	and	celebrate	
the	power	of	their	imaginations.	BOM	
accomplishes	this	through	creative	writing	
workshops	and	in-school	performances	
of	children’s	stories,	and	has	served	more	
than	7,500	children	in	38	public	schools	
in	Chicago.	Visit	barrelofmonkeys.org.
what	are	you	doing	out	there?	send	us	your	news:	colum.edu/alumni
WHAT ARE YOu dOINg OuT THERE? WE WANT TO KNOW! 
To	submit	your	news,	log	in	to	the	alumni	online	community	at	colum.edu/alumni.	
The	listings	here	are	edited	for	length;	the	website	features	expanded	news,	notes,	and	pictures.	
make	connections	that	work:	colum.edu/alumni
1970s
paul Broucek	(B.A.	’74)	was	appointed	
president	for	music	for	Warner	Brothers	
Studios.	He	is	responsible	for	developing	
all	music	associated	with	the	motion	
picture	division.
Albert (Bill) Williams	(B.A.	’73)	is	
a	singer,	an	actor,	a	musical	theater	
composer,	and	a	librettist.	He	is	the	chief	
theater	critic	for	the	Chicago Reader	and	
winner	of	the	George	Jean	Nathan	Award	
for	Dramatic	Criticism	and	Peter	Lisagor	
Award	for	Outstanding	Arts	Journalism.	
Bill	is	on	faculty	in	Columbia’s	Theater	
department	and	a	member	of	the	City	
of	Chicago	Gay	and	Lesbian	Hall	of	
Fame.	He	recently	coedited	the	book	
Nothing Personal: Chronicles of Chicago’s 
LGBTQ Community, 1977–1997.
1980s
penelope cagney	(’88)	moderated	
the	panel	Winning	Case	Studies	from	
AFP:	Thriving	and	Surviving	in	the	
Downturn	in	October	as	part	of	Arizona	
State	University	Lodestar	Center	for	
Philanthropy	and	Nonprofit	Innovation’s	
annual	conference	on	nonprofit	
sustainability.
paolo cascio	(’84)	was	recently	
selected	as	one	of	the	honorees	
for	this	year’s	2009	Emerging	
Cinematographer’s	Awards	for	his	work	
on	Almost Perfect.	View	Paolo’s	work	at	
pchollywood.com.
Jeff delong	(B.A.	’89)	is	marketing	
director	for	the	Theatre	Building.	
He	has	worked	as	a	consultant	for	
Comcast,	developed	promotions	and	
sponsorship	for	Chicago’s	Museum	of	
Science	and	Industry,	launched	Women’s	
Entertainment	Television	(WE:	TV)	as	
director	of	consumer	marketing	and	
promotions	in	New	York,	and	worked	as	
a	territory	manager	for	American	Movie.	
He	also	performed	with	the	Tempo	players	
in	Oak	Brook,	Illinois,	was	a	board	member	
of	the	Free	Associates	Theater	Company,	
and	did	commercial	voice-over	work.
Mauro Fiore	(B.A.	’87)	was	director	
of	photography	for	the	blockbuster	Avatar.	
The	cover	story	of	the	January	issue	of	
American Cinematographer	includes	an	
interview	with	Mauro	and	commends	
how,	as	the	film’s	cinematographer,	he	
combined	high-definition	and	motion-
capture	technology	to	help	director	James	
Cameron	create	this	groundbreaking	(and	
record-breaking)	film.
Michael goi	(B.A.	’80),	president	of	the	
American	Society	of	Cinematographers,	
was	honored	by	Kodak	with	a	full-page	
tribute	ad	on	the	back	cover	of	the	January	
issue	of	American Cinematographer	magazine.	
dino stamatopoulos	(’86)	and	
Andy dick	(’85)	performed	at	the	Just	
for	Laughs	Comedy	Festival	in	Chicago	
last	summer.	The	five-day	festival	
included	more	than	70	shows	and	
featured	several	top-name	comedians.
laura steele	(B.A.	’84)	is	on	the	Brew	
97.3,	Milwaukee’s	classic	rock	station.
1990s
Arnie Bernstein’s	(M.A.	’94)	book	
Bath Massacre: America's First School 
Bombing	was	published	in	March	2009	
and	is	now	in	its	third	printing.	The	book	
is	the	true	story	of	the	deadliest	act	of	
school	violence	in	American	history,	on	
May	18,	1927,	which	left	38	children	
and	six	adults	(including	the	killer	and	
his	wife)	dead.	Visit	arniebernstein.com.
Bruno Bonugli	(B.A.	’97)	was	a	
semifinalist	(top	50)	in	the	Amazon.com	
ad	contest,	which	received	more	than	
1,000	submissions.	
debi Bradshaw	(B.A.	’93)	presented	
the	animated	short	So Whaddya Think	
at	the	L.A.	Shorts	Film	Festival	in	July.	
Debi	wrote	and	voiced	the	piece;	Sean	
Bradshaw	animated	it.
Rick delaup	(B.A.	’90)	founded	
Bustout Burlesque,	an	authentic	
1950s-style	burlesque	show,	in	2005.	
The	show	performs	in	New	Orleans,	
primarily	at	the	House	of	Blues.	In	2009,	
he	founded	the	New	Orleans	Burlesque	
Festival,	which	is	devoted	to	classic	
and	traditional	burlesque	and	live	jazz.	
Delaup	has	been	researching	the	history	
of	New	Orleans	burlesque	for	nearly	
15	years,	interviewing	dozens	of	former	
dancers,	comics,	and	musicians,	and	
has	spoken	on	the	subject	at	the	New	
Orleans	Jazz	and	Heritage	Festival,	the	
Tennessee	Williams	Festival,	Tease-O-
Rama,	Tales	of	the	Cocktail,	and	other	
events.	Visit	bustoutburlesque.com	or	
neworleansburlesquefest.com.
Natasha Egan	(M.F.A.	’98),	associate	
director	and	curator	of	the	Museum	
of	Contemporary	Photography,	is	
curating	Road	to	Nowhere,	an	exhibition	
exploring	the	United	States	at	the	
close	of	the	“American	century,”	for	the	
thirteenth	FotoFest	Biennial,	March	12	
through	April	25,	2010,	in	Houston.	
The	acclaimed	FotoFest	Biennial	is	the	
longest-running	photography	biennial	in	
the	United	States.	Visit	fotofest.org.
Robert Fritts	(’92)	was	recently	
nominated	for	a	News	and	Documentary	
Emmy	Award	for	Outstanding	Individual	
Achievement	in	a	Craft:	Music	and	
Sound	for	the	sound	mixing	of	National	
Geographic	Channel’s	Superpride.
Hank grover	(B.A.	’97)	was	
production	supervisor	on	Nictophobia,	
a	feature	film	starring	Michael	Madsen	
(Kill Bill: Vols. 1 & 2,	Donnie Brasco,	
Reservoir Dogs)	and	Jennifer	Tisdale	(The 
House Bunny,	Grounded for Life).	Fellow	
alum	Jayson crothers	(B.A.	’02)	was	
the	director	of	photography.	
Alfreda Henderson-lewis	(B.A.	’94)	
is	DJ	Smooth	on	Jazz Show,	Mondays	
from	6:00	to	9:00	p.m.	on	KSBR	Jazz	
88.5	in	Mission	Viejo,	California.	Visit	
ksbr.net.
Erica Hubbard	(B.A.	’99)	plays	the	
leading	role	of	Cassie	Sutton	in	the	
current	ABC	Family	Channel	series	
Lincoln Heights.
Teisha Johnson	(’96)	received	her	
second	diversity	mini	grant	from	the	
Association	of	Schools	and	Colleges	of	
Optometry	for	a	summer	program	that	
was	held	on	the	campus	of	the	Illinois	
College	of	Optometry	(ICO)	in	July.	The	
Focus	on	Your	Future	summer	program,	
which	Teisha	created,	is	aimed	at	
exposing	underrepresented	minorities	to	
the	profession	of	optometry	and	ICO.
Hilmar Koch	(B.A.	’93),	principal	
supervisor	at	Industrial	Light	and	Magic,	
will	receive	a	scientific/technical	Oscar	
from	the	Academy	of	Motion	Pictures	on	
February	20	for	his	work	on	Pearl Harbor.
Jiadong Ma	(’97)	is	president	of	Really	
Useful	Products	Inc.	in	Darien,	Illinois.	
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Jeremy Felton (’09),	a.k.a.	Jeremih,	
signed	with	Def	Jam	Records	last	
February.	He	recently	released	his	debut	
album,	Jeremih,	and	his	single	“Birthday	
Sex”	reached	the	Top	10	on	the	Billboard	
charts.	Visit	jeremihmusic.com.
Hannah Ferdinand	(B.A.	’07)	is	a	
production	assistant	for	The Dr. Oz Show	
at	Harpo	Studios.	She	previously	worked	
as	a	PA	with	Kurtis	Productions.
christina Fernando	(B.A.	’06)	
started	the	Quintessential	Candle	
Company,	which	produces	handmade	
premium	soy	candle	products.	The	
candles	are	made	using	the	highest-
quality	essential	oil	fragrances,	lead-free	
wicks,	and	100	percent	soy	candle	wax,	
which	is	environmentally	safe.	Visit	
qcandleco.com	and	mention	Columbia	
College	for	a	special	offer.
paige gray	(M.A.	’08)	is	a	reporter	for	
the	Taos News	in	Taos,	New	Mexico.
James grigdesby	(B.A.	’08),	better	
known	around	the	Midwest	as	DJ	Juice,	
launched	a	career	as	a	hip-hop	artist	
after	experimenting	with	his	own	rhymes	
over	the	beats	of	artists	that	he	played	
while	DJing	at	local	parties.	His	singles	
“Summertime	Heat”	and	“Let’s	Roll”	are	
out	now,	and	he	is	promoting	his	newest	
mixtape,	Will Rap 4 Deal,	the	follow-up	to	
2008’s	Outside Lookin In.	James	has	also	
worked	as	a	radio	host.
Kate Harnedy’s	(B.A.	’05)	photography	
exhibit	Labor	of	Love:	Life	at	Alpha	
Farm	ran	last	summer	at	the	Downtown	
Initiative	for	the	Visual	Arts	in	Eugene,	
Oregon.	It	is	a	photo	documentary	of	the	
Alpha	Farm	community	in	rural	western	
Oregon	that	was	established	in	1971	
and	is	one	of	the	oldest	communes	
in	the	state.	This	project	is	the	first	
documentation	of	Alpha	Farm	and	marks	
the	beginning	of	a	long-term	project	titled	
Pursuing	Utopia:	Intentional	Communities	
in	America.
Temple Hemphill	(M.A.	’07)	is	
an	adjunct	media	communications	
professor	at	Kennedy-King	College	in	
Chicago	and	is	the	associate	editor	
of	and	a	frequent	contributor	to	Black 
MBA Magazine.	Temple	writes	a	monthly	
column	for	StreetWise	and	is	completing	
a	book	about	Melanie	Blocker-Stokes,	
a	Chicago	woman	with	postpartum	
psychosis	who	jumped	to	her	death.	A	
former	Chicago	city	manager	at	Rolling 
Out Urbanstyle Weekly	and	staff	writer	at	
Trumpet Newsmagazine,	Temple	started	
her	career	in	TV	news	as	a	reporter	in	
northwest	Indiana,	and	later	as	a	TV	
news	producer	in	Macon,	Georgia.
Ben Hicks	(B.A.	’03),	cofounder/
writer/director/producer,	carmen 
Navis	(’04),	production	designer,	and	
Jon pauss	(B.A.	’03),	cofounder/
producer,	formed	Elephant	Dreams	
Pictures,	a	production	company	
that	finances,	markets,	creates,	
screens,	and	distributes	its	own	
films.	By	promising	to	never	sell	their	
films	to	large	studios	or	distribution	
companies,	they	allow	for	a	unique	and	
uncompromised	voice	in	filmmaking.	
Visit	elephantdreamspictures.com.
J’sun Howard	(’04)	was	the	LinkUp	
Residency	Artist	at	Links	Hall	in	Chicago.	
The	residency	program	supports	
independent	artists	in	the	research	of	
ideas	and	development	of	innovative	new	
work	in	movement-based	practices.
Brian Hughes	(B.A.	’04)	made	his	first	
film	in	2007,	the	short	thriller	Deadly 
Dweller,	which	was	a	finalist	on	Direct	
TV’s	horror	channel	and	in	Chiller	TV’s	
nationwide	Dare	2	Direct	short	film	
contest.	With	his	in-the-works	feature	film	
debut,	Zombie, Indiana,	Brian	wants	to	put	
human	touches	on	the	monster	movie	
genre.	For	more	on	Hughes	and	Zombie, 
Indiana,	visit	9401productions.com.
Rashauna Hull	(B.A.	’09)	is	public	
relations/fundraising	specialist	for	
Women’s	International	Construction	
Education	Program,	where	she	is	
securing	sponsorship	for	community-
center	development	in	Uganja,	Kenya.
geoff Hyatt	(M.F.A.	’09)	will	have	
his	novel	Malagon Rising	published	by	
Leucrota	Press	in	October	2010.	His	
short	story	“A	Galaxy	Safe	for	Love”	
appears	in	the	new	edition	of	Temenos,	
Central	Michigan	University’s	online	
literary	journal,	and	“Running	Dark”	is	
in	the	January	issue	of	Necrotic Tissue.	
Katie Kaszmetskie	(B.A.	’09)	
volunteered	with	the	English	Opens	
Doors	program,	teaching	English	to	
high-school-aged	students	in	Romeral,	
Chile.	Katie	then	traveled	to	Brazil,	
where	she	lectured	about	the	importance	
of	communication	and	language,	travel,	
and	seizing	opportunity.
Taquoya Kennedy	(M.A.	’07)	is	the	
new	executive	producer	and	Juanita 
santiago	(B.A.	’07)	is	an	associate	
producer	for	WVON's	weekly	radio	
show	The Urban Business Roundtable 
with Roland Martin.	The	show	focuses	
on	business,	business	owners,	and	
the	economy.
Brandon Koller	(B.A.	’06),	Vanessa 
panerosa	(’06),	and	leslie Taylor	
(B.A.	’08)	were	recently	featured	in	the	
Marriott	Theatre’s	acclaimed	production	
of	Hairspray.
Allison (Wright) Kucharzak	(B.A.	
’08)	is	working	in	public	relations	at	
Public	Communications	Inc.	in	Chicago.
Matthew Kugelman’s	(B.A.	’04)	
short	video	was	selected	as	a	finalist	
in	the	Crunch	Gym	Shorts	competition.	
Visit	crunchgymshorts.com/#/watch-
video/5926558.
Michael d. lynch’s	(B.A.	’05)	
action-packed	fantasy	short	“Burden”	
was	nominated	for	four	awards	at	the	
Action	on	Film	Festival,	and	won	the	
VFX	category.	Burden’s	epic	three-year	
production	brought	together	more	
than	100	Columbia	College	Chicago	
students	and	alumni.	With	support	from	
the	Chicago	Film	Office,	the	filmmakers	
managed	to	close	down	the	Loop’s	
Financial	District	in	order	to	safely	
stage	the	film’s	dazzling	climax.	Burden	
features	Peter	Cullen,	best	known	as	
the	iconic	voice	of	Optimus	Prime	in	
Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen.	
Trailers	and	behind-the-scenes	footage	
can	be	seen	at	burdenthemovie.com.
chrissy Mahlmeister	(B.A.	’08)	
has	been	named	assistant	editor	at	
LIFE.com.	Previously,	she	had	been	a	
temporary	editorial	assistant	at	InStyle.
Melissa Marin	(B.A.	’07)	is	a	
production	assistant/producer	at	
DirecTV,	and	set	PA	at	the	Style	Network.
Julian Martinez	(B.A.	’05)	was	
featured	as	Caravaggio	in	Cuba and His 
Teddy Bear,	an	Urbantheater	production,	
last	fall.	Urbantheater	is	an	ensemble	of	
ethnically	diverse	artists	and	performers	
with	roots	in	the	Latino	community,	
and	is	committed	to	the	creation	and	
exploration	of	urban-inspired	works	that	
convey,	illuminate,	and	empathize	with	
the	human	experience.	
Michelle Matlock	(B.A.	’05)	is	a	writer	
and	an	editor	at	insur.com	along	with	fellow	
Columbia	grad	Kat zeman	(B.A.	’99).
Amanda Maurer	(’08)	is	an	online	
producer	for	the	Chicago Tribune.
chelsea Maxwell	(B.A.	’08)	joined	
the	conversion-driven	marketing	agency	
90octane	as	a	marketing	coordinator.	
Chelsea	became	familiar	with	90octane	
programs	through	a	marketing	
internship	at	the	agency.
lauren McKeague	(B.A.	’07)	and	
carly singraber	(’08)	co-own	Pink	
Slip,	a	trendy	dress	boutique	for	women	
in	Mokena,	Illinois.	Pink	Slip	came	about	
in	an	effort	to	address	the	lack	of	dress	
shops	in	Chicago’s	far	south	suburbs.	
Visit	pinkslipboutique.com.
phil Messina	(B.A.	’09)	is	a	drummer	
with	various	heavy	metal	bands.	His	
band	Impale’s	latest	demo	will	be	out	
soon,	and	he	will	be	going	on	a	two-week	
European	tour	with	heavy	metal	band	
Whorrid	in	March.	Phil	played	drums	for	
The	Rocky Horror Picture Show	at	the	Elbo	
Room	last	Halloween,	and	percussion	
for	the	Southwest	Symphony	Orchestra’s	
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Christmas	concert	in	December.	Visit	
myspace.com/impaledrums.
Rebecca Michuda	(B.A.	’08)	is	
assistant	editor	at	Today’s Chicago 
Woman	magazine.	Visit	tcwmag.com.
Jef Moll	(B.A.	’00)	has	worked	as	audio	
engineer	with	producer	Elvis	Baskette	
since	2004,	and	recently	completed	work	
on	releases	from	Story	of	the	Year	for	
Epitaph	Records,	Alter	Bridge	for	Universal	
Records,	the	Classic	Crime	for	Tooth	&	
Nail	Records,	32	Leaves	and	Otherwise	for	
Universal	Records,	and	Fact	from	Japan	
for	Avex	Records.	Moll	also	produced,	
engineered,	and	mixed	the	EP	Falling with 
Style	with	the	Chicago	band	On	the	Front.	
Recording	for	the	projects	took	place	at	
studios	in	Virginia,	Nashville,	and	Chicago.		
Amberlee Mucha	(B.A.	’07)	is	
recruiting	talent	from	the	Midwest	for	
the	fifth	season	of	America’s Got Talent.	
Contact	her	at	amberleeagtauditions@
gmail.com	if	you’ve	got	talent.
Jennifer Nelson	(B.A.	’08)	is	episodic	
production	assistant	on	the	newest	
Nickelodeon	show,	Kung Fu Panda,	which	
premieres	in	2010.
J. Adams Oaks		(M.F.A.	’00)	curates	
the	RE:Action	reading	series	for	
Around	the	Coyote	and	is	a	member	
of	Serendipity	Theatre	Collective’s	
story	development	team.	He	has	been	
published	in	Hairtrigger,	River Oak Review,	
2D,	No Touching,	and	the Madison Review,	
and	his	work	won	Chicago	Public	Radio’s	
Stories	on	Stage	competition.	His	first	
novel,	Why I Fight,	won	both	the	National	
Society	of	Arts	and	Letters	regional	
competition	and	an	Illinois	Arts	Council	
Fellowship	Award.
Michael peters	(B.A.	’05)	played	
Rudge	in	TimeLine’s	production	of	The 
History Boys,	which	closed	in	October	
after	being	extended	three	times.	The	
production	was	met	with	critical	and	
audience	response	unprecedented	in	the	
company’s	history,	with	performances	
selling	out	weeks	in	advance	and	nearly	
universal	praise	in	reviews.
Benjamin pietrucha	(B.A.	’08)	is	now	
blog	writer/editor	at	Talent	Zoo.
Aisha qidwae	(B.A.	’08)	is	a	writer/
research	assistant	at	IQRA	International	
Educational	Foundation.
p. d. Rearick’s	(B.A.	’02)	works	were	
featured	last	July	at	the	Farmington	
Hills	City	Gallery.	The	exhibit	featured	
traditionally	printed	black-and-
white	photographs	presented	in	an	
untraditional	format.	The	small	prints	
were	set	in	a	series	that	floated	in	a	
semidark	room,	each	with	its	own	
bulb	to	illuminate	the	scenes.	Visit	
flickr.com/photos/pdrearick.
Joy Ronstadt	(B.A.	’00)	completed	
her	second	Ironman	triathlon	in	
Penticton,	British	Columbia,	on	August	
31,	2009.
Alena scarver	(B.A.	’07)	is	an	
editorial	assistant/reporter	for	the	
Chicago Tribune.
Melissa K. stallard’s	(M.F.A.	’08)	
photographic	series	Worth the Trip	was	
on	view	at	Virginia	Intermont	College	in	
Bristol	in	the	Anne	R.	Worrell	Fine	Arts	
Center	last	fall.
geno Tazioli		(B.A.	’04)	is	vice	
president	of	sales	for	Lit	Post,	an	artist-
owned	post-production	facility	with	
clients	such	as	Disney,	Lionsgate	Films,	
MTV,	American	Apparel,	American	Eagle	
Outfitters,	and	Alice	in	Chains.	Geno	
is	responsible	for	the	direction	and	
management	of	all	sales	and	business	
development	operations	for	Lit	Post.	
As	the	company’s	acting	liaison,	he	
maintains	key	client	relationships	while	
developing	and	implementing	strategies	
for	expanding	the	company’s	growing	
customer	base.
Tressa Thomas	(B.A.	’00)	was	
honored	to	sing	“God	Bless	America”	at	
Dodger	Stadium	last	June.	The Yesterday 
Pool,	her	short	film	starring	Hollywood	
legend	Mickey	Rooney,	was	an	official	
selection	of	both	the	Hollywood	Black	
Film	Festival	and	the	West	Hollywood	
Film	Festival	in	2009.	Tressa	also	starred	
in	the	Hollywood	debut	of	the	original	
Broadway	show	Back to Bacharach and 
David	alongside	American Idol	finalist	
and	recording	artist	Diana	Degarmo	
at	the	Music	Box	at	Fonda	Theater	on	
Hollywood	Boulevard.	The	show	received	
rave	reviews,	and	is	currently	being	
pitched	in	Las	Vegas.	Visit	back2bd.com.
sheryl Tirol	(B.A.	’00)	is	now	a	
junior	account	executive	with	an	
entertainment	PR	firm	out	of	Santa	
Monica,	California.	The	company	
represents	various	companies	and	
people	in	the	entertainment	industry.
Jessica Tobacman	(B.A.	’07)	is	
working	at	the	Great	Lakes	Boating	
Federation	writing	and	editing	on	
environmental	subjects.
Nestor Yulfo-Reyes	(B.A.	’08)	
proudly	presents	his	new	collection	
of	paintings,	which	can	be	viewed	
at	isaacdesignz.com.	Nestor	was	
showcased	at	the	Highwood	Last	
Call	Art	Festival	and	the	Art	Sharks	
exhibition	at	the	John	G.	Shedd	
Aquarium	last	fall.
lourdes Vazquez	(B.A.	’09)	is	a	
freelance	weekend	reporter	for	El Dia,	
the	Spanish-language	newspaper	
published	by	the	Dallas Morning News.
Nicole Walker	(B.A.	’08)	is	working	
as	an	editor	for	the	suburban	edition	of	
Healthcare Times.
Ashley Waugh	(B.A.	’09)	is	a	
production	assistant	for	WGCI,	WVAZ,	
and	WGRB,	produces	two	shows	on	
WGRB,	is	assistant	producer	for	the	
national	show	Keep Hope Alive	with	
Jesse	Jackson,	and	is	a	board	operator	
for	American Top 40	with	Ryan	Seacrest	
on	WKSC.	Two	of	her	pieces	have	aired	
on	Vocalo.org	(“Charlie	and	I,”	“I	Wish	
I	Said	Machine	Gun”).	Waugh	is	also	
a	basketball	announcer	for	the	Grand	
Allstar	League	for	Seniors.
Meg White	(M.A.	’08)	is	senior	writer	
at	BuzzFlash.com	in	Chicago.
Melisa Young	(B.A.	’04),	a.k.a	Kid 
sister,	released	her	much-anticipated	
debut	record,	Ultraviolet,	last	fall.	See	our	
review,	p.	32.
In Memoriam
prince Akbar	
(B.A.	’06)
John callaway	
(’58,	Radio/Journalism)
Robert Michael canman	
(’64,	Television)
Ric coken	
(former	faculty,	Department	of	Film	
&	Video)
Joyce Fulguim	
(administrative	assistant	to	Columbia’s	
former	President	John	Duff.)
Edwin Hugh Manning	
(former	faculty	in	Fashion	and	
Arts	Management,	and	former	
curator	of	Columbia’s	Fashion	
Study	Collection)
carol Ann stowe	
(Director,	Harris	Center	for	Early	
Childhood	Education)
Jim sulski	
(’84,	Journalism/	faculty,	Journalism)
John N. Thale	
(M.A.T.	’06,	Urban	Teaching)
Marriages & Unions
Jodi Miller	(M.A.	’04)	married	
John	Hardee	IV	on	June	20,	2009,	in	
Evergreen,	Colorado.	Jodi	works	in	
magazine	publishing	and	is	an	active	
member	of	CAAN:	Denver.
Kelly zavala	(B.A.	’07)	married	
Ryan	Schultz,	her	love	of	six	years,	
on	October	3,	2008.	They	look	forward	
to	piecing	together	a	shared	creative	
space	very	soon.
what	are	you	doing	out	there?	send	us	your	news:	colum.edu/alumni
   
stephen T. Asma’s	(History,	
Humanities	&	Social	Sciences)	article	
“Monsters	and	the	Moral	Imagination”	
was	published	in	the	October	25,	2009,	
issue	of	the	Chronicle of Higher Education	
and	named	the	“must	read”	idea	of	the	
day	for	October	30	by	the	New York Times	
Week in Review	blog.
david W. Berner	(Radio)	published	
an	essay	in	the	online	arts	magazine		
Perigee	titled	“Four	Generations	of	Men.”	
The	piece	is	part	of	a	collection	of	essays	
about	fatherhood	that	he	is	planning	to	
produce	as	radio	narratives.	
dawoud Bey	(Photography)	will	deliver	
the	keynote	address	at	the	2010	annual	
conference	of	the	College	Art	Association	
in	Chicago	in	February.
Bob Blinn’s	(College	Advising)	film	Side 
by Side Effects	screened	at	the	Chicago	
International	Reel	Shorts	Film	Festival.	
Adam Brooks	and	Mathew Wilson	
(Art	&	Design),	a.k.a.	Industry	of	the	
Ordinary,	had	an	exhibition,	Super	
Market,	at	the	Northeastern	Illinois	
University	Art	Gallery.
Bonnie Brooks	(Dance)	and	debra 
Riley parr	(Art	&	Design)	were	honored
with	the	first	School	of	Fine	and	Performing	
Arts	Excellence	in	Academic	Leadership	
Awards.	
Ivan Brunetti	(Art	&	Design)	did	the	
cover	illustration	for	the	September	7,	
2009,	issue	of	the	New Yorker.	This	is	
Brunetti’s	fourth	New Yorker	cover		
since	2007.
Michael caplan	(Film	&	Video)	wrote,	
directed,	and	produced	A Magical Vision,	
a	feature	documentary	that	debuted	
internationally	at	the	Global	Cinema	
Festival	in	Indore,	India.
peter carpenter	(Dance)	presented	
his	evening-length	dance	theater	work	
My Fellow Americans,	about	the	shifting	
identity	of	Ronald	Reagan,	at	the	Hamlin	
Park	Field	House	in	Chicago.
Ted cho	(DEPS)	played	with	Poi	Dog	
Pondering	at	the	Austin	City	Limits	Music	
Festival	in	Texas.
garnett Kilberg cohen	(English)	
published	essays	in	Briar Cliff Review	and	
Glossololia.	Other	recent	and	forthcoming	
publications	include	stories	or	poems	
in	the	Michigan Quarterly Review,	Natural 
Bridge,	and	the	Connecticut Review.
lisa Formosa-parmigiano	(Film	&	
Video)	directed	the	musical	How to Eat 
Like a Child	for	Chicago	Street	Theatre	in	
Valparaiso	in	August.	
greg Foster-Rice	(Photography)	
coedited,	with	John	Rohrbach,	Reframing 
the New Topographics,	a	scholarly	
anthology	about	the	groundbreaking	
1975	exhibition	New	Topographics:	
Photographs	of	a	Man-Altered	
Landscape.
Joan giroux	and	Whitney Huber	
(Art	&	Design)	curated	and	exhibited	their	
work	in	an	exhibition	titled	Three	Women	
at	the	Castle	Gallery	of	the	College	of	New	
Rochelle,	New	York.	
Jennifer greenburg’s	(Photography)	
new	book,	The Rockabillies,	was	published	
in	December	by	the	Center	for	American	
Places	at	Columbia	College	Chicago.
Allan Johnston’s	(English)	poetry	
collection	Northport	was	published	by	
Finishing	Line	Press	in	January.	
david Jones	(Anchor	Graphics)	and	
Marilyn propp	(Art	&	Design)	had	an	
exhibition	at	the	State	Street	Gallery	at	
Robert	Morris	University	titled	Roadtrips	
and	Shadowplay.	
danny Kravitz	(Film	&	Video)	was	
hired	as	head	writer	and	associate	
producer	on	two	shows	for	the	TruTV	
network:	Operation Repo,	in	its	ninth	
season,	and	The Mediator,	which	shot	its	
pilot	episode	this	fall.
Elio leturia	(Journalism)	was	on	
the	planning	committee	of	the	2009		
National	Association	of	Hispanic	
Journalists	convention	in	San	Juan,	
Puerto	Rico,	where	he	was	in	charge	of	
the	visual	design	track	and	moderated	
two	panels.	
deb R. lewis	(Fiction	Writing)	was	
a	featured	storyteller	in	Solo	Homo	7,	
where	she	performed	“Darla	Speeding”	
and	a	collaborative	story,	“Two	Blue	
Pegs,	Two	Pink	Pegs,”	with	alum	J.	
Adams	Oaks.	Her	story	“Blown	at	the	
Pride	Parade	(Bitsy	Club	Version)”	won	
the	Windy City Times	Pride	Literary	
Supplement	Prose	Prize.	
Annika Marie	and	sabina Ott		
(Art	&	Design)	are	involved	in	the	Great	
Poor	Farm	Experiment,	a	contemporary	
art	space	in	Manawa,	Wisconsin.	Marie,	
an	art	historian,	will	document	what	
happens	in	the	early	stages	of	the		
Poor	Farm.
pamela dittmer McKuen	
(Journalism)	won	first	place	in	the	
fashion	writing	category	of	the	2009	
National	Federation	of	Press	Women	
Communications	Contest.
RoseAnna Mueller	(History,	
Humanities	&	Social	Sciences)	
reviewed	the	book	Contemporary 
Spanish American Novels by Women: 
Mapping the Narrative	by	Susan	E.	
Carvalho	for	Letras Femeninas.	She	
also	gave	a	presentation	titled	
“Mothers,	Sisters,	and	Mavericks:	
Teresa	de	la	Parra’s	Three	Colombian	
Lectures:	The	Influence	of	Women	in	
Latin	American	History”	at	the	Latin	
American	Studies	Association,	Rio	
de	Janeiro,	Brazil,	in	June.
cecilie O’Reilly	(Theater)	was	accent/
dialect	coach	for	Steppenwolf’s	2009–
10	season	opener,	Fake,	and	a	new	
production	of	Seafarer	for	Milwaukee	
Repertory	Theater	in	January.
dominic pacyga	(History,	Humanities	
&	Social	Sciences)	presented	an	
illustrated	talk,	“An	Ongoing	Legacy:	The	
Burnham	Plan	from	the	City	Beautiful	
Movement	to	Daley’s	Post-Modernist	
Chicago,”	as	the	featured	speaker	in	
this	semester’s	Friends	of	the	Library	
Signature	Showcase.	
pan papacosta	(Science	&	
Mathematics)	participated	in	the	Oxford	
Round	Table	symposium	on	The	Three	
Cultures:	Science,	Humanities/Arts,	
and	Religion	in	July.	The	title	of	his	
presentation	was	“Science,	Humanities/
Arts,	and	Religion:	Essential,	Different,	
and	Complementary.”	
Mark porter	(DEPS)	had	exhibitions	
recently	at	the	Front	Gallery	in	New	
Orleans,	the	Whistler	Storefront	Gallery	in	
Logan	Square,	and	the	Anton	Art	Center	
in	Michigan.
corey postiglione	(Art	&	Design)	had	
a	solo	exhibition,	Synecdoche,	at	Thomas	
Masters	Gallery	in	Chicago.
david c. pritchett	(AEMM;	First-
Year	Seminar)	completed	a	residency	
at	Juijiang	University	in	China,	where	
he	conducted	a	poetry	project	with	
students.
sharon Ross	(Television)	coedited	
Teen Television: Essays on Programming 
and Fandom	(McFarland,	2009),	an	
essay	collection	that	explores	the	
phenomenon	of	teen-oriented	TV	in	
the	United	States.
sandra saunders	(Services	for	
Students	with	Disabilities)	was	named	
chair	of	the	PACE	Americans	with	
Disabilities	Advisory	Board.
Bruce sheridan,	don smith, Kevin 
cooper,	and	Jill sultz	(Film	&	Video)	
presented	the	panel	Reinventing	Film	
Education	for	the	21st	Century	at	the	
2009	conference	of	the	University	Film	
and	Video	Association	in	New	Orleans.	
dan sinker	(Journalism)	launched	a	
website,	CellStories.net,	that	posts	a	
short	story	every	weekday	to	any	Web-
enabled	mobile	device	for	free.	
Josef steiff’s	(Film	&	Video)	one-man	
show	Golden Corral	was	presented	at	the	
International	Dublin	Gay	Theatre	Winter	
Festival	in	October.
Fereshteh Toosi	(New	Millennium	
Studies),	K. Bradford	(Multicultural	
Affairs),	Misty deBerry	(Residence	
Life),	and	first-year	student	deb 
durham	were	part	of	a	performance	
called	Let Them Eat Cake,	a	production	of	
About	Face	Theatre	and	the	XYZ	Festival.
Tracy ullman’s	(Film	&	Video)	City 
Under Water,	a	documentary	that	looks	at	
a	year	in	the	life	of	Cedar	Rapids,	Iowa,	
following	the	floods	of	June	2008,	aired	
on	WTTW	Channel	11.
guy Villa Jr.	(Art	&	Design)	gave	a	
presentation	titled	“The	Page:	Prose	
by	Georges	Perec	as	Inspiration	
for	Experimental	Typography”	at	
TypeCon2009.	
sam Weller	(Fiction	Writing)	
interviewed	legendary	KISS	guitarist	
Ace	Frehley	for	Stop Smiling	magazine.	
Weller’s	book	Listen to the Echos: The Ray 
Bradbury Interviews	will	be	published	by	
Melville	House	Press	this	spring.
stan West	(English)	was	the	
coorganizer,	with	filmmaker	Yves	Hughes	
Jr.,	of	the	Oak	Park	Film	Festival	at	the	
Oak	Park	Public	Library.	
Albert (Bill) Williams	(Theater)	
coedited	the	book	Nothing	Personal: 
Chronicles of Chicago’s LGBTQ Community, 
1977–1997.	
Kimo Williams	(AEMM)	and	his	Lt.	
Dan	Band	featuring	Gary	Sinise	traveled	
to	Afghanistan	to	perform	for	American	
military	and	civilians	as	part	of	the	USO	
initiative	to	entertain	service	members.	
Justin Witte	(DEPS)	cowrote	a	pilot	for	
a	TV	show	called	Wunderkrafthaus	for	the	
Cartoon	Network.
Jay Wolke	(Art	&	Design)	exhibited	
work	in	a	three-person	exhibition,	Social	
Landscape,	at	the	David	Weinberg	
Gallery	in	Chicago.
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Shop.	
Columbia.	
Now.
ShopColumbia	is	a	unique	store	featuring	
a	curated	collection	of	student	art,	stationery,	
sculpture,	photography,	jewelry,	one-of-
a-kind	fashions	and	accessories,	and	more.	
It	is	defined	by	what	Columbia	students	
are	making	right	now.
colum.edu/shopcolumbia
623 s. Wabash Ave.
312.369.8616
M, Tu, W, F  11 – 5    
Thu  11 – 7
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t - s h i r t s     h o o d i e s     b a b y  g e a r     g i F t s     a c c e s s o r i e s     b o o k s
shop in person: 624 S. Michigan Ave.
312.427.4860 
shop online: columbia.bkst.com
bookstore
Angela Meyer, fine art major, 
class of 2010
Get your Columbia gear on!
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CHICAGO/lA 
lInk EvEnt
Columbia and others celebrated 
“Chicagoans in entertainment in l.A.” 
at the Chicago l.A. link Event in Santa 
Monica. Jerrod and R.J. Melman and Bob 
lynn were the restaurant hosts, while 
tom dreesen emceed and Richard Roper 
and Bill Zwecker worked the red carpet.  
Photos:	Mitch	Canoff
DEMO48
GREEntOwn 
CHICAGO 
BREAkFASt
Robert F. kennedy Jr., named one of 
time magazine’s “heroes for the planet” 
for his role in leading Riverkeeper's 
fight to restore the Hudson River, was 
the keynote speaker at the Greentown 
Chicago environmental conference in 
October. He joined members of the 
Columbia community for a breakfast 
reception on October 15, 2009.  
Photos:	Vandell	Cobb	(B.A.	’75)
[	 1	 ]	 Architect	Jeanne gang,	Dean	doreen 
Bartoni	 [	 2	 ]	 Robert F. Kennedy Jr.,	Chairman	
of	the	Board	Allen Turner	 [	 3	 ]	 Robert F. 
Kennedy Jr.	 [	 4	 ]	 cynthia Raskin,	Trustee	
Ellen stone Belic
CHICAGO IMPACt 
AwARdS
Jeff Garlin was the honoree at the 7th 
Annual Columbia College Chicago Impact 
Awards. Alumni joined others in the 
entertainment industry at the Paramount 
Theater in Hollywood to honor the native 
Chicagoan, who has made his mark as 
a writer, producer, director, or actor in a 
range of productions from The Second 
City to Curb Your Enthusiasm.  
Photos:	Michelle	Pullman
[	 1	 ]	 craig gore	(’99),	Johnny derango	(’02)	
[	 2	 ]	 Nassoma Vernon	(’03),	Jeff garlin	
[	 3	 ]	 President	Warrick l. carter,	charles Robert 
carner	(’78,)	Joe Mantegna,	Vice	President	for	
Institutional	Advancement	Eric V.A. Winston	
[	 4	 ]	Meghan Mathes	(’09),	Television	Chair	
Michael Niederman
[	 1	 ]	 Biz stone	 [	 2	 ]	 Columbia	College	Chicago	
President Warrick l. carter,	Chairman	of	the	
Board Allen Turner, lynn Turner	 [	 3	 ]	 Biz 
stone, Vice	President	for	Institutional	
Advancement Eric Winston,	and	Trustee	
Howard Mendelsohn	 [	 4	 ]	 Reception	for Biz 
stone following his talk
COnvERSAtIOnS 
In tHE ARtS: 
BIZ StOnE
The first Conversations in the Arts 
event of the year brought Biz Stone, 
cofounder of twitter, to campus, where 
he gave an insightful presentation 
on the role of this burgeoning social 
network in changing the way people 
communicate around the world.  
Photos:	Vandell	Cobb	(B.A.	’75)
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[	 1	 ]	 Elaine Madsen,	Bill zwecker,	Virginia 
Madsen,	Tom dreesen	 [	 2	 ]	 chaz Ebert,	
Bob Teitel	 [	 3	 ]	 Bill zwecker, chris 
O’donnell	 [	 4	 ]	 Kevin Farley,	Richard Roper
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Thankyou.
in fiscal year 2009, which ended August 31, generous 
individuals and organizations contributed a total of 
$11,611,291 to support the educational mission of Columbia 
College Chicago. Many of those gifts were designated for 
scholarship columbia, a five-year, $1 million challenge to 
raise unrestricted scholarship support for deserving students 
who need it. Many were in support of the Media production 
center, Columbia’s first-ever new-construction building, which 
opens for classes this semester. 
Columbia College ChiCago
honor roll of Donors
fisCal Year 2009 (september 
1, 2008–august 31, 2009)
inDiViDuals
The president’s club
(Donors who contribute $1,000 
or more in a year are members 
of The President’s Club)
$500,000+
George Middlemas & sherry 
petska
$100,000 to $249,999
lee & Maria friedlander
$50,000 to $99,999
roy H. & Ann t. Boyd
loranne ehlenbach & John 
ehlenbach
Herbert Hochberg
don & rosemary r. Jackson
Jeffrey k. Mercer & 
 linda Glass
Michael Wolf
ken Wornick
$25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
susan V. downing
Brent W. & susan H. felitto
todd Gitlin
Bill l. & Vicki Hood
Howard Mendelsohn ’49
Mary k. o’shaughnessy & 
charles Van Gilder
Gigi pritzker pucker & 
 Michael A. pucker
Barry M. & Anne M. sabloff
$10,000 to $24,999
Warrick l. carter ph.d. & 
laurel carter
Bruce A. crown & deborah A. 
crown
Allan r. drebin ph.d. & ellen 
drebin
Jeremy d. efroymson ’98
Georgia & Gerald W. fogelson
Mary louise Haddad & samuel 
perry
paul r. & nancy knapp
elizabeth A. liebman ph.d.
richard s. & Jeanne l. press
James n. pritzker
pamela & John rijos
raymond J. & kristine spencer
Allen M. & lynn turner
Greg zeman
$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous
Alfred Bader
Mr. dan casey & Mrs. dolores 
connoly
William f. cellini Jr. ’94 & 
carmen cantarin
Michael & Barbara collins
katalin deer
Marc freidus
ralph W. & karen c. Gidwitz
richard A. Hanson
Arthur J. & Mary frances Hass
chester t. kamin & nancy 
schaefer kamin
Jean kralka
Marcia e. lazar ’03 & Alan o. 
Amos
phillip Moll
Madeline Murphy rabb
sharon & leon oberlander
Joseph f. peyronnin iii ’70 & 
susan zirinsky
samuel e. & paula f. pfeffer ph.d.
stephen H. pugh Jr. & Margo V. 
Brooks-pugh
Arlen d. rubin ’66 & elaine c. 
cohen
christina seely
nancy & r. stratford shields
richard B. & Barbara k. 
silverman
lawrence k. & Maxine snider
david s. solomon M.d. & 
Brenda c. solomon M.d.
Julie Volkmann
$1,000 to $4,999
Anonymous (4)
Jay Albanese
randall k. Albers
Michael J. Anderson
david Applegate
Bruce r. & Ann r. Bachmann
doreen M. Bartoni &   
renee l. Hansen ’80
H. temel Belek
Alicia & Brian Berg
sonia & Theodore c. Bloch
Gary Bowden
William J. & Marea Brichta
Bonnie Brooks
suzette Bross Bulley &  
Allen e. Bulley
shelley A. & rubin Brown
robert J. Buford
kathleen t. Butera
Barbara J. calabrese
lutgart J. calcote
Gregory c. cameron
evette cardona & Mona 
noriega
timothy carroll
William f. carroll Jr. & Mary c. 
carroll
Alexander castellino
Jim & Jane cohan
Mrs. rhea cohn
kay collier
catherine costello
Joshua culley-foster ’04
Jennifer e. davis ’02
Jacqueline & Michael desalle
tracy dillard
nicholas dwyer & elizabeth A. 
yokas
paul e. elledge & leasha J. 
overturf
richard A. & Jeane f. erley
rev. sherron farrell ’08
James f. feldstein
richard J. & nancy l. firfer
samuel A. floyd Jr.
rebecca l. ford
sue & paul freehling
Jonathan s. Gitelson ’05
Joshua & ikram Goldman
susan M. Gosin
Theodore J. & kaye A. Grabbe
richard & Mary l. Gray
Betty Guttman
Thomas l. Harris
Our HONOr rOLL Of DONOrs includes individuals and organizations that gave $100 or more in fiscal year 2009
(september 1, 2008, through August 31, 2009), followed by a list of those that contributed $100 or more during the first quarter 
of fiscal year 2010 (september 1 through November 30, 2009).
 
Donors who contribute $1,000 or more annually are members of the PrEsIDENt’s CLub, the college’s most prestigious giving society. 
for information about giving to Columbia, visit colum.edu/donate or call Kim Clement at 312.369.7084.
The	Student	Alumni	Association	
at	Columbia	College	Chicago	
connects	current	students	with	
successful	alumni.	
To	find	out	more,	contact	
Michelle	Passarelli,	SAA	Advisor,	
at	312	369	6987	or	
colum.edu/alumni.	
find us on
REunIOn 2009
Evolving Through the decades was the theme 
of this year’s alumni reunion, which took place 
on campus September 24-27, 2009. Alumni 
reconnected with old friends and faculty at a 
series of receptions, workshops, and a Sunday 
gospel brunch at House of Blues.
Alumni time!
Photos:	Robyn	Martin	(B.A.	’04),	Stephanie	Tanner	
(’12),	Kelsey	Lindsey	(’12),	Vladimir	Zaytsev	(’12)
[	 1	 ]	 Tony Kemp	(B.A.	’86),	student	chelsea Middendorf,	
Bill Barrick	(’89)	 [	 2	 ]	 Julie poznan	(B.A.	’01),	Nicolra 
gholston	(B.A.	’06),	lauren Waring	(B.A.	’09),	Theresa Moore	
(B.A.	’94),	sherron Farrel	(B.A.	’08)	at	the	Sunday	gospel	
brunch	 [	 3	 ]	 Arthur	“The	Legend”	leach	(B.A.	’71),	William 
swartwood	(B.A.	’96)	 [	 4	 ]	 Alumni	participate	in	the	Book	and	
Paper	workshop	 [	 5	 ]	Thelma serrano	(B.A.	’88),	Jane Bishop-
lillegard	(B.A.	’85),	louis Byrd III	(B.A.	’90),	gary stubits	
(B.A.	’94),	Jeff Wehrmeister	(B.A.	’90)	 [	 6	 ]	 Alumni	rehearse	
for	their	recording	in	the	voiceover	workshop.	 [	 7	 ]	 stephanie 
Tanner	(’12)	and	Kelsey lindsey	(’12)	represent	the	
Student	Alumni	Association	at	Fall	2009	New	Student	
Convocation	 [	 8	 ]	 Jay Boersma	(B.A.	’74),	Creative	Director	
for	Playboy	Enterprises,	speaks	about	his	career	to	
members	of	the	Student	Alumni	Association	at	the	Portfolio	
Center	 [	 9	 ]	 Jim smith,	Neil Kowalski,	Jessica gatward,	
Walter Krakowsky,	Michelle passarelli	(B.A.	’99),	Erica 
Watson	(B.A.	’98,	M.A.	’05),	Michael Anderson,	Valerie 
driscoll	(B.A.	’86)	at	Watson’s	one-woman	comedy	show,	Fat 
Bitch,	in	Chicago.	See	page	26.	 [	 10	 ]	 Trustee	susan downing;	
Sarah	Siddons	Society	scholarship	recipient	A.J. Ware	
(B.A.	’09);	Sarah	Siddons	Award	winner,	CSI’s	William petersen		
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Alysia Gordon ’04
christopher M. Greiner ’04
steve Grubman
neal A. Gustafson ’07
rudy Haidle
kimberly A. Hale
Wendy d. Hall
Thomas s. Hamilton
Matthew Hammatt
Magaret d. Hand
Mark & linda s. Heister
John e. ’95 & stephanie n. 
Hellerman
sarah Higgins
lydia f. Hilado ’04
dean Hobart
Mr. Thomas Hohenstein
William c. Hunt
Jean-francois Hurel
charles J. & christine izui
cara Jaye
Blair s. Jensen & Jacqueline 
king Jensen
rocio Juarez ’09
Martin t. kane Jr. ’06
dina kantor
Verla kasmerchak
John d. kehoe
tom kehoe
larry kekempanos
susan H. kincaid
nancy kotler
robert kraft
laura l. kurtenbach ’99
stephen lai
lauren lein
Gary leopold
carol levine
linda s. levy
richard k. levy
Angela y. lilly
diana k. ’88 & Bert H. 
lindstrom
carol loverde & dominic J. 
difrisco
keith A. lusson
kevin e. lyle
Holly lynton
edna M. Madonia ’98
susan A. Manning & douglas A. 
doetsch
lesley W. Martin
randall s. Mattheis
Matthew & linda Matthews
Julie Maxham
kristopher Mckay
Margaret r. & Michael Meiners
Marcella Mencotti
ralph & cathy Middlecamp
ron Milam
Alton f. & dominika Miller
sarah Miller
kevin Morrison
robin c. Mucha ’03
Thomas J. Murphy
Mr. Greg neumaier
James & cathleen l. nevin
simon nielsen
enrique ochoa
Vlasta odell
neil p. pagano
Melina k. patterson ’93 & 
Michael c. Hendershot
Morris A. phibbs
Barbara phillips
Gravelle pierre
robert J. possehl ’09
rick e. pukis ’97
constantin rasinariu
christopher rauschenberg
paul rickert
Joel riechers & susan 
kennedy riechers
Matthew A. rittenhouse
osvaldo & celsa rodriguez
Michelle rosen
Burton W. & linda ruder
B. c. rudnick ’86 & linda 
tarshis rudnick
Gerald J. saldana ’01
Judith & Jack schindler
daniel schmeichler
claire z. & stanford t. shulman
doreen G. & robert small
cassandra smith
James smith
Judy sorensen
Valentina spalten
Mark starling
W. forrest stinespring & 
Marjorie M. stinespring
Margaret t. sullivan ’06
Michael A. swidler
richard & Marilyn swoiskin
tekla syers
Mary taft-Mcphee
Joyce d. tewksbury
elizabeth & donald Thompson
William r. Thompson
katherine A. Vance ’95
cynthia V. Vargas & cesar 
Vargas
pantelis n. Vassilakis ph.d.
Jeffrey s. ’81 & lisa A. Wade
cecile c. Webster
shirley Weese young
leslie J. Weiss
Arthur White
Woodie t. White
leisel t. Whitlock
dori Wilson
William Wimmer
lisa Wyatt
Jodie l. zeitler ’93
$100 to $249
Anonymous (5)
robert Abelson Jr. ’73
Gerald e. Adams
Howard & Marcia Aduss
Mr. rolando Alarcon
c. M. Albright
Andrew & diane Alexander
leonard c. Amato ’75 &  
diana Amato ’76
dominique Anders ’03
carey Anderson
Alaina i. Andzelewski
Mary Ann Bamberger
Mr. J. robert Barr
Holly Bartecki
Mr. Thomas J. Basting & Mrs. 
sally c. Basting
Henry c. & kathleen Bauer
Michael d. & nina Belsley
Arnold l. Benson
Barry A. Benson
William d. Bergfalk
charlyn d. Bernal
Jessica l. Bettini ’08
katherine n. Biddle
Jane M. Bishop lillegard ’85
Julie Bittinger
iona Black
timuel d. Black
donna Blanke
Gay s. Block
Mr. philip d. Block iV & Mrs. 
susanna r. Block
patricia A. Blum ’84
Amy Boatman
kelly n. Bolton ’04
liza A. Bonomo ’98
Mr. Michael c. Borders
susan & donald Bowey
Barbara l. Bowles
charles & karen Bowman
Birdella c. Braden
sheila A. Brady
charles G. Braico ’79
kevin W. Bratt
Michael t. Bright & Joan e. 
McGrath
norman Broad & carol 
solomon
Gisela M. Brodin-Brosnan
Andrea k. Brown ’86
consuella l. Brown
christopher A. Broyles ’98
Jennifer c. Bruning
Julie A. caffey ’97
david & laurie callari
ray H. camp
Bryan d. carpenter ’90
April M. castro ’96
charles A. causey
linda i. & Gastone G. celesia
franklin & doralu chanen
yimei chen
nicol chervenak
clara chlarie
robert e. & Alice V. chrismer
Andrew n. christopher ’07
Janice f. cody ’81
Murray M. & renata f. coffey
Mrs. Hyla cohen & Mr. Jim 
cohen
elizabeth A. collins ’05
danielle e. collura Austry ’97
Ms. Barbara conti
Mr. Mark conti
Antonia J. contro & George 
Marquisos
candace corr & William H. 
Jones
rita & Gerard corsini
kevin p. cosgrove ii ’01
Margaret l. costas ’06
Mr. William Michael cramer 
and Mrs. pamela cramer
Ms. carole crowley
kim A. crown ’06
chari d. crumble ’05
stephanie d’Ambrosio
Michael J. darcy & lenore 
Holt-darcy
philip W. darling
karen day ’82
Jacquelyn M. dean ’04
Michael deitch
ovie M. dent ’84
Holly dickens
constance dickinson
Adriane M. ’83 & robert A.  
di Meo
christine diThomas ’01
Ann dow Weinberg
Bryan dowling
Mr. William t. doyle
Margarete H. draver ’96
ruth l. ’87 & neil H. dritz
Thomas dugan & pat dugan
sally c. duncan
sandra y. duncan ’95
daphne duval Harrison
Brian r. eaves ’89
diane edkins
J. A. edwards
Jennifer d. edwards ’98
christine A. efken
kevin eichorst
Mr. david ellis
Wendy l. ellis
Gordon & constance A. ensing
Joan l. erdman
Jenine k. esco ’98
carmen e. & earnest fair
david & nina B. feinberg
James c. ferraiuolo
Barbara ferriter
Mary G. filice ’84 & frank 
Batteglia
Joan A. fisher ’90
karen fitzner & richard A. 
Heckinger
Mr. John p. flaten
stig J. fogland
robert H. & nancy J. forney
Michael Walsh & elizabeth 
foster
leo n. & deloris k. franklin
Abigail c. friedman
Helma r. & George s. friedman
dorothy fuller
Adriana J. Galvan-Gonzalez ’01
stephen Gates
Michelle Geoga
Jeffrey M. Ginsberg & Hal Brun
donald Goddard
fritz Goeckner & tracy Bell
Alvin Golin & June Golin
lorena Gonzalez ’01
ruben Gonzalez
craig d. Gore ’99
William Gould
Julie & kevin s. Gujral
kristin B. Gulick ’08
Thomas k. Gustafson
sarah l. Guzick ’01
J. G. Hagee
Mary e. Hallman
scott M. Handschuch
Jodi l. Hardee ’04 & John r. 
Hardee iV
Joel Harlib
Valerie Hartmann ’07
Wayne r. ’84 & laurette 
Heimbach
tony & dawn Heller
Mr. richard W. Helsel & Mrs. 
carol d. Helsel
n. Hemphill
Ms. Melissa Hennessy
Michael G. Herring ’08
Ms. Juliannne e. Holt
Ms. sharon r. Holthaus
John r. & edmar J. Hoppe
dorothy A. Horton-Jackson ’99
paul J. Houcek
sheila A. House
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kay M. Hartmann &   
dan coffey
christie A. & William A. Hefner
Morton z. Hoffman
roald Hoffmann ph.d.
robert A. & lorraine Holland
Mr. robert c. Howard
nena ivon
Jack A. Jaffe
karen t. & richard f. Jordan
Morton H. kaplan & Hedy M. 
ratner
linda katzenbach & Jon r. 
katzenbach
Barry d. & Vicki l. kaufman
Michael l. & rosalind c. keiser
Mark e. kelly & patricia A. 
needham
James f. kinoshita &  
Merrillyn kosier
richard p. & susan kiphart
James A. & sari l. klein
ellen & Joseph krutz
Justin A. kulovsek ’04
robert f. kusel ’78
Jonathan d. le Grand
zafra lerman ph.d.
Gary i. & Meryl levenstein
fay & daniel levin
ramsey e. lewis Jr. &  
Jan lewis
Marilyn c. lord ’82
louise & ernie love
William r. Madden ii & 
kimberly M. Madden
david Mahoney
Abby Mccormick o’neil & d. 
carroll Joynes
patrick d. & stacey Mccusker
Bernadette B. & robert 
McMahon
Jeanie Medrea
John H. ’58 & kay l. Meisch
simon Menner
Mark J. & linda l. Micheli
Mr. takeshi Moro
George Muller
sylvia neil & dan fischel
John H. nelson
J. Jordan & Jean nerenberg
eliza nichols
Thomas nickel
franklin W. nitikman & 
Adrienne c. drell
scot t. o’Hara ’95
edward H. & susan 
oppenheimer
robert s. & Barbara c. park
Jeanne parker
sheldon A. patinkin
Michael & sandra J. perlow
fred J. ’96 & charlotte A. 
pienkos
yvonne A. polk
d. elizabeth price & louis J. 
yecies
christopher J. richert ’99
ellen romberg
donald i. rose & Judith James
steven J. rosenberg
roberta H. rubin
rob ruby
Margo G. ryerson ’05 & Arnold 
n. Hubick
Mr. robert scharff
steven scheibe & lauren 
scheibe
Mark schwartz
Vernon J. shiner
robert & leslie shook
rod & kiff slemmons
sydney smith Gordon
Harrison i. & lois M. steans
Judith stein
ellen stone Belic
p. sterling stuckey
William s. swartwood ’96 & 
Ann Marie Gray
Bob Thall
nancy c. tom
Thomas r. trainor
louis l. tucker & carolyn s. 
Woollen-tucker
Gary t. ’90 & Anne M. Vlk
lindsay M. Wilbeck ’05
constance & Hugh Williams
sharon r. Wilson-taylor
James B. & Margaret  
Maxwell zagel
$500 to $999
Anonymous (2)
katherine A. Abelson
samuel Alexander
Jason Allen
George H. ’74 & linda Bailey
dawn M. Baity
patrick d. Baker
christopher Barton
H. russell Bauer
timothy t. Bauhs
robert Berg
Brenda Berman & khosro M. 
Beik ’92
Michael Molloy & Brenda Borr
Andrew M. Bramanti ofM conv.
William t. Britt ’92
Mr. rolando e. Bustillos
Joyce e. Butts
charles e. cannon
Joel carlins & susan carlins
kristine A. chandler
Jan f. chindlund
linval J. & perla l. chung
kim t. clement & Mia  
clement fill
olivia cobiskey ’04
suzanne cohan-lange & 
richard c. lange ’85
Mary connelly
Thomas conroy
J. Gorman cook
sean corcoran
rebecca t. courington
elizabeth & christopher cronin
chandra dennis
William e. derrah iii & Alicia B. 
derrah
Julian c. d’esposito Jr. & Molly 
d’esposito
sherry dewane
Amina J. dickerson & Julian t. 
roberts
kevin doherty
larry d. & lynn dunn
natasha H. ’98 & zach egan
cindy elder
ronald A. elling
Michael epstein & carol A. 
obertubbesing
Jon faddis & laurelyn douglas
patrick J. fahy ’90
Ms. nita farahany
patricia feller
Anne e. foley
Mary e. forde
david l. frank & tamara 
sokolec
dean Geleynse
linda A. ’76 & Harold J. Gerber
caroline A. Girgis
Matthew J. & roxanna Goebel
Graham c. Grady
Glennon Graham
paul l. ’83 & dedrea A. Gray
scott Grover
Jack & sandra p. Guthman
ellen Harris
Brent Hasty
Marsha J. Heizer
Andy Hirt
Michael Hoeh
stephen c. & lynn M. Hogue
craig Jobson ’02
Jonathan Jones & susan B. 
Hopkinson
kathleen katz
parisa khosravi ’87
Garnett kilberg cohen
Marian kinney
Michelle A. & Glenn r. kolak
ray J. kovach
Jennifer s. kowalewski ’06
rachel e. kraft
Brian kuhlmann
stephen kusmierczak Jr.
Adam larson
leonard & Marilyn B. lehrer
Ms. carole lichty-smith
cesar llacuna
cynthia A. loftus
lloynard B. luckett ’99
priscilla r. Macdougall
John p. Mahoney
dirk W. Matthews ’02 & 
Babette novak ’02
david J. Michor
Murphy d. Monroe
cheryl l. Morton-langston ’79
Mary nalbandian
sandy nanberg
ruben natal-san Miguel
ludwig & Vera ombregt
susan M. pacetti ’02
Michelle A. passarelli ’99
William G. & Georgy Ann 
peluchiwski
Jenny l. & romas e. pencyla
corey & Barbara-Honorine 
plazak
Mary J. porreca
russell powell
Michael W. rabkin
Julie l. redmond
edward & leah reicin
patricia reilly davis
sheila roche
sergio rodriguez ’99
Bernard A. rosbottom
steve A. & Merle s. rosskam
rosita M. sands
Jerry & Arlyne M. sarquis
Howard schlossberg
shawn sheehy ’02
damon o. smith ’06
kari l. sommers ’90
rowena spencer
Jonathan squires
Jean B. stearns
sheldon & Marlene stillman
carol A.* and timothy J. stowe
caitlin strokosch ’98
Gregory taylor & cynthia taylor
Bradley M. temkin
nancy Thompson
Margaret V. tomaszek
Wayne tukes
Beatrice J. turner ’06
neil Viny
prof. david J. Waddington
lisa M. Walker ’86
Margot A. Wallace
James M. Wells
Alfred d. White
Ann H. Wiens
tamara Wilkow
Amy c. & nicholas c. Wilson
reginald B. Wilson
Bobbi Wilsyn
eric V. A. Winston ph.d.
Arthur & elaine Wong
david yamada
Gregory youmans
Julia zhu ’00
$250 to $499
Anonymous
Jeffrey c. Arnett
richard & Jan Bail
Blair Banwart
laura Barnett
todd Barone
Michael G. Beach ’05
caroline Becker-Joss
Martina Bila ’91
dan l. & sheri Boho
diana k. Borri
stephen Brodheim
peter W. & eileen H. Broido
Mark Brossman
eduardo calapiz
tracy M. cargo
Bruce c. carr
david carroll
trudy cassin
Alberto castaneda
ralph H. chilton iii ’98 & 
pamela W. chilton
frances clayton
patrick cobb
Thomas coyle
paul d’Amato & Anne Harris
Mr. douglas dawson & Mr. 
Wallace s. Bowling
William deWoskin
Jonathan r. diaz ’08
nancy & James A. doppke
roy eddey
emilie egan
philip M. eickhoff
kathleen endres
George e. engdahl
patricia B. erens
ross evangelista
david M. & laurie c. farrell
Anita M. Garza ’96
candace Gelman
Mark d. & lynn c. Gendleman
Jasper Gilijamse
Garrett Glass
* indicates donor is deceased. * indicates donor is deceased.
Mary Barnes donnelley family 
foundation
national science foundation
polk Bros. foundation
The pritzker pucker family 
foundation
rockefeller Brothers fund inc.
The rogovin collection llc
searl funds at The chicago 
community trust
The seneca Hotel
stella M. & William A.  
rowley fund
$10,000 to $24,999
3 Arts inc.
Barry s. crown charitable trust
chicago park district
chicago tribune foundation
dwight lofts llc
e. rhodes and leona B. 
carpenter foundation
elizabeth f. cheney  
foundation
The elizabeth Morse  
charitable trust
The farny r. Wurlitzer 
foundation
federation for community 
schools
The fogelson foundation
Graham foundation for studies 
in fine and performing Arts
Herman and ernestine  
Berger fund
illinois state library
international union of pure and 
Applied chemistry
The irving Harris foundation
Japan foundation
university of Maryland 
foundation inc. & J-lab: 
The institute for interactive 
Journalism
Marsh Affinity practice
The Mayer & Morris kaplan 
family foundation
new england foundation for 
the Arts
oak philanthropy ltd.
The richard H. driehaus 
foundation
robert pritzker family 
foundation
royal society of chemistry
sara lee corporation
u.s. civilian research & 
development foundation
university of california, los 
Angeles
The zeman family foundation
$5,000 to $9,999
ABM Janitorial
Broadcast Music inc.
casey/connolly family 
foundation
comer science and education 
foundation
consortium of Academic and 
research libraries in illinois
dow Jones newspaper  
fund inc.
electronic Theatre controls inc.
follett Higher education Group
Gesellschaft deutscher 
chemiker
Gidwitz family foundation
Goldman sachs & co.
Jerome H. stone family 
foundation
Joe’s seafood, prime steak & 
stone crab–las Vegas
leo Burnett Worldwide
The Macy's foundation
Mesirow financial Holdings inc.
The northern trust company
sarah siddons society inc.
$1,000 to $4,999
Anonymous (3)
Academy of communications  
& technology charter  
school inc.
Acrobat Marketing   
solutions inc.
Albertina Walker scholarship 
foundation
Asian American coalition  
of employees
Barry A. Gomberg &  
Associates ltd.
Bloch family foundation
chicago Bar Association
chicago cotillion charities 
foundation inc.
The chicago drama league
chicago Headline club 
foundation
depaul center for urban 
education
George s. May foundation
Harris Bank
J. r. clancy incorporated
Johnson floor company, inc.
J.p. Morgan chase
lettuce entertain you 
enterprises inc.
links Hall inc.
Marquette national Bank
Mary parson donnellon 
scholarship fund
national performance network
neiman Marcus
packaging corporation of 
America
park Avenue charitable fund
The ramsey lewis foundation
stoll foundation
swets information service
syracuse university
target
university film & Video 
foundation
Westwood Management corp.
$500 to $999
AeMMp recording company
Bank of America illinois
chicago chapter of the 
fulbright Association
citigroup foundation
community foundation 
of Harrisonburg and 
rockingham county
corporation of the fine Arts 
Museums
emerson Gallery
erie neighborhood House
pianoforte foundation
process creative studios
ram Mechanical services
robert koch Gallery
stephen daiter Gallery
stillman family foundation
$250 to $499
The Art institute of chicago
Artsonia
Bryn Mawr communications
Busey trust company
california state university, 
fresno
central Michigan university
future Media international inc.
Jen Bekman Gallery
omnicare dental
steinmetz immobilien
terrific science
trinity college
uBo Bibliotek for Humaniora
university of colorado at 
Boulder
university of london
$100 to $249
American society of 
composers, Authors, and 
publishers
At&t illinois
Bowdoin college
Bowling Green state university
British library
california state university, san 
Marcos
cardiff university
chicago Music Association
chicago public library
chicago symphony orchestra
dartmouth college
deichmanske Bibliotek
depaul university
duke university
dykema Gossett pllc
fordham university
Gale serials department
George Mason university
Georgia state university
Hewitt Associates inc.
Hinsdale limousine ltd. inc.
Marie lewandowski trust
Massachusetts college of Art 
library
Massachusetts institute of 
technology
Miami university
Michigan state university
Middle tennessee state 
university
The new york public library
north shore country day 
school
northeastern university
northwestern university
ohio state university
peabody institute
photographic Artists coalition
princeton university
rhode island school of design
steracle press
steve ewert photography
stirchak Wilson company
swedish Bunk Johnson society
taipei economic and cultural 
office in chicago
texas A&M university
toronto reference library
tufts university
two by two inc.
university library utrecht
university of Akron
university of Alabama 
Huntsville
university of chicago
university of delaware
university of district of 
columbia
university of keele
university of leeds
The university of liverpool
university of Michigan, Ann 
Arbor
university of north carolina at 
Greensboro
university of nottingham
university of pennsylvania
university of puget sound
university of rochester
university of tennessee– 
knoxville
university of toronto
university of Washington
university of Washington 
libraries
university of Wisconsin–
Milwaukee
Vanderbilt university
Vassar college library
Washington university
Wayne state university
Wilfrid laurier university
york university
DEMO54
James d. Howes ’93
Ms. frederica Hoyt
Mr. david Hsiung
Jenifer B. Hyde
James f. ingalls
Thomas A. & leslie W. Jacobs
Afshin Jamali ’08
Ari Jamali ’07
nan cibula-Jenkins & John l. 
Jenkins
Marla W. & david A. Johnson
teisha l. Johnson ’96
tamara n. Jones ’08
John Jordan
kevin M. karpa ’00
Anastasios V. katopodis ’04
igor kay ’85
lydija r. kazlas ’77
rhea J. keenan
Annice kelly
Marshall keltz
sally kennedy
frazier king Jr.
eric klein ’81
don B. klugman
Amanda knowles
Jane kolarsey kusterer & 
eugene kusterer
Janice kramer
fran kravitz
linda & peter krivkovich
stephanie e. kuehnert ’03
Brent & eileen kugman
nickolas G. ’08 & Becky kusen
peggy A. kusnerz
Jane s. la rue ’81
Joseph f. laiacona
Muriel J. larue
Thomas e. & sue laue
danielle M. laurion
ronald lawless ’82
chay & Jodie lawrence
Martin leBreton ’02
Aimee s. lee ’06
John J. levandoski ’92
Micki A. leventhal
ilyse levy
liliana lewandowski
Michael & esther lieber
Jay A. & Bonnie lipe
lona G. livingston
elisabeth M. long ’06
Joan H. long
Maria e. lorenzana-labbe ’03
deanna t. lozenski ’05
James e. lucas
Jan lupu
paul r. Macchione ’08
Andrew J. Maccrimmon ’97
pattie Mackenzie
eileen Madden
lillian Maldonado ’82
Mark J. Mallorca ’05
Myriam M. Marquez
kathy Marshall
Brian Marth
Maria B. Martinez
James e. & lillian c. Maurin
eric c. May ’75
Brian t. Mccurley ’08
Bonnie c. McGrath
shunda McGriff
pamela Mckuen &   
Arnold H. shifrin
norman A. ’81 & nadine 
Mclaughlin
carmaine p. Means ’02
rosendo Mercado ’98
Joe & Marion Mirabelli
rodger M. & phyllis G. Mitchell
floyd A. Mittleman
cynthia & George s. Moncada
david r. Montagano
evemarie Moore
Mr. Thomas f. Moran & Mrs. 
susan p. Moran
latonya M. Morrison ’99
david f. Morton ’05
John & donna M. Moscinski
Bradley Adams Mott &  
susan e. osborne-Mott
John napoli
Mr. camille ndia & Mrs. carole 
Attobrah ndia
karen noldan
cary c. noren ’88
George M. nyman
susan & douglas W. o’Brien 
lyons
karen o’connor
James J. o’keefe
Anne Marie ombregt &  
karel cool
Mr. Jack W. ottinger ii & Mrs. 
nancy A. ottinger
Alfred oxenham
darlene M. park
Mitul B. patel ’01
kathleen t. peterson ’99
Marilyn peterson
Ms. carolyn pfeiffer
Morgan phelps ’08
elbert s. phillips ’07
lemoine d. pierce
cecelia pikul
rachel Barton pine &  
Gregory pine
Bernice pink
James l. pinto M.d. ’07
Gui & cecelia ponce de leon
diane i. primo
Gary M. & lisa prokes
Jason e. Quick ’99
cynthia M. & richard raskin
Jason p. reblando
Jo Ann & Joel W. regnery
Mr. steven f. rehkemper
douglas reichert powell
pegeen reichert powell
James J. reindl
Mrs. delores remy
J. dennis & elizabeth c. rich
Marlene J. rimland
Belle risch & tim risch
Ms. Mary G. ritchic
corrine J. roache ’09
robert c. rock M.d.
Michael s. rogalski &  
davelle l. Brinker
corinne rose & John c. 
dekoker
Barbara rosin
susan f. rossen
dennis J. roussel
laurie rubin
Amabel ruiz
Bruce sagan & Bette cerf Hill
tony salgado
sandra sanchez
Walter B. schaffeld
seth schein
sarah A. schroeder ’00 & 
kenneth A. nowak Jr. ’00
roche e. schulfer & Mary B. 
fisher
Mark schulze
dr. t. M. scruggs
lauren A. sepanski ’05
christopher t. & susan c. 
sergel
Jonathan l. shanes ’05
Victoria l. shannon
susan H. & robert e. shapiro
saima M. sharoff ’05
Brian G. shaw ’86 & stephanie 
l. shaw ’92
keri A. sheets ’06
lynn shotwell
Joel d. siegel ’06
Anne-Marie & Jean-claude 
simille
scott & stacy simpson
Arlie f. sims
ronald l. skwarek
dan p. slabek
charles J. smith
Mr. richard s. sokolov &  
Mrs. susan B. sokolov
Brenda sollitt
Hilmon s. sorey Jr.
Jeanne M. sowa
Ms. dorothy J. speidel
James A. & Jean M. spencer
kathleen f. stebbins
Arthur J. stein ’66
Jane M. ’88 & paul stephens
caroline f. stephenson ’93
donald M. & isabel c. stewart
Mr. robert r. stormoen
Gary V. stubits ’94
Monica M. sullivan ’99
daniel e. & sara B.   
susmano
Marilynn sweeney
Vicky & Akio takamori
dalia l. tapia ’07
lakeshia l. taylor ’95
lance Thomas ’02
nekoosa B. Thomas ’03
George Thompson
Joseph p. tilford
Joseph H. tower ’03
paul l. tremblay & iryna Goula
stephanie A. treppler ’07
kenneth & Marsha tucker
rebecca tudor ’89
sezgin uskup
Ms. lisa Vasquez
Joanne Vena & richard J. 
Graham
Michael Vittori
paul & Abigail Vogel
Helen M. Vonderheide ’04
Matthew W. Wadland
Mark Wainger
Ms. katie Walsh
Mr. Gerald G. Walters & Mrs. 
Marilyn W. Walters
christine M. Warner ’86
Jason J. Wasserman ’97
titawat Watcharothai
clifford A. Watson Jr.
frances c. & Wendell p. Weaver
Jeffrey B. Wehrmeister ’90
Herbert Weintraub
Alexander Weiss
tiffany l. Weiss ’09
Mr. James r. Werley & Mrs. 
suzanne l. Werley
Jennifer k. Wheeler ’89
clyde Whitaker
doris A. Williamson
George Wilmes
Mr. George t. Wilson
Melinda A. Wilson
robert A. & susan J. Wislow
Jenny Wojcik
Andrea r. Wood
laurie & Brett Wood
richard Woods
patrice J. & patrick Wooldridge
John J. Wozniak ’04
kim p. Wright ’95
ruth M. yanagi
Ms. chi-Jang yin
Jessica l. ’01 & William A. 
young
kelly k. zavala ’07 
organiZations
$500,000+
chicago public schools
city of chicago
educational Advancement 
fund inc.
robert r. Mccormick 
foundation
$250,000 to $499,999
The Baruch foundation
illinois Board of Higher 
education
illinois state Board of 
education
u.s. department of education
$100,000 to $249,999
After school Matters
The Andy Warhol foundation 
for the Visual Arts
Buckingham Master tenant 
llc
John d. and catherine t. 
MacArthur foundation
national endowment for  
the Arts
prince charitable trusts
$50,000 to $99,999
Alphawood foundation
J.p. Morgan chase foundation
kraft foods inc.
lloyd A. fry foundation
The negaunee foundation
sidney l. port trust
Thor equities llc
$25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
American Airlines
American chemical society
Arts Midwest
The Boeing company
exelon corporation
i. A. o’shaughnessy foundation
illinois Arts council
louis Armstrong educational 
foundation inc.
* indicates donor is deceased. * indicates donor is deceased.
Heidi Marshall	is	Columbia’s	college	archivist.	
If	you	have	photos	or	materials	you	think	might	
be	of	interest	for	the	archives,	let	her	know!	
hmarshall@colum.edu	/	312.369.8689.	
Visit	the	Columbia	archives	online	at	
lib.colum.edu/archives.
By	Heidi	Marshall
This	photo	collage	graced	the	pages	
of	Columbia’s	1955	catalog.	As	
the	accompanying	text	explained:	
“During	the	College’s	early	years,	the	
lecture	platform	and	the	Chautauqua	
circuit	was	media;	in	the	1920s	and	
1930s,	the	stage.	With	the	advent	of	
radio,	Columbia	College	curriculum	
emphasized	the	change	to	this	new	
form	of	mass	communication.	Today,	
the	emerging	field	of	television	
requires	new	skills	and	this	demand	
is	now	reflected	in	the	programs	
of	study.”	While	the	programs	and	
the	equipment	have	changed,	one	
critical	component	remains	the	
same:	Columbia	College	students	
still	receive	“the	most	expert	
guidance	and	practical	instruction	
available	anywhere.”
* uHf television is developed
* sugar ray robinson wins world 
 boxing championship
* The song “rock Around the   
 clock”	and movie The Seven 
 Year Itch are popular 
* pink clothes for men are all 
 the rage 
1955
Columbia College ChiCago
honor roll of Donors
first Quarter, fisCal 
Year 2010 (september 1– 
noVember 30, 2009)
inDiViDuals
$100,000 to $249,999
Anonymous
$25,000 to $49,999
Gigi pritzker pucker & Michael 
A. pucker
$10,000 to $24,999
Anonymous
sherry s. Barrat
Jeremy d. efroymson ’98
John r. & patricia A. Gehron
Marcia e. lazar ’03 & Alan  
o. Amos
elizabeth A. liebman ph.d.
ellen stone Belic
$5,000 to $9,999
phillip Moll
samuel e. & paula f. pfeffer ph.d
david s. solomon, M.d. & 
Brenda c. solomon, M.d.
$1,000 to $4,999
dawn M. Baity
Michael Molloy & Brenda Borr
pamela crutchfield
Monica del Angel ’96
tracy dillard
Allan r. drebin ph.d. &  
ellen drebin
lloyd A. & colleen B. fry iii
Ben f. & Gloria Golden
Marsha J. Heizer
erica r. Hubbard ’99
robert e. ’66 & Jane Mcnamara
Howard Mendelsohn ’49
edward H. & susan 
oppenheimer
christopher J. richert ’99
Joseph seminetta
Judith stein
irving stenn Jr.
charles H. suber
nancy c. tom
Wayne tukes
$500 to $999
doreen M. Bartoni & renee l. 
Hansen ’80
Jan f. chindlund
Mary connelly
Joshua culley-foster ’04
Jean-francois Hurel
Jonathan keiser
Mark e. kelly & patricia A. 
needham
ellen & Joseph krutz
susan Meisel
Michele nigra
dominic A. pacyga
pamela & John rijos
Bernard sendlin
fredric & nikki W. stein
William s. swartwood ’96 & 
Ann Marie Gray
$250 to $499
sonia & Theodore c. Bloch
John Bourne
karen Brumer
James & carolyn Burke
Barbara J. calabrese
elizabeth Burke-dain & 
Michael dain
loranne ehlenbach & John 
ehlenbach
sharon Haar
Maureen H. Herlehy ’93
laura J. Hool ’06
Mark isaac
nena ivon
tara t. Johnson
Justin A. kulovsek ’04
cesar llacuna
debra M. McGrath
John H. ’58 & kay l. Meisch
ruben natal-san Miguel
stanley & Barbara neimark
irwin f. noparstak c.p.A.
lucas M. ’84 & sharon A. palermo
Mario & diane palermo
rick e. pukis ’97
Brett reynolds
steven roach
stephen d. roy & lloyd kohler
Herbert silber
$100 to $249
Anonymous (3)
Andrew & diane Alexander
Alicia J. Allison ’91
patrick d. Baker
robert Balanoff & felice J. Batlan
sandra Bass
timothy t. Bauhs
frank Bianco
daniel V. Biggar ’92
Jane M. Bishop lillegard ’85
charles e. cannon
libby l. chiu & peter Murray
kim t. clement & Mia  
clement fill
elizabeth A. collins ’05
rebecca t. courington
kevin doherty
larry d. & lynn dunn
sharon l. eiseman & noel Hertz
ronald A. elling
rev. sherron farrell ’08
Gene & Barbara feldman
elizabeth M. fleck
Anne e. foley
Mary e. forde
stephen & terri Geifman
linda A. ’76 & Harold J. Gerber
Meghan A. Gleason-Vollmer ’97 
& roger Vollmer
edwin c. & Han Glickman
nancy Goldman-church
craig d. Gore ’99
lily & Gregory A. Gulik
sarah l. Guzick ’01
Monica Hairston ph.d.
Thomas s. Hamilton
roland c. Hansen
Bert Hoffman
kim Hsieh
lambi c. Hubbard ’04
dave & lorene Jagodzinski
edmund Jamison
craig Jobson ’02
norman d. & lyneeta M. kahan
Martin t. kane Jr. ’06
yolunda kincade ’93
Michelle A. & Glenn r. kolak
stephen kusmierczak Jr.
Arthur d. leach c.p.A. ’71
Thomas r. lind ’05
sara l. livingston
larry p. lundy
John p. Mahoney
frank & Monica Manfredi
dirk W. Matthews ’02 & 
Babette novak ’02
Anthony Mcdonald
Marcella Mencotti
david J. Michor
Murphy d. Monroe
Marlene Mora ’06
cheryl l. Morton-langston ’79
Margaret Moss
Michael & franice niederman
carol J. oja
patrick J. o’keefe ’82
neil p. pagano
donald t. parenteau ’07
corey & Barbara-Honorine 
plazak
Brian J. ream ’04
Julie l. redmond
Jo Ann & Joel W. regnery
Andrew c. rigrod
sharon M. ross
susan ruder
felicia J. schneiderhan ’02
eric s. scholl
scott & stacy simpson
Thomas J. skapes
raymond J. spaeth ii & 
sharolyn J. spaeth
Mary e. stascik ’01
Margaret t. sullivan ’06
Janet M. talbot & euclid J. 
talbot ’85
Julie Volkmann
lauren M. Waring
cary H. Webb
clyde Whitaker
Ann H. Wiens
George Wilmes
Amy c. & nicholas c. Wilson
reginald B. Wilson
eric V. A. Winston ph.d.
david Wisniewski
semei t. zake 
organiZations
$500,000+
pritzker foundation
$250,000 to $499,999
u.s. department of education
$100,000 to $249,999
Anonymous
texas Guaranteed student 
loan corporation
$50,000 to $99,999
Buckingham Master tenant llc
chicago public schools
illinois Arts council
terra foundation for American Art
William W. falconer fund
$25,000 to $49,999
lannan foundation
The pritzker pucker family 
foundation
$10,000 to $24,999
After school Matters
The irving Harris foundation
Jerome H. stone family 
foundation
national endowment for the 
Arts
The northern trust company
organisation for the prohibition 
of chemical Weapons
u.s. Army research, 
development and 
engineering command
$5,000 to $9,999
Ann and Gordon Getty 
foundation
Arts Midwest
field Museum of natural History
u.s. Bancorp
$1,000 to $4,999
elizabeth f. cheney foundation
Goldman sachs & co.
Joe’s seafood, prime steak & 
stone crab–las Vegas
links Hall inc.
lloyd A. fry foundation
Marsh Affinity practice
national performance network
ross family foundation
royal netherlands embassy
The liberace foundation
The oppenheimer family 
foundation
$500 to $999
illinois registry of interpreters 
for the deaf
$250 to $499
international corporate Art
polk Bros. foundation
swets information service
university of north carolina at 
Asheville
$100 to $249
American society of 
composers, Authors, and 
publishers
chicago sister cities 
international program
Middle tennessee state 
university
pomona college
university of colorado at 
Boulder
university of Maryland 
Baltimore county
university of Missouri–st. louis
university of oregon
university of rochester
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For Alumni & Friends of columbia college chicago
Scholarship Columbia
A	CHAL L ENGE 	 FOR 	 E XCE L L ENCE
this	is	
COLUMBIA’S	
MOMENT
*For	details	or	to	make	a	donation,	visit	colum.edu/donate	
	or	contact	Michael	Anderson	at	312.369.8652.
COlum.edu/dOnate
Give	a	dollar.	We’ll	give	two.
Helping	our	students	find	the	financial	resources	they	need	to	complete	their	Columbia	educations		
is	our	number-one	fundraising	priority.	
The	Scholarship	Columbia	Challenge	Grant	is	a	five-year,	$1	million	challenge	to	raise	unrestricted	
scholarship	dollars	for	deserving	students	with	demonstrated	need.	
Accept	the	challenge	in	the	spirit	of	giving	and	giving	back.	If	you’re	a	Columbia	alum,	the	college		
will	match	your	gift	two	to	one.*	
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